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Abstrat
In the future, autonomous servie robots are supposed to remove the burden of monotoni
and tedious tasks like pikup and delivery from people. Vision being the most important
human sensor and feedbak system is onsidered to play a prominent role in the future
of robotis. Robust tehniques for visual robot navigation, objet reognition and vision
assisted objet manipulation are essential in servie robotis tasks. Mobile manipulation
in servie robotis appliations requires the alignment of the end-eetor with reognized
objets of unknown pose. Image based visual servoing provides a means of model-free
manipulation of objets solely relying on 2D image information.
In this thesis ontributions to the eld of deoupled visual servoing for objet manipula-
tion as well as navigation are presented. A novel approah for large view visual servoing
of mobile robots is presented by deoupling the gaze and navigation ontrol via a virtual
amera plane, whih enables the visual ontroller to use the same natural landmarks e-
iently over a large range of motion. In order to omplete the repertoire of reative visual
behaviors an innovative door passing behavior and an obstale avoidane behavior using
omnivision are designed. The developed visual behaviors represent a signiant step to-
wards the model-free visual navigation paradigm relying solely on visual pereption. A
novel approah for visual servoing based on augmented image features is presented, whih
has only four o-diagonal ouplings between the visual moments and the degrees of motion.
As the visual servoing relies on unique image features, objet reognition and pose align-
ment of the manipulator rely on the same representation of the objet. In many senarios
the features extrated in the referene pose are only pereivable aross a limited region
of the work spae. This neessitates the introdution of additional intermediate referene
views of the objet and requires path planning in view spae. In this thesis a model-free
approah for optimal large view visual servoing by swithing between referene views in
order to minimize the time to onvergene is presented.
The eieny and robustness of the proposed visual ontrol shemes are evaluated in the
virtual reality and on the real mobile platform as well as on two dierent manipulators. The
experiments are performed suessfully in dierent senarios in realisti oe environments
without any prior struturing. Therefore this thesis presents a major ontribution towards
vision as the universal sensor for mobile manipulation.
i
Abstrakt
Autonome Servieroboter sollen in Zukunft dem Menshen monotone und körperlih an-
strengende Aufgaben abnehmen, indem sie beispielsweise Hol- und Bringedienste ausüben.
Visuelle Wahrnehmung ist das wihtigste menshlihe Sinnesorgan und Rükkopplungs-
system und wird daher eine herausragende Rolle in zukünftigen Robotikanwendungen spie-
len. Robuste Verfahren für bildbasierte Navigation, Objekterkennung und Manipulation
sind essentiell für Anwendungen in der Servierobotik. Die mobile Manipulation in der
Servierobotik erfordert die Ausrihtung des Endeektors zu erkannten Objekten in un-
bekannter Lage. Die bildbasierte Regelung ermögliht eine modellfreie Objektmanipulation
allein durh Berüksihtigung der zweidimensionalen Bildinformationen.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit werden Beiträge zur entkoppelten bildbasierten Regelung sowohl
für die Objektmanipulation als auh für die Navigation präsentiert. Ein neuartiger Ansatz
für die bildbasierte Weitbereihsregelung mobiler Roboter wird vorgestellt. Hierbei wer-
den die Blikrihtungs- und Navigationsregelung durh eine virtuelle Kameraebene entkop-
pelt, was es der bildbasierten Regelung ermögliht, dieselben natürlihen Landmarken ef-
zient über einen weiten Bewegungsbereih zu verwenden. Um das Repertoire der visuellen
Verhalten zu vervollständigen, werden ein innovatives Türdurhfahrtsverhalten sowie ein
Hindernisvermeidungsverhalten basierend auf omnidirektionaler Wahrnehmung entwikelt.
Die entworfenen visuellen Verhalten stellen einen wihtigen Shritt in Rihtung des Paradig-
mas der reinen modellfreien visuellen Navigation dar. Ein neuartiger Ansatz basierend auf
Bildmerkmalen mit einer erweiterten Anzahl von Attributen wird vorgestellt, der nah einer
Entkopplung der Eingangsgröÿen nur vier unerwünshte Kopplungen zwishen den Bild-
momenten und den Bewegungsfreiheitsgraden aufweist. In vielen Anwendungsszenarien
sind die extrahierten Referenzmerkmale nur in einem begrenzten Bereih des Arbeitsraums
sihtbar. Dies erfordert die Einführung zusätzliher Zwishenansihten des Objektes sowie
eine Pfadplanung im zweidimensionalen Bildraum. In dieser Arbeit wird deswegen eine
modellfreie Methodik für die zeitoptimale bildbasierte Weitbereihsregelung präsentiert, in
der zwishen den einzelnen Referenzansihten umgeshaltet wird, um die Konvergenzzeit
zu minimieren.
Die Ezienz und Robustheit der vorgeshlagenen bildbasierten Regler werden sowohl in der
virtuellen Realität als auh auf der realen mobilen Plattform sowie zwei untershiedlihen
Manipulatoren veriziert. Die Experimente werden in untershiedlihen Szenarien in alltäg-
lihen Büroumgebungen ohne vorherige Strukturierung durhgeführt. Diese Arbeit stellt
einen wihtigen Shritt hin zu visueller Wahrnehmung als einziger und universeller Sensor
für die mobile Manipulation dar.
ii
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List of abbreviations
The abbreviations used within the sope of this work are ordered alphabetially in the
following.
ARIA Advaned Robot Interfae for Appliations
ARNL Advaned Robotis Navigation and Loalization system
a.u. arbitrary units
AUTOSAR AUTomotive Open System ARhiteture
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CV Current View
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e-Based Referene View Sele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DOF Degree Of Freedom
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e of Gaussian
EKF Extended Kalman Filter
FAST Features from Aelerated Segment Test
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e Referene View Sele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FSI Fixed S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k
GF-HOG Gradient Field-Histogram of Oriented Gradients
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GV Goal View
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IR InfraRed
LQR Linear Quadrati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NN Neural Network
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tion
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vi
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iple Component Analysis
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PTZ Pan Tilt Zoom
RANSAC RANdom SAmple Consensus algorithm
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
ROS Robot Operating System
RV Referene View
SIFT Sale Invariant Feature Transformation
SII Sale Invariant Interpolation
SLAM Simultaneous Loalization And Mapping
SNN Single Nearest Neighbor
SURF Speeded Up Robust Features
ToF Time of Flight
tt time to ontat
VSLAM Visual Simultaneous Loalization And Mapping
WANN Weighted Average among three Nearest Neighbors
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Nomenlature
In the present work vetors and matries are printed in bold type. Vetors are hereby
displayed by minusule letters whereas matries are represented by apital letters, and
salars are expressed in itali style. The nomenlature is sorted as following: the rst
lassiation riterion is latin before greek letters, afterwards lower-ase before upper-ase
letters, and nally bold before itali type.
a ontrol ation (for appearane based visual servoing)
ah saling fator (for homography)
ai, bi distane of an interest point to its appropriate epipolar line orresponding
to the u- and v-diretion, respetively
ak pixel displaement
am, bm, cm, dm model parameters for exponential funtion
A Hesse matrix
α rotation around the x-axis (roll)
αa orretion fator for the adaptive image Jaobian
αc, α˙c amera pan angle, respetively veloity
αia, βia, γia interior angles
αu, αv intrinsi amera parameter: saling fator depending on λ and pixel di-
mensions
bCref image features in the referene frame
β rotation around the y-axis (pith)
βc, β˙c amera tilt angle, respetively veloity
c performane riterion
confavg mean of the ondene values
confseg(i,j) ondene values in a window with the row and olumn position (i, j) of
the ell
C,Cn, Cr absolute, normalized and relative number of feature orrespondenes be-
tween the referene view and the urrent image
Cref , Cα,β, CR stati and rotated amera oordinate systems, respetively, and amera
oordinate system in the image plane
CV virtual amera oordinate system, respetively virtual amera plane
CVi i-th referene view
viii
dkp normalized keypoint desriptor of SIFT features
d distane
D Dierene-of-Gaussian
∆f error between desired and atual feature loations
∆fˆ total normalized summed feature error
∆fγ orretion along γ of the averaged keypoint rotation
∆fω,∆fω predited motion of the image features aused by ∆ΘR
∆ϕ feature error between referene and urrent distortion (amera retreat
problem)
∆ΘR orientational task spae error
∆x lateral task spae error
∆z longitudinal task spae error
[e1a, e
2
a]
T
epipoles from the atual image
[e1ref , e
2
ref ]
T
epipoles from the desired view
E essential matrix desribing the epipolar onstraint
E¯(θ), E¯(φ), E¯(r) mean absolute error in azimuth, elevation and radius
Eu, Ev entropy along the u- and v-axis, respetively
ε residual error between model and data point (for error funtion of the
M-estimator)
εd dissimilarity (residual error)
εγ estimation error for amera rotation
η1, η2 tuning variables
f urrent image features, stated depending on the ontext as fi = [ui, vi]
for the i-th image feature with oordinates ui, vi, in the ontext of SIFT
features as fi = [ui, vi, φi, σi] with the additional attributes orienta-
tion φi and sale σi, also in the ontext of image moments as f =
[fα, fβ, fγ, fx, fy, fz]
fref referene image features, also used in the ontext of image moments
fα image moment for rotation around the x-axis
fβ image moment for rotation around the y-axis
fγ image moment for rotation around the optial axis
fx image moment for translation along the x-axis
fy image moment for translation along the y-axis
fz image moment for translation along the amera axis
fzd image moment for translation along the amera axis, alternative expres-
sion via the distane between point features
F ost funtion
G Gaussian lter
γ rotation around the z-axis (yaw), respetively the optial amera axis
γt angle between orientation of virtual amera plane and template plane
γV angle between the virtual amera plane and the orientation of the robot
h twie the distane between the parabola's vertex and the fous of an
omnidiretional amera
ix
H, Hˆ homography, estimated homography by feature orrespondenes
Hu(i) relative frequeny of features in i-th olumn
Hv(i) relative frequeny of features in i-th row
I urrent image, also denoted as I(u, v, t) in dependene of the pixel oor-
dinates u, v and time t
Iref referene image
[Iu, Iv]
T
spatial intensity gradient in u- and v-diretion, respetively
J visual image Jaobian
J+ pseudoinverse of the image Jaobian
Ja Jaobian for appearane based visual servoing
Je Jaobian for visual servoing on epipoles
Jvω separated Jaobian for rotational motion
Jvt separated Jaobian for translational motion
Jvξuξ separated Jaobian for angle and axis of rotation parametrization
Jxz separated Jaobian for translational motion, redued to two degrees of
freedom
Jdk robot Jaobian for dierential kinematis
Jfi image Jaobian for the image moment in i, whereas i stands for x, y, z,
α, β, γ
Jfi,j image Jaobian entry for the image moment in i with a movement in
j, whereas both i and j stand for x, y, z, α, β, γ and i = j (desired
ouplings)
J˜fi,j image Jaobian entry for the image moment in i with a movement in j,
whereas both i and j stand for x, y, z, α, β, γ and i 6= j (undesired
ouplings)
Jω separated Jaobian for rotational motion, redued to one degree of free-
dom
k onstant proportional gain
ka adaptive gain
k proportional gain fator
K amera alibration matrix as a funtion of the intrinsi amera parame-
ters
lk image displaement
L Gaussian-blurred image
λ foal length
λe evaluated individuals of λ-CMAES
λeig eigenvalue
λi Lagrange multiplier
λp ospring of λ-CMAES
µ ontrol parameter for Levenberg-Marquardt optimization
µ(i,j) mean of the time to ontat values in a segment with the row and olumn
position (i, j) of the ell
µp parents of λ-CMAES
x
n normal vetor of a plane
n, nmin, nmax number of feature orrespondenes, respetively minimum/maximum
∇pw divergene for eah pairing window
ω rotational veloity
ωR, ωRmax rotational veloity of non-holonomi robot, rotational veloity limit
Ω spatial neighborhood around image feature, respetively point of interest
p
i
world point
p
i
point in image plane
p
v
point in virtual amera plane
pi(s, a) optimal poliy (for appearane based visual servoing)
φ anonial orientation of the keypoint
ϕ, ϕref urrent and referene angle between two points forming a line relative to
the horizontal line
q robot joint angles
q˙ robot joint veloities
Q ation value funtion (for appearane based visual servoing)
r amera position
r˙ amera veloity
rf horizontal distane from fous to parabola of an omnidiretional amera
rXY Pearson's orrelation oeient desribing the linear dependeny be-
tween two stohasti variables X and Y
R rotation matrix
ρ error funtion of the M-estimator
ρ, α polar oordinates
s objet appearane (in angular olor oourrene histograms)
σ image feature sale espeially in the ontext of SIFT and SURF features,
also referred to as the standard deviation of the Gaussian
σe parameter to regulate outlier suppression (for error funtion of the M-
estimator)
σu, σv variane of the feature distribution
t translation vetor
ttc, ttcavg time to ontat, mean time to ontat
ttcnv one of the m total time to ontat estimates omputed from the orre-
sponding ow vetors
T
Cα,β
CR
transformation from the amera oordinate system to the rotated amera
oordinate system
T
Cref
Cα,β
transformation of the rotated amera oordinate system into the stati
amera oordinate system
T
CV
Cref
transformation from the xed referene frame entered at the foal point
to the virtual amera plane
T
CV
CR
transformation from the amera plane to the horizontal virtual amera
plane
xi
xii
Text extrinsi homogeneous transformation matrix
Tint intrinsi homogeneous transformation matrix
θaz, φel, rsc referene azimuth, elevation and radius in spherial oordinates
θˆaz, φˆel, rˆsc estimated azimuth, elevation and radius in spherial oordinates
θicp intrinsi amera parameter: angle between the axes of the retinal image
Θm model parameters (for error funtion of the M-estimator)
ΘR orientation of the robot
u pixel oordinate in x-diretion of the amera oordinate system
[u, v, 1]T homogeneous 2D image oordinates
[uˆ, vˆ, 1]T normalized 2D image oordinates
[u¯, v¯]T deviation of the feature entroid from the origin
[u˙, v˙]T optial ow
[u0, v0]
T
intrinsi amera parameter: priniple point desribing intersetion of op-
tial axis with image plane
[ucog, vcog, 1]
T
feature entroid of urrent view
[uˆcog, vˆcog, 1]
T
feature entroid of goal view
[uV , vV , 1]
T
2D image oordinates in the virtual amera plane
[uvcog, vvcog] entroid of the u-, respetively v-oordinate of the urrent view expressed
in the horizontal virtual amera plane after the feature rotation about
∆ΘR
[uˆvcog, vˆvcog] entroid of the u-, respetively v-oordinate of the referene view ex-
pressed in the horizontal virtual amera plane after the feature rotation
about ∆ΘR
uξ axis of rotation parametrization
UΛVT singular value deomposition (SVD) of a matrix
v veloity
v pixel oordinate in y-diretion of the amera oordinate system
vR translational veloity of non-holonomi robot, vR is omposed of vRz in
longitudinal diretion and vRx in lateral diretion
vRLeft, vRRight ommanded veloity for the left and right wheel of the robot, respetively
vRmax translational veloity limit
wi dynami weight for deoupling fx and fy
wi,norm normalized dynami weight (to be independent of the distane z)
w(u, v) weighting funtion, e.g. for optial ow or Hesse matrix
x position [x, y, z] and orientation [α, β, γ] of the end-eetor
[x, y, z, 1]T homogeneous point oordinates
[xR, zR, θR]
T
state of non-holonomi robot
xi data point (for error funtion of the M-estimator)
[X, Y ]T , [X¯, Y¯ ]T stohasti variables, mean values of stohasti variables
ξ angle of rotation parametrization
zf horizontal axis of paraboli mirror
ζ onstant for gain omputation to avoid numerial instability
Chapter 1
Introdution
In the future servie robots are supposed to liberate people from the burden of monotoni
and tedious tasks. Robots pereive their environment by means of fore, touh, proximity
or visual feedbak with the objetive to perform omplex manipulation tasks in dynami,
unstrutured environments of a omplexity that exeeds the apabilities of urrent roboti
manipulators in industrial settings. Pikup and delivery tasks onstitute a novel domain of
appliation for intelligent servie robots. This development is triggered by more powerful
and aordable sensors, inreased omputational power and the advent of lightweight ma-
nipulators. This thesis is a ontribution towards the goal of realizing mobile manipulation
with autonomous servie robots.
Vision being the most important human sensor and feedbak system is onsidered to play
a prominent role in the future of robotis. Mobile manipulation in servie roboti applia-
tions requires loalization, navigation, objet reognition as well as objet manipulation.
All these tasks are ahieved with advaned sensors suh as expensive laser sanners, af-
fordable sonar as well as amera systems. Several tasks like obstale avoidane and 3D
world modeling are easily ahieved by applying laser sensors. In order to disseminate ser-
vie robots on a broad sale, their osts have to be redued. Thus, new territory has to
be entered in order to replae laser sanners in favor of ameras as a universal sensor.
Camera systems oer the major advantage that they enable the reognition of objets as
well as people inluding their gestures and mimis, in addition to their appliability for
loalization and navigation. They provide high dimensional and noisy data requiring in-
formation proessing and reasoning in order to ompensate for the information omplexity
ompared to lasers. Therefore this thesis fouses on the hallenging task to ahieve mobile
manipulation for autonomous servie robots solely through omputer vision.
1
2 1.1 Mobile manipulation
1.1 Mobile manipulation
A general omprehensive outline of mobile manipulation is given by the Tehnial Com-
mittee on Mobile Manipulation:
"The ultimate goal of Autonomous Mobile Manipulation is the exeution of omplex
manipulation tasks, in unstrutured and dynami environments, in whih ooperation with
humans may be required. To ahieve this goal, several sienti and engineering
hallenges, urrently beyond the state of the art in robotis, must be addressed." [146℄.
Mobile manipulation neessitates dierent skills suh as planning, loalization as well as
deliberative navigation and objet reognition in onjuntion with objet manipulation.
The omplexity of this mission arises from the high dimensional pereptual data aited
with unertainties as well as system omplexity that emerges from the mobile platform
itself but even more from the dynamis and ambiguities of the environment.
Given a senario in whih the human instruts the mobile platform with tasks suh as
table setting or pikup and delivery, the robot rst of all has to loalize itself in its dy-
nami environment as neither oes nor households are stati. Loalization is essential
for planning as well as mission supervision. After the problem "Where am I?" is solved,
navigation is required in order to address the problem of "How to get from A to B?". The
navigation is supposed to guide the robot towards a goal destination for example passing
a door, while simultaneously avoiding ollisions. A large variety of dierent navigation
shemes is provided in literature mostly using ombinations of dierent sensors. This the-
sis follows the paradigm of purely vision-based navigation negleting other kinds of sensor
merely utilizing image data. Therefore all important skills for navigation of autonomous
mobile robots suh as obstale avoidane, natural landmark orientation for goal-oriented
navigation as well as door passing are designed solely based on visual pereption. The
skills for navigation using vision are supposed to be eient to implement and robust to
guarantee the safe operation of the mobile platform.
One the designated goal loation is reahed the mobile platform needs to reognize and
handle daily objets in household environments. The objet reognition and manipula-
tion relies on the same objet representation, whih is sparse in order to fulll memory
onstraints of the underlying hardware. The task of objet manipulation onsists of the
alignment of the end-eetor with reognized objets of unknown pose. Image-based visual
servoing provides a means of model-free manipulation of objets solely relying on 2D image
information. Therefore this thesis provides a signiant step towards manipulation of daily
objets relying on natural texture even if the grasp pose of the objet is outside the urrent
view of the objet.
Figure 1.1 shows the mobile robot equipped with amera and manipulator expliitly built
for mobile manipulation tasks. It is based on a mobile platform from MobileRobots In.
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equipped with sonar sensors. Two amera systems, a monoular pan-tilt amera and an
omnidiretional amera are mounted on the platform for loalization, navigation and objet
reognition. A manipulator with a two-nger gripper from Neuronis is installed on the
platform. The eye-in-hand amera is designated for losed-loop objet manipulation. The
manipulator redues the eld of view of the omnidiretional amera. This imposes no
onstraint on the later-on desribed navigation with the omnidiretional amera beause
the remaining eld of view of around 300
◦
still ontains all relevant environmental ontents.
gripper
amera for
objet grasping
manipulator
omnidiretional
amera
pan-tilt amera
sonar sensors
mobile platform
Figure 1.1: Mobile robot.
1.2 Related work
The mobile platform is provided with an Advaned Robot Interfae for Appliations
(ARIA) [100℄. ARIA already inorporates ontrol of robot's veloities, odometri, sonar
and laser measurements as well as ollision-free navigation due to reative behaviors based
on its sonar or laser data. In order to ahieve goal-oriented navigation additional pakages
for map building (laser mapping and navigation pakage), ARNL (Advaned Robotis Nav-
igation and Loalization System) for Markov based loalization and MobileEyes for remote
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ontrol of the robot's ations, e.g. the progress of the task in the map, are at the disposal
of the ustomer. The ustomer has a fully operational robot with these pakages, whih
navigates after an initial mapping stage without ollisions in a goal-oriented manner in dy-
nami environments. To ahieve even more omplex tasks in the ontext of servie robotis
suh as human reognition, human-mahine interation as well as objet reognition and
manipulation additional sensors for visual pereption are required. While a servie robot
inherits more tedious tasks from humans, it is indispensable to redue the overall osts
espeially for the hardware in order to nally ahieve the eonomi breakthrough in the
onsumer market. Therefore the motivation arises to design the ruial apabilities suh
as loalization and navigation as well as advaned skills suh as objet manipulation with
a single ost-eient sensor system in onjuntion with highly advaned ontrol method-
ologies, rather than employing multiple kinds of expensive sensors in parallel. This trend
from hardware to software intelligene ours in many industry branhes with severe priing
pressure e.g. automotive industry. Cameras represent an eient solution to this dilemma
beause the range of possible appliations and skills over prie is muh more advantageous
ompared to laser. Therefore in its rst part this thesis aims at the objetive to ahieve
similar performane for navigation with visual pereption ompared to the already existing
ommerial software with laser sensors. This provides the basis for additional appliations
suh as objet manipulation, whih are treated in the seond half of this thesis.
The robot ontrol is based on a hybrid arhiteture [15℄ depited in gure 1.2, omposed
of a planning layer, a oordination layer and a subordinate reative layer. The role of
the planning layer onsists in generating the mission plan and its surveillane, inluding
global loalization of the robot, preloaded path planning for goal-oriented navigation as
well as objet manipulation. The oordination layer ativates or deativates those reative
behaviors that are neessary for suessful realization of the plan and adequate in the
urrent ontext. It is also responsible for the diagnosis of the robot's status, mission
surveillane and emergeny or fallbak strategies. The operation of the reative layer
follows the behavior based paradigm [18℄, as it abandons any abstrat representation of the
environment but deides about the motion ommands only based on the urrent pereption
provided by the sensors (behavior representation). A behavior is represented by a diret
map from the stimulus, for example the distane measurement, to the response, in the
ase of mobile robots the motor ommands. In ase of navigation an obstale avoidane
behavior guarantees the safety of the robot with respet to ollisions with surrounding
objets. Other reative behaviors e.g. onstant veloity, orridor entering, homing are
primarily useful for loal navigation. The objet manipulation requires a behavior whih
transfers the manipulator in a pre-grasping position. This thesis investigates the potential
of amera systems to replae the sensor inputs for the planning and the reative layer and
ompletely dispense with distane sensors suh as laser employed in ommerially available
robot systems.
Dierent approahes for robot navigation are known from literature [15, 18, 5℄ foussing
mostly on methodologies for distane sensors. In their general survey about vision for
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Figure 1.2: Hybrid three-layer model for robot ontrol with planning, oordination and
reative layer, with laser and sonar as input for loalization and navigation in the planning
layer as well as for the behaviors in the reative layer.
mobile robot navigation [39℄ distinguish between indoor and outdoor navigation. A om-
prehensive overview for visual navigation is provided by [16℄, whih ategorizes visual
navigation as map-based navigation and mapless navigation, whereas map-based naviga-
tion is subdivided into metri and topologial map-based navigation. Metri maps repre-
sent the environment in relative oordinates with respet to an absolute world oordinate
system, whereas topologial maps possess a graph-like struture with nodes and edges,
representing abstrat loations and the repertoire of behaviors to transit between them
without any geometri information [86℄. Loalization tehniques using laser sensors are
well-established [51℄. A framework for Simultaneous Loalisation And Mapping (SLAM)
is provided by [147℄ by building a map from srath while ontinuously loalizing itself in
the online generated map. Eient approahes suh as FAST-SLAM [102℄ ahieve nowa-
days real-time mapping of the environment. Despite the substantial progress regarding
VSLAM (Visual Simultaneous Loalisation And Mapping) [142, 36, 138℄, maps provided
by VSLAM using loal feature extration are sparse and therefore not dense enough for
metri navigation required by standard laser based navigation shemes. However, these
maps are suited for robot loalization [76℄. Reent approahes [148℄ generate o-line dense
3D maps due to stereo vision with additionally integrated landmarks, nonetheless the
overall loalization is inferior to simple topologial loalization approahes using omnivi-
sion suh as [55℄. In [44℄ a VSLAM sheme provides a 3D-voxel map by FAST-SLAM in
onjuntion with the Kinet sensor, whih solves inherently the 3D reonstrution problem
of visual senors by atively emitting strutured light [98℄. This thesis follows the topologi-
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al map-based navigation paradigm using passive visual senors, representing environments
by a direted graph. Topologial maps require less memory and are suitable for the repre-
sentation of large indoor environments. Topologial SLAM using loal feature extration
is presented in the works of [155, 3℄, whih seems to outperform appearane-based visual
SLAM by global feature extration [65℄. The hoie of the loalization methodology has a
diret impat on the required olletion of behaviors (referred to as mapless navigation in
[16℄). Topologial map-based navigation requires visual pereption representing the visual
nodes, also referred to as waypoints, as well as the visual behaviors assoiated with the
edges in order to navigate between them. Depending on the degree of integration of the
image proessing systems into the hybrid ontrol arhiteture the approahes are lassied
throughout this work into vision-guided and visual navigation shemes. Visual naviga-
tion solely uses visual information as input for the planning as well as for the reative
layer, whereas vision-guided approahes are supplemented by ative distane sensors suh
as sonar or laser sensors providing further input for the reative layer.
Visual reative behaviors omit metri maps for representing the environment, instead they
pereive and trak objets by oupling the immediate deision about the robot movement
diretly with the visually observed appearane of the loal environment. Suh approahes
are either based on loating spei landmarks in the environment, or follow an appearane
based approah [154℄ or measure the optial ow [4℄. The orridor entering desribed in
[4℄ operates by balaning the optial ow in the right and left hemisphere of an omnidire-
tional amera system, however, it fails if texture is missing or non-uniformly distributed
in the orridor environment. Vision-based navigation in unstrutured environments solely
uses natural features and strutures without adding supplementary landmarks or texture
elements to failitate the navigation task. [105℄ desribes a vision-based homing behavior
with gaze ontrol for deoupling the amera and the robot movement via a virtual amera
plane. However, in this ontext the environment is strutured systematially by plaing
landmarks at seleted waypoints to support vision-based navigation.
Roboti manipulation of daily-life objets in unstrutured environments is an essential
requirement in servie roboti appliations. Image-Based (IBVS) and Position-Based Vi-
sual Servoing (PBVS) grow in visibility due to their importane for roboti manipulation
and grasping. Visual servoing is dened in the standard tutorial [70℄ as:
"the use of one or more ameras and a omputer vision system to ontrol the position of
the robot's end-eetor relative to the work piee as required by the task".
Position-based visual servoing estimates the objet's pose relative to amera, as the error
between the atual and the goal pose is dened in the Cartesian spae. The main drawbaks
of position-based visual servoing are 3D model generation of objets, on-line estimation of
3D pose, system instabilities beause of oarse pose estimations as well as objets leaving
the eld of view [23℄. Image-based visual servoing solely relies on 2D image information
for the alignment of the end-eetor with an objet of unknown pose. The desired pose
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for grasping is demonstrated to the robot during a learning stage and a set of referene
features is extrated from the image. A geometri objet model or an expliit reonstrution
of the objet sene beomes obsolete for image-based visual servoing. Due to these two
major advantages this approah is partiulary promising for mobile manipulation, namely
model-free and easy to demonstrate for the instrutor.
The ategorization of [24℄ and [25℄ for dierent image-based visual servoing onepts is
pursued and dierent approahes in literature are ranked regarding their appliability to
mobile manipulation. Jaobian based visual servoing inverts the analytial relation between
dierential hanges in task spae to dierential hanges of pixel oordinates to redue the
error in the image spae between the atual and desired feature oordinates [151℄. Hybrid
visual servoing denes the error between atual and desired pose partially in image and
Cartesian spae [26℄. Partitioned visual servo, respetively visual servoing with deoupled
image moments, denes image moments whih are related approximately in a one-to-one
relationship to their degrees of motion, resulting in a simple linear ontrol problem in the
image spae [143℄. Appearane based visual servoing [37℄ aptures the overall appearane
of an objet rather than single features and relates this appearane by an oine learned
interation matrix to ontrol values to steer the end-eetor in the referene pose. Other
approahes for visual servoing suh as visual servoing on epipoles [120℄ or by strutured
light are negleted beause of their minor importane for servie robotis.
Figure 1.3 depits a radar hart in order to ompare dierent visual servoing onepts
with respet to various aspets. Visual servoing by image Jaobian, hybrid visual servoing,
visual servoing by deoupled moments as well as appearane based visual servoing are om-
pared regarding stability, alibration issues, onvergene, ompliane with servie roboti
speiations and biology inspiration. Stability is divided into global asymptoti and loal
asymptoti stability as well as heuristi approahes for stability analysis e.g. onvex poly-
gons. Hybrid visual servoing has the highest ranking due to its global asymptoti stability.
Appearane based visual servoing has the lowest ranking as the stability analysis of the op-
timal poliy (feed-forward) is not analytially feasible. On the ontrary appearane based
approahes require in priniple no intrinsi or extrinsi amera alibration and therefore
ahieve the highest ranking in this ategory. Nonetheless even if the three other approahes
require intrinsi amera alibration, this is nowadays no severe limitation beause of the
standard tools for amera alibration [136℄. The aspet of onvergene ontains omputa-
tional omplexity as well as the onvergene (behavior) of the image error, the task spae
error in addition to the required atuating variables. Hybrid and visual servoing with
deoupled moments exhibit fast onvergene in onjuntion with low omputational om-
plexity. The omputational omplexity of ourse highly depends on the feature extration
methodology and its appliation parameters. On the ontrary appearane based visual
servoing has high omputational demands for extrating appearane, whereas Jaobian
based approahes partially show slow onvergene depending on the relative pose between
atual pose and goal pose beause of their ouplings between rotational and translational
degrees of freedom. The term servie roboti appliations ompromises e.g. the robustness
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regarding olusion, unstrutured luttered environments with highly strutured objets as
well as hanging light onditions. Additionally objet reognition as well as visual servoing
should rely on the same objet representation in order to redue memory requirements.
Appearane based visual servoing requires aurate objet segmentation to disriminate
dierent objet poses, whih is diult to ahieve in textured environments. Nonetheless
this methodology diretly fullls the requirement for the same objet representation for
reognition and positioning. Feature based approahes in literature are presented most
frequently using simple feature primitives suh as [135℄. These features are very eient
to implement but not realisti for servie roboti appliations beause of their low perep-
tibility aross large regions of the workspae as well as their minor ability to disriminate
among dierent objets. The potential of feature based approahes is muh more promising
than appearane based visual servoing onerning robustness due to feature redundany
and under the assumption of solved orrespondene problem. Even if appearane based
approahes are ranked highest in the ategory biology inspiration, these approahes are
suboptimal regarding the other ategories and are therefore not pursued in the ontext of
this thesis. It is an interesting point that approahes adopted from nature are less robust
than purely tehnial motivated methodologies regarding mobile manipulation.
Conlusively it an be stated that visual servoing with deoupled moments and hybrid
visual servoing are best suited for servie roboti appliations and are further investigated
to ahieve full appliability for mobile objet manipulation. Furthermore this thesis pos-
tulates visual servoing with deoupled moments, as no partial pose estimation requiring
intrinsi amera alibration as well as geometri assumptions of the sene are required.
Exploitation of the potential of visual servoing with deoupled image moments regarding
deoupling the translational and rotational degrees of freedom as well as fullling servie
roboti speiations is a hallenging task. The authors in [117℄, however, state that:
"Finding a set of visual features whih produes a deoupled interation matrix for any
amera pose seems an unreahable issue".
Nonetheless a diagonal interation matrix is muh desired and therefore investigated in the
ontext of this thesis with the suess of nding a resulting interation matrix with only
four remaining ouplings independent of the amera pose.
In many senarios the features extrated in the referene pose are only pereivable aross
a limited region of the work spae. Dierent terminologies are reported in literature for
visual servoing aross several intermediate referene views of the objet in order to navigate
towards the nal referene pose. Path planning in image spae [97℄, visual servoing due to
visual memory [123℄ as well large view visual servoing [105℄ are oneptualized for global
visual servoing. Notie that loal visual servoing is dened by the visual servoing towards
a single referene image, whereas global visual servoing is onerned with the navigation
and ontrol in a set of onneted, partially overlapping referene images, respetively in
the overall image spae. Ahieving a model-free and time-optimal onvergene towards
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Figure 1.3: Charateristis of dierent visual servoing onepts regarding stability, onver-
gene, servie roboti speiations and biology inspiration.
the desired pose by swithing between referene views is the ultimate goal of the ited
approahes. Global visual servoing is a hallenging task, whih is imperative to ahieve
mobile manipulation independent of the objet's initial view in the amera image.
1.3 Objetive of this thesis
This thesis provides a ontribution towards mobile manipulation in unstrutured environ-
ments with the ambitious goal to aomplish all skills and tasks exlusively by means of
visual pereption. In order to ahieve mobile manipulation solely relying on visual perep-
tion this work yields new insights in two major domains namely visual navigation in the
rst part and visual servoing for objet manipulation in the seond part.
For visual navigation the following questions are addressed:
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• How to ahieve time-optimal visual homing for mobile robots dealing with natural
texture in dynami environments with amera systems with limited eld of view
requiring gaze and position ontrol in parallel?
• How to design ollision-free navigation using omnivision onsidering noisy image
measurements and sparsely textured oe environments?
• How to aomplish door detetion, door traking and door passing in a oherent
purely vision-based framework with losed-loop door traversing?
• How to design visual navigation in unstrutured oe environments with math-
able performane in omparison to state-of-the-art approahes using sonar and laser
sensors?
Visual servoing for objet manipulation is mainly onerned with the following hallenges:
• How to ahieve markerless and deoupled visual servoing for optimal onvergene in
task spae in the ontext of objet manipulation of daily objets?
• How to realize time-optimal visual positioning of the gripper relative to an objet
even if the desired grasping position is outside the urrent eld of view of the amera?
• Whih strategy is better? A look-then-move strategy in onjuntion with loal visual
servoing lose to the referene pose or visual servoing over several referene images
in the ontext of servie robot appliations?
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides the state of the art of omputer
vision as well as the visual servoing in order to keep this thesis self-ontained. The hapter
3 is dediated to the progress from vision-guided navigation with laser based stimuli to
purely vision-based navigation by relying solely on visual stimuli. Global visual homing
based on visual servoing with an omnidiretional in onjuntion with a pan-tilt amera
is introdued in hapter 4. A omparison of vision-guided and visual navigation is addi-
tionally provided at the end of hapter 4. In order to aomplish mobile manipulation
hapter 5 demonstrates a novel approah for markerless and deoupled visual servoing to
align the robot end-eetor with reognized objets of unknown pose. Conventional point
features are augmented by additional attributes like sale and orientation, whih establish
a one-to-one orrespondene between the individual image moment and its orrespond-
ing degrees of freedom. The limited visibility of features neessitates the introdution of
additional intermediate referene views of the objet and requires path planning in view
spae. Therefore a new methodology for global (large view) visual servoing is introdued
in hapter 6. The path planning in the image spae is exible as the deoupled visual
servoing relies on a dynami set of feature orrespondenes rather than a stati set of indi-
vidual features. This property allows the online seletion of optimal referene views during
servoing to the goal view resulting in time-optimal ontrol. Finally this thesis onludes
with a summary and outlook on future work in hapter 7, in whih the major develop-
ments onerning the hallenges and open questions raised here and the major results and
insights are summarized.
Chapter 2
State of the art of omputer vision and
visual servoing
This hapter provides the basis for omputer vision and visual servoing, the required ter-
minology for the omprehension of this thesis as well as the lassiation of this thesis into
the sienti ontext. This hapter is organized as follows: Image formation is desribed
in setion 2.1 for perspetive and multiple ameras as well as for omnivision. Image under-
standing by robust feature detetion for objet reognition is treated in setion 2.2. The
two major topis visual navigation and image based visual servoing are desribed in detail
in setions 2.3 and 2.4, respetively, as well as the experimental systems in setion 2.5.
2.1 Perspetive amera, multiple-view geometry and om-
nivision
The general perspetive projetion model desribes the relation between a homogeneous
point pc(x, y, z, 1) in the 3D amera spae oordinate system and its projetion onto the
2D image oordinate system in homogeneous oordinates p(u, v, 1), whereas λ denotes the
foal length: 
 uv
1

 = 1
z

 λ 0 0 00 λ 0 0
0 0 1 0




x
y
z
1

 . (2.1)
The image point p(u, v, 1) on the retinal image is transformed to the normalized image
plane aording to equation 2.2. This transformation yields the normalized pixel oor-
dinates [uˆ, vˆ, 1]T independent of the intrinsi amera parameters, i.e. enabling the diret
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omparison of images originating from dierent amera systems:
 uˆvˆ
1
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 = K−1

 uv
1

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
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sin(θicp)
v0
0 0 1

 . (2.2)
The intrinsi amera parameters αu and αv desribe the saling fators depending on λ and
the pixel dimensions. The intersetion of the optial axis with the image plane is desribed
by the priniple point [u0, v0]
T
. Due to manufaturing imperfetions of an atual amera,
the angle θicp between the axes of the retinal image may not be equal to 90
◦
. The extrinsi
amera parameters onsider the position and orientation of the amera oordinate system
relative to the world oordinate system. To express this relation, the rotation matrix R
and the translation vetor t are ombined in a homogeneous transformation matrix Text:
[u, v, 1]T =
1
z
TintText [x, y, z, 1]
T with Tint = (K0). (2.3)
Intrinsi amera parameters as well as radial distortions of the pixel oordinates u and v
aused by lens imperfetions are determined by a amera alibration proess [136℄. The
radial distortion is orreted by a polynomial funtion of the squared distane between
the optial enter of the image and the given pixel oordinates (f. hapter 3.3 in [50℄).
Detailed information about the omplete amera system layout and the image formation
proess an be found in [67℄, whereas standard referenes [50℄, [78℄ mainly fous on the
image analysis from low level to high level vision.
Multiple view geometry is onerned with partial or full 3D reonstrution, respetively,
of the environment based on multiple views of a sene. The essential and fundamental
matries desribe the epipolar onstraint for alibrated and unalibrated amera systems
whih relates a point in one image to a line in the other independent of the sene's geometry
[90℄. The essential matrix is stated as:
E = [Tx]R, (2.4)
where the vetor t is expressed as a skew-symmetri matrix Tx so that t×x = [Tx]x. The
essential matrix degenerates for small translations, rendering it unsuitable for automati
ontrol engineering topis suh as visual servoing or image-based osillation measurements.
The homography H, however, desribes a point-to-point transformation between two per-
spetive views of a plane:
ah [uˆ2, vˆ2, 1]
T = H [uˆ1, vˆ1, 1]
T with H = R+
n
T
d
t, (2.5)
whereas R and t are dened by the rotation and translation between the optial amera
enters. n is the normal vetor of the plane and d the distane between the optial enter
of the rst amera and the plane. Contrary to the essential matrix the homography matrix
does not degenerate beause t is additive.
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The homography is estimated from at least four orresponding features loated on a om-
mon plane, assuming that the saling fator hˆ33 = 1, via:
p2 = Hˆp1 ⇔

 uˆ2vˆ2
1

 =

 hˆ11 hˆ12 hˆ13hˆ21 hˆ22 hˆ23
hˆ31 hˆ32 hˆ33



 uˆ1vˆ1
1

 , (2.6)
where Hˆ is, apart from a saling fator ah, idential to the atual homography matrix H.
The estimated homography Hˆ is deomposed via singular-value deomposition into the
unknowns rotation matrix, saled diretion vetor as well as the normal vetor [47℄:
Hˆ = UΛVT ⇔ Λ = UT HˆV ⇔ Λ = UT (dR+ tnT )V. (2.7)
As the deomposition of the homography yields ambiguous solutions, the orret solution
is obtained by taking into aount only the physially plausible solutions and a subsequent
omparison of the estimated with the assumed normal vetor. Multiple view geometry for
partial or omplete real world reonstrution e.g. homography is treated extensively in the
works of [60℄ and [134℄.
Conventional monoular ameras have a limited eld of view. In order to overome this
onstraint, omnidiretional ameras, also referred to as atadioptri ameras, onsist of a
ombination of lenses (refrative, i.e. dioptri) and mirrors (reetive, i.e. atoptri) to
enlarge the eld of view. The most important design objetive for atadioptri sensors is
to ahieve a single eetive viewpoint, whih allows the reonstrution of perspetive views
and panorami images with arbitrary orientations. A detailed overview of single viewpoint
atadioptri sensors and the image formation proess is provided by [8, 53℄.
a) b) )
spheri mirror
vertex
paraboli
mirror
fous
pc2
pc1
p1 p2
Figure 2.1: a) Omnidiretional amera; b) Geometry of a paraboli omnidiretional amera;
) Omnidiretional image.
The omnidiretional sensor used in this thesis onsists of a amera DFK-31AF03 from
Imaging Soure and a D40 opti from RemoteReality. It has a eld of view of 360
◦
in
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azimuth and approximately 60
◦
in elevation. Figure 2.1 depits the omnidiretional amera
(a), a shemati view of the projetion geometry (b) as well as an omniview () referred
to in the following as omnivision. The atadioptri sensor onsists of a paraboli mirror in
onjuntion with a spheri mirror and a perspetive lens system. Paraboli mirrors have
an orthographi projetion, whih guarantees that the light rays from the environment are
reeted parallel towards the spheri mirror. The spheri mirror also satises the single
viewpoint onstraint, whereas the enter of projetion lies in the enter of the sphere. A
sharp single viewpoint image is obtained as the enter of the sphere oinides with the foal
point of the perspetive lens system. Figure 2.1 b) shows the geometry of suh a paraboli
omnidiretional amera. The world points p
1
and p
2
are orthographially reeted to
the points p
1
and p
2
in the image plane. The vertex of the parabola has the distane h/2
to the fous whih is the single viewpoint of the parabola. The parameter h is also the
radius rf at zp = 0. Thus, the expression for the reeting surfae follows as:
zp =
h2 − r2f
2h
. (2.8)
In gure 2.1 ) the omniview is presented whih shows the blind spot in the enter, an
analogy to the human eye, originating from a pin in the enter of the spheri mirror to
prevent multiple reetions.
Omnivision is well suited for mobile robot appliations as it aptures the entire surrounding,
whih failitates robot loalization as well as robot navigation. Furthermore, due to their
large eld of view, omnidiretional amera systems are optimal for work spae surveillane
of produt assistants [141℄.
2.2 Robust point feature detetion for reognition
For developing vision-based ontrol onepts for mobile manipulation in unstrutured en-
vironments unambiguous and reognizable features have to be extrated from the amera
images. Contrary to the industrial ontext where markers or labels are imprinted on ob-
jets and in the surrounding environments, for servie roboti tasks this approah is not
feasible. Thus, the algorithms employed in this thesis have to reognize the features in
the amera image if the amera-objet distane hanges (saling invariane), the lighting
onditions vary, the amera rotates around its optial axis or is subjet to ane transforma-
tions. Assoiating the same feature in dierent perspetives is referred to as orrespondene
problem.
In the following, two prominent and useful algorithms from literature for loal feature
extration and for solving the orrespondene problem are presented in detail. Primarily
Good Features To Trak (GFTT) [135℄, whih is implemented e.g. in the OpenCV library
[71℄, is desribed as it already ontains all signiant steps required for robust feature
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extration and mathing. Based on this eient implementation, a sophistiated method
for feature extration, Sale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT), is desribed whih
is utilized within the sope of this work.
GFTT onsists of an edge detetion in order to loalize interest points and subsequently
trak the same feature over onseutive images. Strong orners in the image are deteted
with the Hesse matrix aording to the ideas of the Harris edge detetor [59℄:
A =
∑
u
∑
v
w(u, v)
[
I2u IuIv
IuIv I
2
v
]
, (2.9)
with the image derivatives Iu and Iv in u- and v-diretion, respetively, and the isotropi
weighting w(u, v) suh as a Gaussian kernel. The two eigenvalues λeig1 and λeig2 are ex-
trated from A. If λeig1 ,λeig2 are lose to zero then the image region is homogeneous. If one
of the two eigenvalues is muh greater than the other the image region ontains an edge.
A orner is deteted only if both eigenvalues have large positive values and satisfy the
onstraint min(λeig1,λeig2) larger than a threshold. The orner represents an interest point
whih is traked in onseutive images by a small window Ω
s
assuming purely translational
motion. In order to avoid false traking of features the dissimilarity is measured for a large
window Ω
l
as follows:
εd =
∫∫
Ω
l
[I2(Rpr + t)− I1]
2dpr. (2.10)
If the residual error εd exeeds a ertain threshold the feature is lassied as lost and is
therefore rejeted. GFTT are well suited for loal feature traking and are therefore not
suited for advaned servie roboti appliations. Of ourse sale-invariane an also be
ahieved by a sale-independent Harris edge detetion using a Gaussian pyramid, nonethe-
less the feature extration desribed in the following has a better representation of the
features suited for reognition even under large displaement and rotations as well as
hanges in lighting onditions.
Sale Invariant Feature Transformation introdued by Lowe [93℄ is an approah to detet
and extrat loal features from an image with similar methodology as GFTT but with
superior performane in terms of reognition, beause of ombinations of the progress in
image proessing sine the rst presentation of GFTT. They demonstrate invariane with
respet to sale, orientation and illumination. SIFT features are onveniently mathed
aross similar views of the same sene. The utilization of spei markers in vision-based
appliations beomes obsolete as the environment and textured objets naturally ontain
suitable SIFT features. SIFT features are distinguishable as their assoiated keypoint de-
sriptor inludes a ompat, albeit spei representation of the surrounding image region.
These properties make them partiularly suitable for vision-based loalization, visual ser-
voing, objet reognition and pose estimation. As their properties are essential for the later
on introdued visual ontrollers, the four major omputation stages are briey desribed.
(1) Sale-spae extrema detetion: Interest points in the image for SIFT features
are the ones whih orrespond to loal extrema of Dierene-of-Gaussian (DoG) lters at
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dierent sales. The sale of the SIFT feature is dened by σ. The dierene of Gaussians
is alulated from the dierene of onvoluted images at neighboring sales σ, respetively
kσ. Given a Gaussian-blurred image L
L(u, v, σ) = G(u, v, σ) ∗ I(u, v) where G(ui, vi, σi) =
1
2πσ2i
exp
(
−(u2i + v
2
i )
σ2i
)
(2.11)
is a variable sale Gaussian, I denotes the image to be proessed and ∗ is the onvolution
operator. The onvolution of an image with a DoG lter is dened by
D(u, v, σ) = (G(u, v, kσ)−G(u, v, σ)) ∗ I(u, v) = L(u, v, kσ)− L(u, v, σ). (2.12)
The onverted images are grouped by otaves whih orrespond to doubling the value of
σ, resulting in a pyramid of DoG images with dierent sale.
(2) Keypoint loalization: The interest points in the image are referred to as keypoints.
They are identied either by their loal maxima or minima of the DoG images aross the
sales. Every pixel in the DoG image is heked for its andidate validity by omparing it
with its eight neighbors at the same sale and also with its nine orresponding neighbors
at neighboring sales. If the pixel exhibits either a loal maximum or loal minimum
it is seleted as a andidate keypoint. Every andidate keypoint needs interpolation to
aurately determine its position. Keypoints with low ontrast values are removed and
responses along the edges are also eliminated. One the positions of the keypoints are
assigned their orientation an be determined.
(3) Orientation assignment: Orientation of the keypoint is determined using a gradient
orientation histogram in the neighborhood of the keypoint. The ontribution of eah
neighboring pixel is weighted by the gradient magnitude and a Gaussian window with a
width σ that is 1.5 times the sale of the keypoint. Peaks in the histogram orrespond
to dominant orientations. A separate keypoint is reated for the diretion orresponding
to the histogram maximum and any other diretion within 80% of the maximum value.
The properties of the keypoints are all desribed relative to the keypoint orientation to
aomplish orientation invariane.
(4) Keypoint desriptor: With the information about the keypoint orientation, a key-
point desriptor is onstruted whih is a set of orientation histograms on the neighboring
4 by 4 pixels. The histograms are expressed with respet to the keypoint orientation. The
histogram has eight bins and eah desriptor has an array of four histograms around its
keypoint. Eah SIFT feature onsists of a normalized keypoint desriptor dkp with 4 by 4
by 8 = 128 elements.
Mathing of SIFT features: Mathing of SIFT features involves the determination of
orresponding features in two views of the same sene. Therefore the SIFT features are
extrated in both views and the similarity of their keypoint desriptor is alulated. The
similarity is dened by the Eulidian distane between the two keypoint desriptors of
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length 128. In order to make the mathing even more robust the relative rather than the
absolute similarity is evaluated using the relationship between the highest and the seond
highest value of similarity whih is required to exeed a speied threshold.
The presented ontrol onepts an be realized identially with SURF (SpeededUpRobust
Features) [13, 12℄ beause they also ontribute additional attributes as sale and orientation
of the features. Other methods for loal feature extration suh as GLOH (Gradient
Loation and Orientation Histogram) [99℄, HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) [34℄
or its signiant extension GF-HOG (Gradient Field-Histogram of Oriented Gradients)
[68℄ only dier in the methodology to apture the loal appearane of the feature desriptor.
[127℄ reently introdued ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF), whih ombines in
an eient way the keypoint detetor FAST [125℄ with the eient feature desriptor
BRIEF [21℄. FAST extrats keypoints even faster than GFTT or SIFT. However, as these
methods do not oer any major improvement apart from faster omputational time e.g.
based on disretization by integral images like SURF, they are not onsidered further.
Literature reports two distint approahes to solve the pose estimation problem. Model
based methods rely on the extration of spei geometri features in the image suh as
orners and edges. Robust features like SIFT, GFTT or SURF are mandatory for model-
based objet reognition and pose estimation. Clusters of robust image features are utilized
in the rst step to reognize the objet. Afterwards the extrated features are ompared
and related to a known geometri model of the objet. Eient and reliable approahes for
model based pose estimation with known orrespondenes have been proposed by [38, 115℄.
The drawbak of these methods like any other model based approahes is the requirement
of an a-priori geometri model of the objet, an exat amera alibration as well as the
solution of the orrespondene problem, whih beomes inherently more diult in ase
of olusion and ambiguous features. Following the model based paradigm, [56℄ therefore
desribes an approah for the onstrution of 3D metri models from multiple images taken
with an unalibrated handheld amera for augmented reality appliations.
In ontrast, global appearane based methods apture the overall visual appearane of an
objet, e.g. the multidimensional reeptive elds introdued by [132℄. Neither do they de-
pend on the extration of individual features nor do they fae the orrespondene problem.
The basi idea is to apture the appearane by statistial representations suh as histograms
in order to alulate a probability of the objet's presene in the urrent image view, an idea
whih is inherent to almost every appearane based approah. The methodology onsists
roughly of three steps, primarily low-dimensional loal feature desriptors are alulated
on a regular grid on the image, these desriptors are then quantized and aggregated in
multi-dimensional histograms and nally ompared to stored histograms of known objets
exploiting the Bayes rule. The major dierene between objet reognition by lusters of
SIFT features and by means of multidimensional reeptive elds an be summarized as
follows: SIFT features extrat solely keypoints representing orner points and thereby as-
sured textured image regions from whih a highly distinguishable high-dimensional feature
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desriptor an be determined, thereby exploiting all image information available. Multidi-
mensional reeptive elds on the ontrary alulate a low-dimensional feature desriptor on
a regular grid, thereby giving away information in textured highly distinguishable image
regions and additionally sampling homogeneous regions with less information for the his-
tograms as well. [22℄ propose distane olor oourrene histograms for objet reognition
of multi-olored, textured objets, emphasizing the onservation of geometri information
as the major advantage of olor oourrene histograms ompared to regular olor his-
tograms. Based on this fundamental idea, [43℄ propose olor oourrene histograms for
objet reognition as well as 1 DOF pose estimation. The angular extension of olor oo-
urrene histograms is suggested by [106℄ in the ontext of pose estimation of robot players
(AIBOs) as well as for 2 DOF pose estimation of multi-olored, textured objets [107℄.
[104℄ introdue a method that ombines appearane and geometri objet models in order
to ahieve robust and fast objet detetion as well as 2 DOF pose estimation. Their major
ontribution is the integration of the known 3D geometry of the objet during mathing
and pose estimation by a statistial analysis of the distribution of feature appearanes in
the view spae. Nonetheless their approah requires a 3D model of the objet, whih is
diult to generate for objets of omplex shape and therefore the inherent problem of all
model based approahes.
Image-based visual servoing presented in setion 2.4 provides the means for model-free
objet manipulation for servie robot appliations without prior pose estimation requiring
only an objet reognition with e.g. lusters of GFTT or SIFT features and a subsequent
ontrol in the image spae towards the desired loations of the features in the image plane.
This approah leads to a high position auray, but nonetheless ahieves only loal on-
vergene due to viewpoint limitations. Therefore an initial pose estimation is again mostly
mandatory as the urrent objet view does not neessarily ontain the features lose to the
manipulation position. Global visual servoing introdued in hapter 6 overomes the above
stated limitations, thereby onstituting a promising and more eient approah ompared
to model and appearane based objet reognition and pose estimation, negleting any
model knowledge but still inorporating the high position auray.
2.3 Visual navigation
The haraterization of the dierent visual navigation onepts leads to the appraisal of
topologial map-based navigation with reative visual behaviors as stated in setion 1.3.
Visual navigation draws its inspiration from biology whih provides numerous examples of
visual behaviors of insets and birds. It is hallenging to design behaviors that are not based
on distane sensors but on visual stimuli onsidering the burden of high omputational
omplexity and noisy data. The authors in [1℄ extrat the elements of early vision by
dening the so-alled plenopti funtion whih desribes the visual information available
to an observer at any point in spae and time. Analyzing the plenopti funtion yields the
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denition of only four fundamental visual primitives, namely olor, texture, disparity and
optial ow to be utilized for designing visual behaviors.
Color orresponds to the dierent wavelengths in the visible range of the light spetrum.
It requires model knowledge about the surrounding world e.g. the olor information of
objets like doors and side walls. Additionally the problem of olor onstany is not solved
yet, assigning always the same olor to a homogeneous monohromati area in spite of
dierent illuminating onditions as desribed by the Dihromati Reetion Model [82℄.
Therefore olor is not suited for the navigation in unstrutured environments. "Texture is
a phenomenon that is widespread, easy to reognise and hard to dene" [50℄. Texture is
understood by two similar but distint meanings.
(1) Texture is dened as repeated patterns like arpet, hair or grass whih have a spei
response in the frequeny domain, thereby extratable and distinguishable by lter
banks as Garbor lters.
(2) Texture is dened as any dierene to homogeneous regions exhibiting the same
wavelength. Thus texture inludes simple white spots in a blak environment as well
as paintings with a lot of unique strutures and shapes maybe expressed by a set of
widespread olors. The texture from denition 1 is a subspae of denition 2. Neither
kind of texture is aused by shadowing, surfae shape or other lighting eets.
Texture aordingly to denition (1) requires also model knowledge like arpet patterns
about the surrounding world and is therefore not suited for mobile manipulation, e.g.
navigation in unstrutured environments. Texture from denition (2) is required for visual
navigation to extrat primitives like disparity and optial ow or advaned information suh
as visual landmarks. Notie that texture from denition (1) hinders the robust optial
ow extration thereby requiring more sophistiated algorithms to deal with repeating
ambiguous patterns. Therefore texture is understood aording to denition (2) throughout
this thesis. Disparity is a brilliant lue as it diretly leads to distane measurements, whih
allows mimiking of distane-based behavior. The determination of disparity requires a
seond extrinsially alibrated monoular amera and the solution of the orrespondene
problem, but is subjet to the same shortomings as optial ow as it neessitates the
presene of texture in the environment. Optial ow is dened by the pixel motion between
two images in the image spae aused by the egomotion of the observer or moving objets
in the eld of view. The methods for alulation of optial ow an be lassied into
three groups: dierential, frequeny-based and mathing [10℄. A lassiation in terms of
auray and density of the ow eld is given by [11℄. In this work dierential methods are
used for the sake of omputational eieny whih ompute veloities from spatio-temporal
derivatives of image intensities. This is equivalent to the integration of veloities normal
to the loal intensity struture into full veloities either loally by least-square alulation
[94℄ or globally via regularization [66℄. Dierential methods are based on the 2D motion
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onstraint equation:
∇I(u, v, t)v = −
∂I(u, v, t)
∂t
⇔ [Iu, Iv][u˙, v˙]
T = −It(u, v, t), (2.13)
where [Iu, Iv] is the spatial intensity gradient of the image I(u, v, t) and the image veloity
v, respetively the optial ow [u˙, v˙] at the pixel [u, v] at time t. The Luas and Kanade
algorithm [94℄ uses a weighted least-squares t of loal rst-order onstraints to a onstant
model for the image veloity in a small spatial neighborhood Ω by minimizing:∑
u,v∈Ω
w2(u, v)[[Iu, Iv][u˙, v˙]
T + It(u, v, t)]
2
(2.14)
with the weighting funtion w(u, v) giving more inuene to onstraints at the neigh-
borhood's enter than at its periphery. These methods provide a dense optial ow eld,
nonetheless the motion diretion is not estimated aurately enough, beause homogeneous
image regions ause ambiguous solutions of the orrespondene problem and large ow is
not observable due to phase restrition. The limitations of this algorithm are overome
by the Luas Kanade pyramid algorithm [17℄ by reating a Gaussian image pyramid of
the two images and alulating the optial ow iteratively at every level, thus providing
the input for the next level. As the optial ow is determined only for qualied strong
orners indiated by the Harris orner detetor [59℄, the optial ow eld is in omparison
with other dierential, intensity based methods sparse but therefore more aurate, even
for large optial ow. Beause of these advantages this method is used in the sope of this
work for the estimation of the optial ow.
Therefore only texture and optial ow are required for the design of visual behaviors in
unstrutured indoor environments. Visual behaviors for a perspetive amera as visual
homing, ollision avoidane and obstale avoidane are introdued by [27℄. The approah
relies on fast image segmentation by template mathing of arpet pathes to detet free
spae in front of the robot and is therefore not suited for unstrutured environments as
it requires a huge amount of model knowledge. Their method is nonetheless at the same
time point of departure as well as inspiration for sophistiated and more general visual
behaviors.
Visual door passing: Robust and reliable door passing is feasible with laser range san-
ners as demonstrated by the reative door passing behavior in [114℄. However 2D laser
range sanners are not suitable for the detetion of losed or partially opened doors [75℄.
The robust visual detetion and loalization of doors still remains a hallenging task despite
a number of suessful implementations in the past [42, 153, 140℄.The authors in [140, 101℄
detet doors by means of a monoular amera in onjuntion with sonar, with the main
disadvantage that the nal door detetion at lose range relies on sonar information only.
The seond approah [101℄ relies on the assumption that the robot already faes the door,
whih exludes more realisti senarios in whih the robot travels along a orridor parallel
to the doors. The door traversal approah by [42℄ is robust with respet to individual
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pose errors, sene omplexity and lighting onditions as door hypotheses are ltered and
veried for onsisteny aross multiple views. The door detetion relies on a binoular
pan-tilt amera system whereas the proposed approah uses an omnidiretional amera.
Visual obstale avoidane and orridor entering: In order to ahieve obstale
avoidane in indoor environments the authors in [31℄ determine the time to ontat (ttc)
in driving diretion based on the divergene of the optial ow. The optial ow is a
powerful image lue used for egomotion estimation [19℄, struture from motion [139℄ and
for visual behaviors like orridor entering, wandering and target point following [32, 41℄.
[29℄ employ a monoular amera in onjuntion with a lidar system in order to estimate
obstale veloities by a Kalman lter to avoid moving obstales, whereas [28℄ integrate a
laser based obstale avoidane into the visual navigation.
Visual homing: Literature reports several distint approahes for a visual homing be-
havior. Appearane-based homing of a non-holonomi robot is presented in [35℄. Other
approahes prefer feature-based navigation, e.g. in [46℄ a Eulidean reonstrution is per-
formed based on a homography matrix relating the visual feedbak to the position and
orientation of the mobile robot in a loal oordinate system. [57℄ presents a promising
approah for merging the desired movements with the feasible motor ommands of the
non-holonomi robot. The robot uses a monoular vision system in onjuntion with a
Jaobian and geometry-based ontroller. In [20℄ a spherial image projetion is applied in
order to overome the numerially ill-onditioned system equations for large pan angles.
Their system uses natural landmarks whih are either seleted manually or automatially
[83℄ and are deteted by region-based image orrelation. [14℄ introdue visual servoing on
epipoles with visual memory. The stored trajetory of the epipoles in image spae is learnt
during a demonstration stage, whih represents the desired robot trajetory.
2.4 Image-based visual servoing
A lassiation of visual servoing onepts is introdued by [129℄. Therein two questions
are addressed, primarily whether visual servo ontrol diretly drives the joints (diret visual
servoing) or provides the input for an underlying joint ontroller (look-and-move). Most
visual servoing implementations employ the look-and-move struture with underlying joint
ontrollers, with the intention of deoupling kinemati and visual singularities, suppress-
ing kinemati singularities by standard joint ontrollers, using dierent bandwidths for
image proessing and joint ontrol as well as standard roboti interfaes with setpoints for
Cartesian veloity and inremental movements. In this thesis look-and-move strutures
are used exlusively. Seondly, visual servoing is lassied into position or image-based
visual servoing, depending on whether the ontrol input onsists of a pose estimation of
the end-eetor with respet to the work piee or a diret alulation of the error signal in
the image spae. Position-based visual servoing (PBVS) issues model generation for every
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objet to be manipulated, solving the orrespondene problem and pose estimation as well
as an intrinsi and extrinsi amera alibration. In addition to errors in the model genera-
tion aused e.g. by imperfet intrinsi and extrinsi amera alibration, deviations in the
inverse kinematis also ontribute to ontrol deviation. PBVS is therefore well suited for
roboti manipulators in industrial settings with predened and preditable systems but not
for servie robot appliations, whih inorporate high unertainty about the environment.
This thesis advoates in the following image-based visual servoing (IBVS). Image-based
visual servoing oers the advantages that amera alibration and robot's kinematis errors
do not result in a ontrol deviation and that it does not require any objet model.
The visual information is provided either by amera systems xed in the workspae observ-
ing the robot's motion or by a so-alled eye-in-hand onguration, in whih the amera
is attahed diretly to the robot and thereby exhibiting the robot's motion in the task
spae. Eye-in-hand ongurations are onvenient for mobile robots in unstrutured envi-
ronments due to their omplete awareness of the surrounding. Additionally they provide
high position auray lose to the goal pose beause of their projetion sale, therefore
visual servoing in this thesis postulates eye-in-hand ongurations. Figure 2.2 illustrates
the image-based visual servoing employing a look-and-move struture for eye-in-hand ob-
jet manipulation. The visual referene features fref are dened diretly in the 2D image
plane, making a geometri model or reonstrution of the environment obsolete. The task
spae veloities and the orresponding joint veloities of the manipulator are alulated
aording to the error ∆f between the desired fref and the atual feature loations f . The
robot and the amera motion regulate the feature error, whih vanishes as the urrent
and referene pose oinide. A known shortoming of image-based visual ontrollers is the
ontrol
joints
joint ontrol
image proessing
f
fref ∆f = fref − f q˙set q˙i+
-
Figure 2.2: Image-based visual servoing (IBVS) in a look-and-move struture for eye-in-
hand visual objet manipulation.
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amera retreat problem. The problem is onstituted by the fat that optimal trajetories
in the image spae might result in singularities or infeasible trajetories in task spae. The
image-based ontroller minimizes the image error linearly in the image spae. If the am-
era is only rotated by 180
◦
ompared to the goal pose, instead of the appropriate motion
in task spae, namely a ounter-rotation of the amera around the optial axis of about
180
◦
, the amera retreats from the sene in order to minimize the error linearly. As the
amera retreats from the sene the feature points travel to the image enter and end up in
a singularity. A possible solution for manipulators to deouple the translational and rota-
tional veloities is proposed in [33℄. Based on perspetive projetion an angular riterion
is developed, whih takes into aount the trapezoidal distortion of a square based on a
rotation around one of the axes spanning the image plane. The presented prerequisite for
image-based visual servoing follows the lassiation of [24, 25℄ for the dierent approahes
in literature and summarizes the pros and ons for servie roboti appliations.
Visual servoing with (adaptive) image Jaobian: Visual servoing based on the image
Jaobian J inverts the analytial relation between dierential hanges in task spae to
dierential hanges of pixel oordinates to redue ∆f [151℄. The simple proportional ontrol
law is given by:
r˙ = −kJ+(r)(fref − f), (2.15)
where J+ is the pseudoinverse of the image Jaobian J and k a onstant gain fator. k
ensures an exponential derease of the error as ∆f˙ = −k∆f . The image Jaobian J also
referred to as interation or sensitivity matrix is derived in [70℄:
J =
[
−λ
z
0 u
z
uv
λ
−λ2−u2
λ
v
0 −λ
z
v
z
λ2+v2
λ
−uv
λ
−u
]
. (2.16)
As the analytial determination of J requires the knowledge of z for eah point feature,
dierent approahes for the determination are stated in literature. J is determined with the
distane z∗ at the goal pose and remains stati during visual ontrol. A better performane
in terms of onvergene is ahieved by determining J via the algebrai mean of z in the
urrent and z∗ in the goal onguration [24℄. As an alternative an adaptive approah is
introdued by [77℄ in whih the image Jaobian J is estimated by the predited feature
motion due to the motion of the amera ∆r and the observed motion ∆f (optial ow)
aording to:
Jk+1 = Jk + αa
(∆f − Jk∆r)∆r
T
∆rT∆r
. (2.17)
αa denotes the orretion fator for the adaptive image Jaobian. As no knowledge of
the distane z is required this approah seems partiulary interesting for servie robot
appliations. As the ontrol by the image Jaobian assumes a linear model between the
pixel and amera motion, a trust region ontrol [137℄ is espeially suitable to guarantee
stritly linear ontrol:
r˙ = −kaJ
+(r)∆f with ka = min
(
1,
ak
lk
)
. (2.18)
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The onstant proportional gain k is replaed by an adaptive gain ka, whih is determined
by the boundary of the pixel displaement ak and the predition of the image displaement
lk = J∆r. ak ompromises a large ontrol variable for fast onvergene with linear regime
of J. Nonetheless for eye-in-hand onguration the promising onept of adaptive image
Jaobian and trust region ontrol proves to be inappliable as a translational motion in
x (respetively y) is diult to distinguish from a rotational movement around the y-axis
(respetively x-axis), resulting in an almost idential optial ow. In onjuntion with
small image noise the result is false onvergene of the adaptive Jaobian and loal minima
in ontrol. In order to overome theses disadvantages [118℄ presents a ompletive study
between analytial and adaptive Jaobian in 3DOF, inorporating additionally the epipolar
onstraint in the adaptation. [130℄ propose a alibration-free Jaobian by re-expressing and
online adaptation of foal length and sale in eah ontrol yle. The onept of adaptive
image Jaobian is well suited for xed amera systems observing the robot's motion and the
objet or appliations with redued degrees of motion of the amera, but has no pratial
importane for mobile robots.
Hybrid visual servoing: In order to improve visual servoing [26℄ propose two and one-
half-dimensional visual servoing in order to exploit the advantages of IBVS and PBVS.
21
2
D visual servoing deouples rotational and translational veloity ontrol by primarily
estimating the rotation between the urrent and desired objet view, e.g. from deompo-
sition of the homography H (f. setion 2.1). The ontrol for the rotational motions is
expressed as:
ω = −kξuξ, (2.19)
whereas ξ and uξ orrespond to the angle and axis of the rotation parametrization, respe-
tively. Contrary to the rotational motions the translational error is orreted diretly in
the image spae:
v = −J+vt(k∆ft + Jvωω), (2.20)
Jvt and Jvω orrespond to separated Jaobians for the translational and rotational motions
and Jvξuξ is the separated Jaobian for angle and axis of rotation parametrization. ∆ft
is dened by the error in the image spae aused by a translational deviation from the
desired view. The ontrol law is dened analogous to equation 2.15 as follows:
r˙ = −kJ+∆f with ∆f = (ft, ξuξ) and J =
[
Jvt Jvω
0 Jvξuξ
]
. (2.21)
Note that Jvt and Jvω are expressed similar to the general J with the major advantage
that the distane z to the objet is expressed in terms of the ratio t
d
obtained by the
homography deomposition. Image-based visual servoing based on Jaobian shows loal
asymptoti stability, whereas 21
2
D visual servoing ahieves even global asymptoti stability.
Visual servoing with deoupled image moments: This is referred to as "partitioned
visual servo" in the lassiation from [25℄. Visual servoing by image moments is investi-
gated by [45, 69℄ using the distane between two image points as well as their orientation.
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Moments of higher order based on projeted image regions are introdued by [151℄. The
motivation for deoupled image moments is to nd an interation matrix, whih establishes
a one-to-one relationship between image moments and their degrees of motion, resulting
in a simple linear ontrol problem. Analogous to the hybrid visual servoing the rotational
and translational degrees of freedom should be ompletely deoupled resulting in a smooth
onvergene in the 3D task spae. [143℄ desribes image moments using oplanar losed
ontours, whih enable a deoupled ontrol sheme if the objet is orientated parallel to
the image plane. Reently these ideas where extended by [145℄ showing a dependene of
the few remaining o-diagonal ouplings with the objet shape. [9℄ presents visual servoing
by photometri moments desribing the global appearane. The authors in [116℄ employ
visual servoing with deoupled image moments for ontrolling the position and orientation
of a quadrotor relative to observed landmarks on the ground.
Visual servoing on epipoles: Visual servoing based on epipolar geometry is rst intro-
dued by [124℄. Using the epipolar onstraint the error is dened as the distane of an
interest point to its appropriate epipolar line in terms of ai and bi, orresponding to the u-
and v-diretion, respetively. The ontrol law is dened as:
r˙ = −KJe
+∆f with Je = [ai, bi]J. (2.22)
[120℄ extends this idea by employing multi-view visual servoing diretly on the epipoles,
whih benets from three images taken during a training stage. The set of referene images
onsists of a desired image and two additional referene views taken from two distint
vantage points. The visual servoing ontrol law denes the error in terms of the dierene
between the epipoles from the desired view [e1ref , e
2
ref ]
T
and the epipoles [e1a, e
2
a]
T
from the
atual image onto the two additional referene views (projetion of the optial enter of
the rst amera onto the seond amera). Therefore two essential matries E are estimated
during eah ontrol yle. Nonetheless the ontrol ompletely deouples translational and
rotational motions, in whih the rotational ontrol is primarily used to keep the features in
the eld of view. This approah is less promising regarding servie robotis beause three
referene images are required in onjuntion with sequential estimations of E.
Appearane based visual servoing: Appearane based visual servoing (diret visual
servoing) is lassied as an image-based visual servoing method, whereas the appearane
of the objet (f. setion 2.2) is diretly provided as input to the ontroller instead of
extrated point features. An approah based on angular olor oourrene histograms in
onjuntion with reinforement learning satisfying the ontinuous ation and state spae
requirement is suessfully demonstrated by [80℄. An agent learns online the optimal poliy
pi(s, a) whih is dened as: pi(s, a) = argmaxaQ(s, a), whereas the ation value funtion
Q(s, a) ontains the mapping from objet appearanes s (angular olor oourrene his-
tograms) to the ontrol ation a in order to reah the grasping pose. [37℄ aptures the
appearane of an objet by a PCA (Priniple Component Analysis) in order to redue
the high dimensionality of the intensity image followed by an oine training stage for the
interation matrix. These methods initially require an objet reognition step as well as a
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ontinually aurate objet segmentation during visual servoing for objet manipulation.
The latter is diult to ahieve in textured environments. A novel approah referred to as
luminane based visual servoing is presented in [30℄, performing the visual servoing diretly
on the image intensities. The error ∆f is thereby dened by the dierene of all intensities
between the urrent image I and the referene image Iref while the interation matrix Ja
is determined in terms of the 2D motion onstraint from equation 2.13:
∂I(u, t)
∂t
= −∇I(u, t)v ⇒ Ja = −(∇IuJ(u˙) + Iv∇J(v˙)). (2.23)
By reformulating the visual servoing as an optimization problem, the ontrol law using the
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm is dened as follows:
r˙ = −k(Ja
TJa + µ diag(Ja
TJa))
−1Ja
T (I− Iref ), (2.24)
where the parameter µ is hosen in dependene of the ost funtion in order to swith
between steepest desent and Gauss-Newton optimization. Although luminane based
visual servoing is quite promising, it requires objet reognition and segmentation. This
renders the approah solely suitable for mobile navigation. Nonetheless appearane based
visual servoing is a novel reently emerging branh within the eld of visual ontrol e.g.
for miropositioning of miroeletromehanial strutures [144℄ and is a promising avenue
as it is presumably lose to human objet reognition and manipulation.
Visual servoing with strutured light: Visual servoing with strutured light rather
desribes the exploitation of ative visual sensors than atually representing novel visual
servoing onepts. The authors in [117℄ propose a amera setup with four laser pointers
(strutured light) for visual servoing relative to planar objets. The strutured light not
only eases the feature extration stage, enabling the ontrol also for objets with homo-
geneous surfaes, but additionally allows for deoupled visual servoing lose to the goal
position by image moments resulting in a good task-spae trajetory. This methodology
therefore falls under the ategory of visual servoing with deoupled image moments. The
task of automati seam lling in the ontext of airraft onstrution is solved by [63℄ with
a hybrid visual servoing sheme with strutured light. Hybrid ontrol with strutured light
ombines position-based visual servoing, whih loally reonstruts the pose between tool
and workpiee to regulate the robot perpendiularly to the workpiee's surfae, with image-
based visual servoing used for entering and traking the seams to be lled. The onept
of enforing texture by strutured light onto homogeneous objet regions is promising, as
it transforms the passive sensor amera into an ative sensor system. Utilizing strutured
light in the visible range is questionable for servie robotis and therefore not followed in
the ontext of this thesis. Time-of-Flight (ToF) [84℄ ameras additionally provide depth
information for the 2D image plane, but at the ost of low amera resolution and high
power onsumption. Beause of the low resolution and the 3D information these ameras
are suited for low demanding PBVS [122℄ and might have their main appliation area in
autonomous navigation.
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The haraterization of the dierent visual servoing onepts leads to the appraisal of visual
servoing onepts stated in setion 1.3 and summarized in gure 1.3. Visual servoing with
deoupled image moments exellently omplies with the servie roboti speiations. The
three-stage design methodology for vision and ontrol appliations presented in [113℄ is
applied for systematially development of visual servoing with deoupled image moments,
whih is onform with design methodology for mehatroni systems [150℄.
2.5 Experimental systems for visual servoing, naviga-
tion and loalization
This setion desribes the fundamentals and the set-ups of the dierent experimental sys-
tems used in this thesis. The mobile platform Pioneer 3-DX from MobileRobots In. in
onjuntion with a 5 DOF manipulator Katana 6M from Neuronis is used to ahieve mo-
bile manipulation in indoor oe environments. To evaluate the visual objet manipulation
in 6 DOF, the proposed visual servoing shemes are applied to an industrial manipulator
RV 20-16 from Reis whih is introdued as well.
A mobile platform of the type Pioneer 3-DX is employed in the ourse of this thesis for
the transition of vision guided to visual navigation as presented in hapters 3 and 4. It
possesses a ring of eight forward and rear sonar sensors, beause sonar is aordable and
robust. These sensors are indispensable as a bak-up sensor in the ase that the visual
pereption fails. The experimental set-up is equipped with a Sik Laser ranger LMS 200
(f. gure 2.3). The robot is additionally equipped with the Pan-Tilt-Zoom amera (PTZ
amera) VC-C4 from Canon as well as an omnidiretional amera system onsisting of a
amera DFK-31AF03 from Imaging Soure and a D40 opti. The platform Pioneer 3-DX is
a two-wheel dierential-drive robot with an additional astor wheel for stabilization. The
robot kinematis is non-holonomi as it possesses fewer loal degrees of freedom than its
global state spae. The motion of the dierential drive robot is restrited to translation
along its urrent heading and rotations around the vertial axis, but it is unable to move
sideways. The robot state is dened by [xR, zR, θR]
T
in order to omply with the usual
amera oordinate frame. The z-axis is along the robot's diretion of motion, the x-axis is
horizontally orientated and the y-axis of robot and amera rotation is vertially orientated.
The dierential drive robot motion is desribed by a veloity motion model as
x(k + 1)R = x(k)R + vR∆t sin(θR) (2.25)
z(k + 1)R = z(k)R + vR∆t cos(θR)
θ(k + 1)R = θ(k)R + ωR∆t,
where vR and ωR denote the translational and rotational veloity of the robot. Alternatively
an odometry motion model is applied in this thesis, whih uses the odometer measurements
in order to ompute the robot's pose.
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Figure 2.3: a) Mobile Platform equipped with sonar rings, laser range nder, omnidire-
tional and PTZ amera; b) Katana 6M from Neuronis; ) RV 20-16 from Reis.
The robot arm Katana 6M is employed in this thesis for developing a novel visual servo on-
troller for objet manipulation. It is a ve degree of freedom (DOF) serial-link manipulator
as shown in gure 2.3 b). The arm is equipped with a two-nger gripper at the end-eetor
with ve integrated infrared (IR) proximity sensors and fore sensors. The forward kine-
matis, whih determines the position and orientation x of the end-eetor as a funtion
of the joint angles q is dened as: x = k(q). x is dened as [x, y, z, α, β, γ], whereas
[x, y, z] desribes the pose in Cartesian oordinates and [α, β, γ] the rotation around the x,
y and z axes (roll, pith, yaw). The inverse kinematis onsists of the determination of
the appropriate joint angles to a speied end-eetor position: q = k−1(x). As most of
the thesis is onerned with visual servoing, whih implies veloities in the task spae, the
dierential kinematis are essentially dened by: x˙ = Jdk(q)q˙. The implemented forward,
inverse as well as the dierential kinematis inluding a ollision detetion are state of the
art and therefore assumed to be known. These funtionalities and terms are used in the
thesis without further explanations.
The industrial robot RV20-16 from Reis is a six degree of freedom manipulator with a
maximum payload of 16 kg. The absolute positioning error is about one to two mm
and the repeatability is speied with 0.05 mm. The RV20-16 is depited in gure 2.3
). The Katana 6M as well as the industrial robot RV20-16 are used for visual servoing
for objet gripper alignment as desribed in hapter 5 and 6. Additionally the grasping
and manipulation of daily objets with the Katana 6M for servie roboti appliations is
desribed in [81℄ using the presented ontrol shemes.
Chapter 3
From vision guided to visual navigation
of mobile robots
This hapter investigates the possibility to represent the set of required behaviors for topo-
logial navigation in unstrutured indoor environments solely due to an omnidiretional
amera. Starting point for the investigations is the vision guided navigation sheme based
on sonar and laser presented in [114℄ with a topologial map without prior struturing
of the environment. As a replaement for the distane sensors the omnidiretional image
provides the stimuli for a novel obstale avoidane by means of several reonstruted per-
spetive views, from whih a ondene rated time to ontat is extrated [112℄. A visual
door passing behavior is treated in a oherent purely vision-based framework [121℄.
Examples and an overview for visual behaviors are provided in setion 2.3. Inspirational
for the following investigations is the fundamental work by [27℄ of implementing visual
behaviors based on a monoular amera. The target of the following investigations is to
represent as far as possible all required visual behaviors for indoor oe navigation solely
by omnivision (f. setion 2.1) due to its inherent advantages suh as its 360
◦
eld of
view ontrary to other approahes e.g. [29, 28℄. Additionally the design of the behaviors
is mandatory to be model-free to operate in unstrutured environments. Using a more
sophistiated amera system a omplete framework for visual navigation is provided in the
following requiring no artiial struturing of the environment.
This hapter is organized as follows: Vision guided navigation is introdued as a starting
point in setion 3.1 with topologial loalization using omnivision and reative behaviors
with distane sensors. The door passing behavior is desribed in setion 3.2. Visual
behaviors for obstale avoidane and orridor entering using omnivision are desribed in
setion 3.3 and investigated during an experimental evaluation.
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3.1 Vision-guided navigation
Vision-guided navigation pursues a learning by demonstration sheme for the topologial
navigation. Aording to the hybrid ontrol arhiteture depited in gure 1.2 the stimuli
for the reative layer is provided by range sensors, whereas the planning layer pereives
its loal environment by means of an omnidiretional amera. The experimental platform
is a Pioneer 3DX mobile robot equipped with a 2D laser sanner, an omnidiretional
amera system and a ring of sonar sensors (f. gure 2.3 a)). The distane sensors (laser,
sonar) apture the loal environment of the robot and provide the stimuli for the obstale
avoidane, the orridor entering, the door detetion and the door passing behavior. The
robot loalizes itself within a topologial map based on deteted orrespondenes between
omnidiretional views.
3.1.1 Planning
The presented method for vision-guided navigation requires a learning phase in whih a
graph is reated oine (gure 3.1). A topologial map represented by a direted graph
forms the basis of path planning and navigation. In this representation of the oe en-
vironment nodes in the graph onstitute waypoints and are assoiated with distintive
visual features. The visual features are later reognized in the urrent amera image and
enable a unique assoiation with nodes in the topologial map by nding orrespondenes
with stored features. During the learning phase the robot is guided manually through the
environment, and at relevant loations for navigation the orresponding SIFT features are
extrated and added as nodes to the topologial map. Neighboring nodes are onneted
via edges in the graph. It is assumed that navigation between onneted waypoints does
not require loalization but is entirely aomplished by means of reative behaviors suh
as orridor following and door passing. Depending on the type of neighboring relationship
the planning layer engages the ombination of reative behaviors that is suitable in the
urrent ontext, e.g. door passing and obstale avoidane for a pair of waypoints onneted
through a door. Topologial path planning is redued to graph searh, whih is solved by
the ommon Dijkstra algorithm [40℄. The ontext of an edge depends on the type of on-
netion between waypoints, and the oordination layer, depending on the ontext provided
by the planning layer, ativates the following subsets of reative behaviors:
• Corridor: obstale avoidane, onstant veloity and orridor entering
• Door passing: obstale avoidane, onstant veloity, door passing and homing
• Open spaes (in analogy to orridor): obstale avoidane, onstant veloity and, if
required, homing
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Figure 3.1: Vision-guided navigation: learning by demonstration oine (white bakground)
and ontext dependent hoie of behavior online (grey bakground).
3.1.2 Topologial loalization
In order to generate a topologial map the robot is guided through its environment in a
demonstration while referene images of the loal surroundings are aptured at distintive
loations suh as doors or juntions. Waypoints are unambiguously desribed by the SIFT
features deteted in the omnidiretional image of the orresponding environment similar
to [2℄. Figure 3.2 depits an omnidiretional image with the orresponding deteted SIFT
features. Neighboring waypoints in the image are assoiated with nodes onneted via
edges in the graph. Loalization in the topologial map is ahieved by similarity of the
urrent view with the referene images aptured during demonstration. The high density of
SIFT features in natural environments allows to introdue waypoints at arbitrary loations
in the desired density without expliit referene to spei landmarks. The SIFT features
deteted in the urrent view are ompared with those stored in the database. The measure
of similarity between two loations is expressed by the relative frequeny of orresponding
SIFT features in the urrent and referene image. To ativate a node, ten topologially next
neighbors of the last traversed node are ompared with the SIFT features of the urrent
amera image. This neighbor searh enables a ontinuing loalization, even if the next node
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Figure 3.2: Omnidiretional amera image with blind spot and extrated SIFT features.
aording to the plan is not identied or missed. However, this rare non-identiation of a
topologial node in pratie only ours if a large majority of the features is oluded at the
waypoint. The method is also suited without restrition for global loalization of the robot,
whereas the omputing time for initial omparison of the urrent view with all stored views
in the database inreases aordingly. The measure of similarity between SIFT features is
obtained as explained in hapter 2.2. A waypoint is reognized if at least 20% of the features
in the urrent view are in agreement with those of a referene view in the database. If
several topologial nodes exeed this threshold at the same time, the node with the highest
orrelation is seleted. Simultaneous exeeding of this threshold value only ours in ase of
very small distanes of the nodes, i.e. below 30 m. If the orrespondene is larger than 10%
but smaller than 20%, a node is reognized if the similarity of the node with the highest
orrelation is at least twie as high as the one with the seond highest orrelation. In
order to evaluate the performane and robustness of the proposed sheme the robot travels
along a orridor passing ten previously demonstrated waypoints as depited in gure 3.3.
The waypoints are distributed in front of the doors in order to ativate the door passing
behavior if the appropriate door to be passed aording to the plan is reahed. The nodes
are sequentially ativated in the right order, indiated by the lled out dots in gure 3.3
b), ) and d), during a navigation through the orridor under dierent light onditions.
The loal resolution of the loalization is obviously based on the high ativation level of
the nodes only in the viinity of the waypoints. The robustness of the method is evident,
as all passed waypoints are reognized reliably while the orresponding door hypotheses
are reated.
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Figure 3.3: Speiity of SIFT features for varying illumination and surroundings: a)
Metri map of the orridor with waypoints in front of the doors; b) Node ativation for
idential illumination onditions; ) Node ativation for dierent illumination onditions
and lateral distane to the apture point of one fourth of the orridor width; d) Node
ativation for strongly hanged illumination onditions (dierent time of day, losed doors).
Reative behaviors with distane sensors: A set of ongurable fuzzy behaviors is
designed aording to [128℄. The goal-oriented navigation results from the interation of
onstant veloity, homing, orridor entering, obstale avoidane and door passing behav-
ior. Details of the fuzzy behavior representation of these behaviors an be found in [61℄ as
well as the behavior oordination. The design of a reative door passing behavior as well
as a detailed desription of the performane and robustness of vision-guided navigation
is disussed in [114℄. A video of the experimental evaluation of vision-guided navigation
inluding loalization, reative behavior oordination and door passing an be downloaded
from the website of the department [126℄. The transition from vision-guided to vision-
based navigation is subjet of the following hapter in whih the behaviors are represented
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instead of distane measurements solely by means of visual pereption primitives suh as
optial ow and texture.
3.2 Visual behavior for door passing
Visual door traversal is a vital skill for autonomous mobile robots operating in indoor
environments. An omnidiretional view oers the advantage that an initial san of the en-
vironment for doors by rotating the robot base beomes obsolete. In addition the omniview
guarantees that the door remains visible throughout the entire door traversal whereas with
a onventional perspetive amera the door eventually leaves the eld of the view suh that
the nal stage of door traversal is performed in open loop ontrol. The omniview also oers
an advantage in senarios with semi open doors in whih the robot still detets the door
in the rear view after it has passed the door leaf. The objetive of the approah presented
in [121℄ is to provide a robust solution of the entire door detetion and navigation problem
relying on omnidiretional vision only. The vision-based door reognition and traversal
problem is strutured into the three steps of door detetion (a), door loalization and
traking (b) and door traversal () as shown in gure 3.4, whih are shortly summarized.
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Figure 3.4: Visual door passing behavior [121℄.
a) Door detetion: Images ontain a large amount of information whih neessitates
the ltering, extration and interpretation of those image features that are relevant to the
visual door detetion. The door detetion is omposed of three subsequent fundamental
steps: image proessing, line proessing and door frame reognition. The image proessing
involves edge detetion, thinning, gap bridging, pruning and edge linking. Afterwards
the line proessing aggregates individual edge segments into ategorized lines by means of
line approximation, line segmentation, horizontal and vertial line seletion as well as line
merging. Similar to other approahes in the past the door detetion sheme relies on a
door frame model omposed of two vertial door posts in onjuntion with a horizontal top
segment. The nal step in the door detetion omprehends the mathing between plausible
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ombinations of vertial and horizontal lines with multiple potential door frame patterns.
These door patterns are inspired by the work of [103℄, whih denes simple and double
door frames.
b) Door loalization and traking: Door loalization estimates the robot's urrent pose
(xR, zR, θR) with respet to the door oordinate system. In ase of monoular ameras the
robot pose is usually reovered by triangulation of features aross multiple aptures taken
from dierent viewpoints. In the literature this loalization sheme is known as bearing
only loalization. The built-in odometry estimates the relative robot motion between
onseutive viewpoints. Sine both the measurement and the motion are subjet to noise
and errors, the robot position with respet to the door is estimated with an Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) [152℄. The state predition of the EKF relies on the odometry
motion model, whih desribes the relative robot motion between two onseutive poses
[147℄. The initial two onseutive door detetions are used to initialize the states and
ovarianes of the Kalman lter. Afterwards the door loalization is based on sequential
predition and update steps.
) Door passing: Typially the door is rst deteted in the image one the robot is about
two to three meters away from the door. The door is traked ontinuously by means of the
Kalman lter and the robot ontinues its motion parallel to the orridor until the robot
is loated laterally with respet to the door enter. At this instane the robot stops and
turns 90
◦
towards the door, ontinuously traking its relative orientation. Before initiating
the traversal the open door state is veried from a sequene of images by extration of the
time to ontat and the texture. A homogeneous texture indiates a losed door, whereas
random texture implies an open door. A large time to ontat guarantees safe traversal.
The robot traverses the door at onstant veloity by entering itself with respet to the
ontinuously traked door posts. The visual servoing ontrols the robot's turn rate suh
that both door posts remain equilateral in the omnidiretional view. The Kalman lter is
no longer applied as the depth information beomes unreliable at lose range and is not
needed for guiding the robot through the door.
The algorithm is tested on 1000 manually labeled images taken from video sequenes
aptured in the oe environment of the department. Most images ontain multiple doors,
suh as the senario in gure 3.4 with three suessfully deteted and validated doors. False
positives in single images for doors amount to 3%, false negatives our 5% of the time
[121℄. To render the detetion algorithm even more robust, the door frames are traked
over onseutive images during the motion. Initial false positives are eventually rejeted
in subsequent aptures. This validation step is of partiular importane for the Kalman
lter loalization.
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3.3 Visual behaviors for ollision-free navigation
3.3.1 Corridor entering
Corridor entering behavior has a strong resemblane with the visual-motor behavior of
honey bees. Bees y by balaning the optial ow generated in the lateral portion of the
opti array of both eyes. This strategy enables them to y exatly in the enter of a tunnel.
The orridor following behavior balanes the magnitude of the optial ow generated on
both the left and right hemisphere of the omnidiretional amera to drive the robot towards
the enter of the orridor [32℄. A simple but robust ontrol law results from the omparison
of the magnitude (its maximum) of the optial ow in the left and right hemisphere [u˙, v˙]Tleft
and [u˙, v˙]Tright, respetively:
∆ΘR = k(max([u˙, v˙]
T
left)−max([u˙, v˙]
T
right)). (3.1)
It is based on the assumption that the region whih generates a larger optial ow on-
tains objets in loser proximity to the robot than the opposite side. In equation 3.1 ΘR
desribes the rotation and k is a proportional gain fator. The orridor following with the
omnidiretional amera detets the optial ow aross an angular region of 45◦ to 135◦ on
both sides of the translation diretion for balaning.
3.3.2 Obstale avoidane by optial ow
To avoid obstales in front of the robot the time to ontat is estimated from the diver-
gene of the optial ow onto an image grid from the reonstruted perspetive frontal
view. Time to ontat estimates are fused with the ondene in the respetive visual
information, namely the loal variane of optial ow and statistial analysis [112℄. Both
together determine the desirability and safety of traveling in the orresponding diretion.
Osillatory movements of the robot are prevented by reonstrution of two additional pe-
ripheral views for whih the time to ontat is measured solely by optial quantities, e.g.
the objet's viewing angle and its derivative. A general overview of methods for optial
ow extration based on a time sequene of images is given in hapter 2.3. Aording to
the performane evaluation of optial ow tehniques for indoor navigation with a mobile
robot, the approah from Luas and Kanade ahieves the best results in terms of auray,
eieny and robustness [96℄. Therefore the Luas-Kanade pyramid algorithm from [17℄
is used whih provides a sparse but more aurate optial ow eld ompared to other
dierential, intensity based methods, even for large optial ow.
The obstale avoidane behavior guides the robot reliably towards obstale-free regions and
irumnavigates objets in the viinity of the robot or regions aited with unertainty
onerning visual pereption. Figure 3.5 a) shows the omnidiretional amera view of a
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orridor. In the ase of obstale avoidane as well as turn around behavior to avoid un-
ertain and potentially ritial spaes initially three perspetive views are reonstruted as
shown in gure 3.5 b) [119℄. The frontal view aomplishes ollision avoidane with objets
in front of the robot, whereas the peripheral views ontribute to the general stabilization
of the robot's motion. The opening angle of the omnidiretional amera for perspetive
onstrution is approximately 75
◦
. The resolution of the reonstruted frontal view is 200
by 90 pixels. The eld of view is partitioned into a grid of 10 by 5 windows orresponding
to dierent viewing diretions of the robot (f. gure 3.5 b). The upper number in the ell
view orresponds to the time to ontat estimates in seonds and the lower number is the
ondene into the time to ontat estimate.
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Figure 3.5: a) Omnidiretional image; b) Reonstruted perspetive views and orientation
preferenes based on the time to ontat (ttc) and ondene.
The stimulus of the obstale avoidane behavior is the time to ontat (ttc), whih is
estimated from the optial ow vetors in the image. From the divergene of the optial
ow eld the time to ontat is derived [31℄ aording to:
ttc =
z
vRz
=
2
∇( ˙ˆu, ˙ˆv)
with ∇( ˙ˆu, ˙ˆv) =
∂ ˙ˆu
∂uˆ
+
∂ ˙ˆv
∂vˆ
. (3.2)
This equation indiates that estimating the time to ontat only depends on the optial
ow, but requires no knowledge or estimation of the sene depth z and vRz . [31℄ uses
dierent symmetrial divergene templates to alulate the divergene of the optial ow for
a dense optial ow eld. This method fails when the optial ow eld is not dense enough
to alulate the derivative along the normal diretion. Contrary to the analysis above, the
proposed approah does not assume that the divergene is determined for the projetion
enter, but that the lateral hange of motion is small ompared to the depth of the sene,
thus allowing for the image-segmented estimation of the divergene and onsequently the
time to ontat as well. A derivation of equation 3.2 for these speiations is found in
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appendix A. Hene, an approah for sparse optial ow elds is proposed where all the
optial ow pairs found within a onned neighborhood ontribute to the alulation of
the divergene of the partiular ow vetor under onsideration. The neighborhood around
a single ow vetor is dened by a window of nite size formally referred to as a pairing
window. The pairing window approah involves estimation of divergene of an optial ow
vetor by alulating the average divergene aross all individual ow eld vetors within
a neighborhood window. The size of the pairing window and the density of the ow eld
determine the auray of the divergene estimate. A pairing window orresponds to one
single image region depited in gure 3.5 b). Equation 3.3 omputes the divergene for
eah pairing window ∇pw, indiated by the subsript pw:
∇pw(u˙, v˙) =
1
(n− 1)!
(n−1)!∑
i=1
(
∂u˙i
∂ui
+
∂v˙i
∂vi
)
=
1
n
n−1∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
(
u˙i − u˙j
∆uij
+
v˙i − v˙j
∆vij
)
. (3.3)
n is dened by the number of optial ow vetors, resulting in (n − 1)! dierent pairings
to be onsidered. For eah pair the individual divergene is alulated and aggregated into
the divergene of the pairing window ∇pw. The individual divergene is alulated from
normal optial ow vetors u˙i, v˙i and u˙j, v˙j along their respetive diretions u and v.
For the peripheral view (gure 3.5) the time to ontat is estimated in a dierent way, as
the fous of expansion lies outside the peripheral view. Therefore the alternative approah
inspired by [87℄ determines the time to ontat based on the temporal evolution of the
diretion of the optial ow. The advantages of this approah onsist on the one hand in
the estimation of the time to ontat solely via optial quantities suh as the angle and
its temporal derivative. On the other hand the work spae is omplementary to determine
the time to ontat by means of the divergene of the optial ow. The time to ontat
is derived by dierentiating the geometri relation: d = z tan(φ), in whih φ denotes the
orientation of the obstale in roboentri oordinates, z the distane omponent to the
obstale in driving diretion of the robot and d the distane omponent perpendiular to
the driving diretion. The temporal derivative yields d/dt(d) = zφ˙ cos−2(φ)+ z˙ tan(φ) = 0.
Thus, the time to ontat for obstales in both peripheral elds of view is given by:
ttc =
cosφ sinφ
φ˙
. (3.4)
[92℄ employs the same denition to detet obstales, to obtain their range and to model
the environment by means of orners in the perspetive amera image.
The information ontent and the reliability of the pure time to ontat is inreased by
estimating the ondene of the urrent pereption. For eah single ell of the grid a degree
of ondene is determined by means of the variane of the individual measurements of
the optial ow within a window aording to:
confseg(i,j) =
1
n
m∑
nv=1
{
1− 1
σ
abs(ttcnv − µ(i,j)) , if (ttcnv − µ(i,j)) < σ
0 otherwise
. (3.5)
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Here ttcnv orresponds to one of the m total time to ontat estimates that are omputed
from the orresponding ow vetors in the window confseg(i,j) with the row and olumn
position (i, j) of the ell. µ(i,j) designates the mean of the time to ontat values in a
segment and σ is the standard deviation of the data set. If there are no time to ontat
values or optial ow in the ell under onsideration, then the time to ontat is assigned
to zero. Grids with a time to ontat value equal to the mean time to ontat are also
given zero ondene, implying the absolute ondene about the presene of an obstale.
Due to the adaptive tting of σ homogeneous elds obtain distintly more ondene than
inhomogeneous ells. For a homogeneous eld of onsistent measurements the ondene
tends to one, whereas for the opposite ase of large and spurious values, representing noise,
it tends to zero. If ttcnv−µ(i,j) < σ is not valid, the ondene of the orresponding window
is redued to zero.
The time to ontat and its orresponding ondene values are fused within the grid
olumns representing the driving diretions. From these aggregated information rst pref-
erenes for obstale-free diretions are reated and from these the turn rate and transla-
tional veloity of the robot are omputed. Furthermore, the nal reommendation for the
diretion ΘRk is inuened by the angular aeleration ompared to the previous rotation
∆ΘRk−1 in order to guarantee a smooth rotation by averaging:
ΘRk = argmaxj
(
ttcavgjconfavgj −∆ΘRk−1
)
, (3.6)
in whih ∆ΘRk−1 denotes the dierene between the new diretion and the robot's urrent
heading, ttcavgj and confavgj are dened as the mean of the time to ontat and on-
dene values, respetively, of the j-th olumn. Apart from saling, the time to ontat is
alulated in the same way for the peripheral views.
The turn around behavior is responsible for the detetion of dead end situations, in whih
the robot annot irumnavigate the obstale but has to trak bak. This behavior initiates
a 180
◦
turn in dead ends or so-alled triky orners for whih the optial pereption indiates
no save passage. This situation is reognized by an inonsistent or nonexistent eld of ow
with low ondene. On the other hand this behavior assumes the robot's ontrol in ase of
large-area objets without texture, beause the optial ow does not provide information
due to the lak of ontrast. Planes without texture are abstrated as obstales and stored
in a loal spatial memory until visual stimuli evaluated with suient ondene reemerge
for this region.
3.3.3 Experimental results: Navigation with omnivision
The behavior oordination involves ativation of the orret behavior at the right instane.
Behavior seletion strongly depends on the urrent ontext of the robot [18℄. In this ase
a subsumption arhiteture is employed. The main reason is that the visual information is
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not as reliable as the distane measurements. In textureless environments it is diult to
assess the distane of obstales from visual measurements. The subsumption arhiteture
shown in gure 3.6 has a layered struture, in whih eah layer is assoiated with a spei
behavior. The higher layers have the authority to subsume (indiated by s) and inhibit
behaviors in the lower layer.
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Figure 3.6: Subsumption arhiteture with orridor following, obstale avoidane and turn
around behavior. Supplementary visual behaviors are indiated by dashed bloks.
The most basi behavior is the orridor entering behavior in the lowest layer. It ompares
the optial ow magnitude of the left and right hemisphere of the omnidiretional amera.
This behavior maintains a onstant translational veloity and only hanges the turning
diretion. The intermediate layer onsists of the obstale avoidane behavior whih is
ativated if the time to ontat falls short of a threshold. The obstale avoidane behavior
ommands a turning diretion and a translational veloity. The translational veloity is
proportional to the time to ontat. One the obstale avoidane triggers, it subsumes the
lower layer and overrides its output with its translational and rotational veloities vR and
ωR. The input for the motor ommands is replaed by the reommendations of the obstale
avoidane. The turn around behavior has the highest priority. This behavior responds to
orners whih represent dead ends of the orridor or textureless wall segments and initiates
a 180
◦
turn with a subsequent wandering into a new diretion. Furthermore, this behavior
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inludes a remember-sidewall omponent that remembers side walls or obstales deteted
at previous instanes and avoids them over the next n ontrol yles. The turn around
behavior is based on the same measurements as the obstale avoidane layer. If a triky
orner (i.e. a textureless region lling the omplete eld of view) is deteted, it bloks
the output of obstale avoidane from reahing the motors and suppresses the output of
orridor following. One major advantage of the subsumption arhiteture is the ease of
integrating supplementary visual behaviors suh as door passing and visual homing as
shown later on indiated by the additional dashed blok in gure 3.6.
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Figure 3.7: a) Obstale avoidane: trajetory traversed by the robot; b) ttc and ondene
grids with nal deision.
The experimental evaluation of the visual navigation is arried out with the same robot
onguration and in same loations as in the experiments desribed in setion 3.1 for vision-
guided navigation (f. also [114℄). In the following a prototypial senario is presented
whih points out the operation of obstale avoidane (f. gure 3.7) by means of diult
situations imposed on the robot. At the beginning of the experiment the robot is loated
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lose to the right wall of the orridor at a distane of 2m in front of a pillar whih is situated
in driving diretion, thus bloking a part of the orridor, as depited in gure 3.7 a) whih
shows the environment and the atual path traveled by the robot (a1-a6). The images on
the left side of the robot are the perspetive peripheral images from one side of the traveling
diretion (for sake of larity only the left side is shown). The robot suessfully evades the
obstale without olliding with the orridor wall or the pillar. Figure 3.7 b) additionally
shows the frontal visual pereption of the robot with the diretion reommendation for the
two loations a3 and a5. The entire frontal image view is partitioned into grids of size
20 by 20 pixels in whih eah grid estimates an average time to ontat (upper value in
gure 3.7 b) and an assoiated ondene (lower value, aording to equation 3.5). For
every olumn the average of the time to ontat and ondene is omputed. Finally, the
gains of the two lateral planes on the left and the right ontribute towards the nal gain
whih provides the deision variables for turning. The robot turns in the diretion of the
region with the highest overall gain value. At the waypoint a3 in gure 3.7 the turn around
behavior inhibits the output of the obstale avoidane behavior, as ondene in the four
right olumns is low due to the lak of texture of the orridor wall. In ase more than
three olumns on one side exhibit a ondene of zero, the presene of a side wall or a
wall without texture is signalled. This proedure ompletely immunes the optial ow on
the right side thereby avoiding the side wall and the pillar with the neighborhood region
around it. The reommendations of the two neighboring olumns are also set to zero, so
that only the remaining diretions of the left hemisphere inuene the nal seletion of
the heading diretion. From the set of andidate headings the fourth olumn of the left
has the highest preferene, ausing a subsequent evasive maneuver of the robot to the
orridor enter. At the waypoint a5 all diretions possess suient ondene in visual
information, so that again the obstale avoidane behavior obtains sole ontrol over the
robot. It advoates its maximal reommendation for the third olumn to the right with
the highest time to ontat, in roboentri view pointing towards the free orridor for
the urrent alignment of the robot. The orridor entering behavior is sensitive towards
inhomogeneous texture distribution in the right and left lateral eld of view whih may
lead to a lateral displaement of the robot ompared to the enter of the orridor, resulting
in an osillation of the robot motion around the orridor enter. The stability of the
orridor entering behavior an be improved by appropriate ontroller design to suppress
disturbanes aused by varying texture. Furthermore not all possible senarios for regions
with low texture an be ontrolled robustly by the turn around behavior.
In this hapter visual behaviors via an omnidiretional amera for mobile robot navigation
in unstrutured environments are introdued. The next hapter desribes visual homing in
order to omplete the transition from vision guided to goal-orientated visual navigation.
Chapter 4
Global visual homing by visual servoing
As visual homing in a topologial map is muh more omplex than homing in a metri map
with distane sensors this hapter espeially fousses on the design of visual homing to
omplete the visual navigation. The homing behavior with deoupled navigation and gaze
ontrol with a virtual amera plane is rst presented in [105℄. The topologial loalization
from setion 3.1 is extended to automatially selet optimal referene images for the visual
homing behavior. Thereby the advantages of visual input from a pan-tilt in onjuntion
with an omnidiretional amera are ombined for global visual homing. The time-optimal
referene feature and image seletion is provided by the omnidiretional amera system
[108℄ using the information from the topologial map, whereas loal pose onvergene is
ahieved by the pan-tilt amera.
The presented work obeys the paradigm of topologial map-based navigation by a direted
graph. Visual homing follows approahes from visual servoing presented in setion 2.4 with
the major dierene that global onvergene towards the referene image is required even
if the features from the referene view are far away from the atual pose of the robot.
Espeially the deoupling strategy for navigation and gaze ontrol as well as the synergy
of omnidiretional and monoular amera are milestones for global visual homing for oe
environments with minimal texture oering additional freedom for visual homing ompared
to the shemes ited in setion 2.3.
This hapter is organized as follows: The general onept for visual homing is desribed
in setion 4.1 motivating the advantages of a deoupled navigation and gaze ontrol by
the virtual amera plane. The virtual amera plane is desribed in setion 4.2 and the
dierene between a vertial and horizontal virtual amera plane is pointed out. In order
to utilize the virtual amera plane, the required gaze ontrol is summarized in setion 4.3.
Dierent approahes for visual navigation ontrol as well as their experimental evaluation
are desribed in setion 4.4. The visual navigation behavior emerging from the individual
visual behaviors is presented in setion 4.5, whih onludes with an omparison of vision-
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guided and vision-based navigation.
4.1 General onept
Figure 4.1 depits the sheme of visual homing behavior as well as the integration in the
hybrid ontrol arhiteture (f. gure 1.2). The visual homing for the subordinate reative
layer is later on integrated in the subsumption arhiteture from gure 3.6 for fully visual
navigation of mobile robots. The major omponents of the visual homing behavior by large
data base
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Figure 4.1: Large view visual servoing integrated in the hybrid ontrol arhiteture.
view visual servoing are: gaze ontrol, virtual amera plane, visual navigation ontrol as
well as the ommand fusion. The gaze ontrol guarantees that the image features remain
in the amera's eld of view. The virtual amera plane represents the mutual ontrol spae
thereby deoupling gaze from navigation ontrol. As gaze is ontrolled independently of the
robot motion and the features are dened in a virtual amera plane, the visual ontroller
uses the same landmarks over a larger range of motion. Therefore, fewer visual landmarks
are required to desribe a smooth path through the environment. The optimal exploitation
of landmarks even enables visual navigation in environments with little texture e.g. oe
environments and onsequently only few natural landmarks.
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Figure 4.2 demonstrates the advantages of a swiveling versus a xed amera for visual
navigation. In gure 4.2 a) the standard senario from literature is depited, where the
amera is xed relative to the robot motion, restriting the eld of view whih results in
a limited onvergene area of a landmark. In this ase this limitation is resolved by the
independent gaze and navigation ontrol resulting in a larger onvergene area of the same
landmark as depited in gure 4.2 b) and ). An additional extension of this approah
ompared to standard approahes enables the robot to navigate towards (gure 4.2 b))
as well as parallel to a landmark (gure 4.2 )) whih is partiularly useful for traversing
onned indoor spaes suh as orridors. In order to ontrol the robot motion independently
of the gaze the observed features are transformed from image into virtual amera plane.
a) b) )
goal pose
urrent pose
urrent
pose
goal
pose
robot orientation
amera orientation
Figure 4.2: Visual servoing for navigation of mobile robots: a) Fixed amera; b) Deoupled
gaze and navigation ontrol for navigation towards a landmark using a swiveling amera;
) Deoupled ontrol for navigation parallel to a landmark.
Three dierent approahes for navigation ontrol on the virtual amera plane are inves-
tigated: (a) image Jaobian, (b) image moments and () a ombination of partial sene
reonstrution in onjuntion with image moments. These approahes dier by the strat-
egy to deouple rotational and translational veloity omponents. As the rst approah
(a) was originally intended as ase study for visual homing, artiial landmarks in the
height of the robot's amera neessitate a vertial virtual amera plane. The seond (b)
and third approah () rely on natural landmarks, thus using a horizontal virtual amera
plane as desribed in the following. The optimal referene images are traked and seleted
by the omnidiretional amera as depited in gure 1.2 using the features for topologial
loalization from setion 3.1. Optimality of a referene image is dened by the number
of visual features as well as in terms of their traeability in the required workspae. Vi-
sual homing with omnidiretional ameras using retiation of omnivision, SIFT and a
sale based image Jaobian is presented for room nodes [88℄. Nonetheless our experiments
indiate that an omnidiretional amera alone is not suited for visual homing espeially
in narrow orridor environments, as feature reognition over a large area is attenuated by
image distortion, thus the pan-tilt amera is additionally required for global visual homing.
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4.2 Virtual amera plane
As the amera has two degrees of freedom (pan αc, tilt βc) the referene image is not
uniquely related to the robot's pose but depends on the amera orientation as well. There
are two ways to properly apture and dene referene features for vision-based navigation
with a rotating amera. The straightforward solution is to apture an entire set of referene
images at dierent amera orientations αc, βc for a partiular pose. In addition to the
large memory requirements this approah is not feasible as for most amera orientations
the atual referene features are not visible in the aptured image but rather need to be
omputed based on a geometri reonstrution of the sene.
A better solution is to dene a transformation from the amera image to a virtual amera
plane that is independent of the amera's atual pan and tilt. This methodology has
the advantage that only a single referene image at a single amera orientation needs to
be aptured. The features are projeted onto a virtual amera plane, thus allowing for
orrespondene between image features in the urrent pose of the robot and the referene
pose independently of the amera's viewing diretion. In priniple it is possible to transform
features either onto a vertial or a horizontal virtual amera plane. [105℄ presents a planar
robot motion deoupled from gaze ontrol via transformation of the image points onto a
vertial virtual amera plane with image Jaobian (a), while in [108℄ a horizontal virtual
amera plane is mostly preferred for approah (b) and (). The transformation to the
virtual plane assumes a alibrated amera system and undistorted image features, thereby
large radial distortions of the image are the major soure of disrepanies between the
theoretial feature oordinates in the virtual amera plane and the alulated ones. In
order to transform features from the real image to the virtual amera plane, the following
assumptions are made:
• Assumption 1: The rotation axes of the amera for the pan and tilt angle oinide
with the foal point of the amera.
• Assumption 2: The rotation axis of the robot along the vertial axis oinides with
the virtual amera axis normal to the horizontal virtual amera plane or in the ase
of the vertial amera plane with its oplanar vertial axis.
Assumption 1 might be onsidered too restritive as the preise alignment of the rotational
axis of the amera with its foal point is diult to ahieve. Nonetheless this assumption
allows for rendering the transformation of the urrent amera plane to the virtual amera
plane (equation 4.3) solely as a funtion of the known foal length λ, pan αc and tilt βc.
In the vertial virtual amera plane, the optial ow u˙, v˙ in the image is aused by
the robot's translatory motion vRx and vRz and its rotation ωR. The image Jaobian for
point features in equation 4.1 not only depends on the pixel oordinates of the features ui
and vi, but also on their unknown depth zi and the amera's foal length λ. Therefore the
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ontrolled variables are highly oupled and non-linear in zi, whih additionally varies with
eah individual feature and the robot's pose relative to the feature 3D oordinates:
u˙i =
λ
zi
vRx +
−ui
zi
vRz +
−λ2 − vi
2
λ
ωR,
v˙i = 0 +
−vi
zi
vRz +
−uivi
λ
ωR. (4.1)
The oupling is redued by the denition of a horizontal virtual amera plane rather
than a vertial. For indoor appliations the mobile robot is restrited to planar movements.
For vision-based navigation with the vertial amera plane, the orientation of the referene
plane depends on the type of waypoint and the loation of the features relative to the
designated robot path. The referene feature plane is either perpendiular to the robot's
heading or parallel to it, depending on whether the robot is supposed to approah or to
pass by the waypoint. The horizontal amera plane and the plane in whih the robot moves
are oplanar, and the orientation of the horizontal plane is solely dened by the referene
pose independent of the robot's designated path. The optial ow in the horizontal amera
plane is related to the robot movement aording to:
u˙i =
λ
zi
vRz − viωR = kivRz − viωR,
v˙i =
λ
zi
vRx + uiωR = kivRx + uiωR. (4.2)
This detrimental oupling of feature motions in the vertial plane is avoided in the hori-
zontal virtual amera plane if one onsiders the following observations and assumptions:
• The distane of the feature points is invariant to the robot motion vRx , vRz and
thereby onstant.
• The depth of the sene is small ompared to the distane of the foal point to the
features, yielding a weak perspetive amera model.
The depth zi of features no longer depends on the planar robot motion and is replaed by
a onstant ki.
The transformation from the atual to the virtual amera plane is stated as:
[uV , vV , 0, 1]
T = TCVCR (λ, αc, βc) [u, v, 0, 1]
T , (4.3)
where u and v denote the pixel oordinates in the urrent amera plane and uV and vV those
in the virtual amera plane. In ase the rst assumption is violated, the transformation
T
CV
CR
also depends on the extrinsi amera parameters and the oordinates of the feature
point in the world frame, thus making the transformation infeasible. The features from
the referene as well as from the urrent view are transformed to the virtual amera plane
aording to equation 4.3 in order to alulate the ontrol error in the image spae.
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Figure 4.3: Transformation of the real amera images onto the virtual amera plane.
The shematis of the transformation from the image plane to the virtual amera plane (in
this ase horizontal) is depited in gure 4.3. The detailed transformation T
CV
CR
from the
amera plane to the horizontal virtual amera plane is as follows:
[uV , vV , 0, 1]
T = TCVCref
λ
−bCrefzV
T
Cref
Cα,β
T
Cα,β
CR
[u, v, 0, 1]T , (4.4)
with
bCref = T
Cref
Cα,β
T
Cα,β
CR
[u, v, 0, 1]T (4.5)
and
T
Cα,β
CR
= TCVCref =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 λ
0 0 0 1

 , TCrefCα,β =


cos βc 0 sin βc 0
sinαc sin βc cosαc − sinαc cos βc 0
− cosαc sin βc sinαc cosαc cos βc 0
0 0 0 1

 .
(4.6)
The transformationsT
Cα,β
CR
from the amera oordinate system CR to the oordinate system
Cα,β as well as the transformation T
CV
Cref
from the xed referene frame Cref entered at the
foal point to the virtual amera plane CV only depend on the foal length λ. The omplete
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transformation T
CV
CR
is therefore onstruted from equations 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 where bCref
represents the image features in the referene frame. Thus, a point p
i
in the image plane
is transformed onto a point p
v
in the virtual amera plane as depited in gure 4.3 via
the following steps: First p
i
is transformed from the amera oordinate system CR to a
rotated amera oordinate system Cα,β via T
Cα,β
CR
solely by translation with λ, then this
rotated amera oordinate system Cα,β is rotated around the foal point with T
Cref
Cα,β
into
the stati amera oordinate system Cref . The intersetion point of bCref with the virtual
amera plane is determined by means of the theorem of interseting lines: The ratio between
λ|bCref |/(−bCrefzV ) and λ is equal to the ratio of |bCref | and bCref (−zV ) (i.e. the omponent
of bCref in diretion of −zV ), resulting in the fator λ/(−bCrefzV ) given in equation 4.5. As
the intersetion point is expressed in the stati amera oordinate system Cref , in a nal
step it is transformed to the virtual amera oordinate system CV via T
CV
Cref
.
Whether the features are transformed to the vertial or horizontal virtual amera plane
highly depends on the feature 3D oordinates. In ase the feature templates are at the
same height as the robot's amera only a transformation to the vertial virtual amera
plane makes sense e.g. approah (a) as the pixel oordinates beome innite for a trans-
formation to the horizontal plane. The 3D plaement of the artiial landmarks above the
robot enables the transformation to the horizontal virtual amera plane, but poses higher
omputational burden on the landmark detetion due to large ane distortions of the land-
marks in the amera view. Beause of the transition from artiial to natural landmarks
the ane distortions are handled by the feature extration (e.g. SIFT) and pose thereby
no restritions to the orientation of the virtual amera plane. In man-made environments
the texture is normally on vertial planes, espeially in the height of the view of humans.
Thus a transformation to the horizontal is preferred due to the 3D loations of the texture
and the previously explained advantages of the horizontal virtual amera plane. Finally it
is stated that for a limit above 45
◦
of the pan angle the horizontal virtual amera plane
is numerially preferred whereas below this threshold a vertial amera plane is desirable.
The transformation demands a amera gaze ontrol in order to enter the image features.
4.3 Camera gaze ontrol
The objetive of the amera gaze ontrol is to regulate the amera orientation independent
of the robot's motion in order to trak a landmark or features and to enter them in the
image. Standard amera systems have a limited eld of view of about 60
◦
in the horizontal
plane and about 40
◦
in the vertial plane. This eld of view is extended by a pan-tilt unit
in onjuntion with a gaze ontroller for traking the feature points. The gaze ontrol is the
onneting step between the proposed virtual amera plane and the navigation ontrol in
the virtual amera plane as desribed in the following. Dierent approahes are known for
gaze ontrol. As the gaze ontrol is only a tool for the navigation with the virtual amera
plane, a desription of gaze ontrol using the virtual amera plane and homography is
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depited in gure 4.4 and used for the approah (b) with image moments and () with a
ombination of partial sene reonstrution in onjuntion with image moments.
Gaze ontrol is omposed of a feed-forward path that predits the feature motion in the
virtual amera plane based on the known robot motion ommand. The feedbak ontrol
based on a virtual entroid ompensates disturbanes. The feedbak ontrol projets the
feature entroid of referene features into the urrent view aording to the homography
H, referred to as the virtual entroid. The transformation of the entroid of the features
from the goal view uˆcog, vˆcog into the urrent view ucog, vcog is ahieved via:
[ucog, vcog, 1]
T = TCVCR(λ, αc, βc)HT
CR
CV
(λˆ, αˆc, βˆc) [uˆcog, vˆcog, 1]
T . (4.7)
The angular errors of the required amera rotations ∆αc and ∆βc of the PTZ amera are
given by:
∆αc = −
∆vcog
λ
, ∆βc = −
∆ucog
λ
. (4.8)
The struture for the gaze ontrol for the approah (a) with image Jaobian is similar to the
feedforward
feedbak by homography
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Figure 4.4: Gaze ontrol.
gaze ontrol in gure 4.4 onsisting of a feedforward and a feedbak part. Nonetheless the
utilization of artiial landmarks simplies the design of the gaze ontrol as the templates in
the 3D task spae are loated at the same height as the amera and in addition the unknown
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depth of the features is estimated using projetive geometry based on the knowledge of the
intrinsi amera parameters and the known dimensions of the retangular arrangement of
the templates. The optial motion of the pixel oordinates in the image plane is predited
based on the known motion ation of the robot using image Jaobian and the appropriate
ounter rotations of the amera α˙c, β˙c that anel the optial ow by robot motion is
alulated. Further details for gaze ontrol with image Jaobian are desribed in [105℄.
4.4 Visual navigation ontrol
4.4.1 Control by image Jaobian
The ontrol objetive is to regulate the robot's turn rate based on visual feedbak in suh
way that the robot maintains the same orientation and distane to the feature plane as in
the demonstrated referene pose. The task spae error is onstituted by the lateral ∆x,
longitudinal∆z and orientational error ∆ΘR. The visual servo ontroller design relates the
task spae errors ∆z,∆x,∆ΘR with the feature errors in the image. γV denes the angle
between the virtual amera plane and the orientation of the robot ΘR. The approah for
deoupling rotational ωR and lateral motion vR meaningfully transfers the onept from
[33℄ by dening an angular riterion in the virtual plane. Considering the desired task
spae motion a trapezoidal distortion is speied with the referene angle ϕref between
the horizontal line and the straight line dened by the two upper features of the artiial
template. The feature error between the referene ϕref and urrent distortion ϕ is denoted
as ∆ϕ. For small errors ∆ϕ no rotation of the robot is needed and the longitudinal
motion alone redues the image error as the robot moves towards the referene pose.
For the orridor landmarks the virtual plane is oriented parallel to the template plane.
As long as the robot is oriented parallel to the feature plane the error ∆ϕ disappears
independent of the lateral error and does therefore not ontribute to the robot ontrol ωR.
The independene of the angular feature error from the lateral displaement is only fullled
if the virtual and the template plane are ollinear (γt = 90
◦
). For angles that dier from
γt = 90
◦
the angular error ∆ϕ varies with the lateral error as well, whih substantially
ompliates the design of a visual servoing ontroller. This property suggests to design
the ontroller for a virtual image plane at γt = 90
◦
. From geometri onsiderations it
is intuitive that for the referene pose the virtual plane and template plane should be
parallel, as the trapezoidal distortion only results from the rotation but not from the
translation. The visual ontrol sheme takes advantage of the deoupling between rotation
and translation. The angular riterion expressed by the distortion error ∆ϕ determines
the rotational omponent of ontrol. A rotational omponent diretly omputed from
the feature position error auses the robot to head diretly towards the feature plane.
The translational omponent is alulated based on the residual positional feature error,
orreted by feature motion aused by the antiipated rotation.
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Table 4.1: Control sheme for visual navigation on virtual amera plane by Jaobian.
1. Deoupling of the rotational omponent of the image Jaobian Jω from the trans-
lational Jxz-omponent.
2. Computation of the distortion error ∆ϕ based on the dierene ϕref − ϕ in the
virtual image plane.
3. Computation of the gain:
k =
1
1 + ( ϕ0|∆ϕ|+ζ )
2
. (4.9)
4. Computation of the rotational ontrol:
ωϕ = −k∆ϕ. (4.10)
5. Predition of the motion of image features ∆fω:
∆fω = Jωωϕ. (4.11)
6. Translational veloity ontrol:(
x˙C
z˙C
)
= J+xz(fref − f −∆fω). (4.12)
Transformation of the ontrol ommands from the virtual amera plane into the
robot's loal referene frame:
vRx = cos(γV )x˙C + sin(γV )z˙C ,
vRz = cos(γV )z˙C − sin(γV )x˙C . (4.13)
7. Motor ommand fusion using the onstants η1 and η2, the gains k1, k2 =
1
1+
|vRx |
η2
and k3 =
η1
1+
|vRz
|
η2
:
vR = k1vRz , ωR = k2ωϕ + k3vRx . (4.14)
8. Control saturation:
|vR| = min(|vmax|, |vR|), |ωR| = min(|ωmax|, |ωR|). (4.15)
The overall ontrol sheme for the visual navigation is detailed in table 4.1. The ontrol
takes plae in the vertial virtual amera plane, therefore the feature error fref − f between
the desired fref and the urrent image features f is alulated aordingly in the virtual
amera plane. In the rst step the image Jaobian J is deomposed into its rotational and
translational omponent Jω and Jxz, in order to deouple the orresponding ontrols for
the robot motion. The distortion error ∆ϕ reets the robot's heading error and modulates
the magnitude and sign of the rotational motion. The gain for the rotational omponent k
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in equation 4.9 is redued for small distortion errors ∆ϕ in the virtual amera plane with
the tuning parameter ϕ0 = 0.01. The gain k for the orientation orretion varies smoothly
from 0 to 1 with inreasing distortion error ∆ϕ. The term ζ avoids numerial instability
aused by the division by zero. In addition the sign of the distortion error determines
whether the robot turns towards or away from the feature. The ommanded rotational
veloity ωϕ is proportional to the gain and the angular error ∆ϕ, thus stabilizing the
trapezoidal distortion in the image. The translational omponent regulates the residual
positional feature error not yet ompensated by the rotation. Therefore, the feature error
is orreted by the predited motion of the image features ∆fω due to the rotational
veloity ommand. Prior to the alulation of the translational ontrol this predition
∆fω is subtrated from the observed image error f aording to equation 4.12 to obtain the
residual error. Based on the image Jaobian Jxz the translational veloities for lateral and
longitudinal motion are alulated using its pseudoinverse. This alulation inludes the
transformation from the virtual amera frame bak to the robot's loal referene frame.
In ase of an omnidiretional drive robot with three loal degrees of freedom the ontrol
vRx , vRz and ωR is diretly onverted into appropriate motor ontrols. However, as the
robot pioneer 3DX is a non-holonomi robot with only two degrees of mobility the lateral
omponent vRx and rotational omponent ωR are fused into a single turn rate ωR. The
approah for merging the motion ommands proposed in [57℄ is adapted here. In order
to determine the amount of vRx , vRz and ωR to the nal motor ommands the design
parameters k1, η1 and η2 are determined empirially. Finally the motor ommands vR and
ωR are restrited to the veloity limits vRmax and ωRmax, whih depend on the frame rate of
the visual servoing loop. A ontrol saturation is partiularly required for the longitudinal
omponent as initial feature errors are large. Due to the ontrol saturation the robot moves
at onstant translational veloity for large longitudinal errors and nally slows down as
it approahes the referene pose. One the residual feature error falls below a threshold,
the supervisory ontroller swithes to the referene image of the next landmark. The
ontrol sheme distinguishes between landmarks suh as the doking station whih the
robot approahes head on and landmarks (2-5 in gure 4.7) whih the robot passes parallel
to the feature plane. Based on the hoie of γV the robot navigates towards or parallel to
the template plane. In oor setions γV is set either to 90
◦
or to -90
◦
depending on the
navigation diretion. In order to reah the harging station the robot moves toward the
template plane in the diretion of the virtual amera axis (γV= 0
◦
).
4.4.2 Control with image moments and primitive visual behaviors
The image oordinates of the urrent view [u, v, 1]T are transformed onto the virtual image
plane [uV , vV , 1]
T
aording to equation 4.3. A transformation onto the horizontal amera
plane is pursued in the following as it establishes a one-to-one orrespondene between the
planar robot motion and feature veloities, whih failitates the visual ontroller design.
The transformed feature oordinates [uV , vV , 1]
T
are ontrol variables of the robot motion
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Table 4.2: Control sheme for visual navigation on virtual amera plane by image moments.
1. Estimation of homography Hˆ on the horizontal virtual amera plane and deom-
position of Hˆ (f. equation 2.7) into rotation R and robot rotation ∆ΘR.
2. Alignment of the image features on the the horizontal virtual amera plane
[uV , vV , 1]
T
with the image features in the referene view aording to:[
uV
vV
]
=
[
cos(∆ΘR) − sin(∆ΘR)
sin(∆ΘR) cos(∆ΘR)
] [
uV
vV
]
. (4.16)
3. Calulation of image moments for
fx =
∑n
i=1 uV (i)
n
, fz =
∑n
i=1 vV (i)
n
. (4.17)
4. Denition of image error for
∆fΘ = ∆ΘR, ∆fx = frefx − fx, ∆fz = frefz − fz. (4.18)
5. Calulation of behavior output:
B1 Behavior for longitudinal alignment
vRLeftB1
= vRRightB1
= ∆fz
∣∣∣∣ ∆fz∆fx∆fΘ
∣∣∣∣ . (4.19)
B2 Behavior for orientational alignment
vRLeftB2
= −∆fΘ
∣∣∣∣ ∆fΘ∆fx∆fx
∣∣∣∣ , vRRightB2 = −vRLeftB2 . (4.20)
B3 Behavior for lateral alignment
vRLeftB3
= vRRightB3
= −
∆fx∆fΘ
|∆fz∆fz|
. (4.21)
B4 Behavior for lateral alignment
vRLeftB4
= −sign(fz)
∆fx
∆fΘ
∣∣∣∣∆fx∆fΘ
∣∣∣∣ , vRRightB4 = −vRLeftB4 . (4.22)
6. Motor ommand fusion vRLeft,Right =
∑4
i=1 vRLeft,RightBi
.
ontroller as well as the gaze ontroller. The overall ontrol sheme for visual navigation on
a virtual amera plane by image moments is detailed in table 4.2. The rotation ∆ΘR of the
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robot around its vertial axis between the referene view and the urrent view is estimated
by the deomposition of the homography Hˆ. Furthermore, this deomposition also yields
the diretion vetor between the views. However, this information is not suient for
image-based ontrol of the robot motion, as the diretion vetor is only dened up to a
sale. First the urrent virtual amera plane is bak rotated by ∆ΘR. The entroid is
alulated by means of the rotation orreted pixel oordinates, whih are linearly related
to the longitudinal and lateral displaement of the robot relative to the goal pose. The
image moments fx and fz are desribed by the entroid omponents. The image errors
∆fΘ,∆fx,∆fz are dened by equation 4.18. The deoupled image moments alulated
from orresponding features in the urrent and referene view and the orresponding image
errors ontrol the motion of the robot in three degrees of freedom. The transformation of
the free motion onto the two loal degrees of motion of the robot is realized by fusion of
the motor ommands issued by four onurrent behaviors. The behavior representation
as well as the navigation behavior resulting from the fusion of the individual behaviors is
designed to rst eliminate the error of the lateral position. The ommanded wheel veloities
vRLeft, vRRight are omputed by the aggregated reommendations of the behaviors. Figure
behavior B1 behavior B2 behavior B3 behavior B4
Figure 4.5: Situational behaviors for visual servoing. Dark areas and thik lines orrespond
to robot ongurations with dominant behavior ativation. White arrows indiate the or-
responding ation proposed by the behaviors in the respetive onguration. The intensity
of the grey values indiate the level of ativity aording to longitudinal and lateral oset.
4.5 illustrates the operation mode of the four situational behaviors for visual servoing of a
non-holonomi robot. Behavior B1 ompensates the longitudinal error assuming that the
lateral and angular errors have been ompensated beforehand. The orresponding visual
feature ∆fz for the longitudinal motion is saled by the inverse gain ∆fx∆fΘ. For small
residual errors in ∆fx and ∆fΘ the robot approahes the goal position straight on as
indiated in the left image for behavior B1 of gure 4.5. In priniple the robot ould also
drive bakwards to the goal position. The seond behavior B2 regulates the orientation
and thereby the wheel veloities of the robot as a funtion of the rotational and lateral
error. It orrets the orientation of the robot in situations in whih the lateral error is
already ompensated. Behaviors B3 and B4 are for ompensating the lateral error. The
third behavior triggers in ase of a lateral displaement and remains dominant as long as
the longitudinal error remains small. Behavior B4 turns the robot in order to ompensate
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the lateral error. This is essential as the robot annot drive towards the goal position if its
urrent orientation oinides with the goal diretion in ase of a lateral displaement. The
responses of the four behaviors are aggregated into a total response in order to obtain the
wheel veloities. If the ommanded wheel veloities are outside the admissible range, the
veloities are redued in a proportional manner.
4.4.3 Control with homography
Another promising approah for the navigation ontrol instead of using primitive visual
behaviors based on image moments is the estimation and deomposition of the homography
(f. hapter 2.1) between the features in the virtual horizontal amera plane, i.e. in the
referene view as well as in the urrent view. The redued degrees of freedom of the
mobile robot simplify the deomposition of the homography onsiderably as the estimated
homography obeys additional onstraints. The overall ontrol sheme for visual navigation
on a virtual amera plane by homography is detailed in table 4.3. The linear ontrol law
is expressed as a funtion of the polar oordinates ρ and α as well as the orientation error
∆ΘR of the robot between the urrent and goal position whih is diretly extrated from
the partial pose estimation of the homography. As the homography deomposition yields
a saled translation vetor whih beomes unreliable for ρ = 0, ρ is saled by a deviation
from the pixel oordinates in the atual and referene view. tx and tz are the elements of
the translation vetor t = [tx, tz]
T
from the deomposition of the homography. uˆvcog and
uvcog denote the entroid of the u-oordinates of the referene and urrent view expressed
in the horizontal virtual amera plane after the feature rotation about ∆ΘR. Similarly,
the entroid of the v-oordinates is denoted by vˆvcog and vvcog. The motor ommand fusion
from equation 4.14 is adapted to the information extrated from the homography in the
horizontal virtual amera plane. The stability for the ontrol is guaranteed by a proper
hoie of the proportional ontrol parameters aording to [6℄.
4.4.4 Experimental results
(a) Large view visual servoing with a pan amera: In the experiments the non-
holonomi robot navigates between rooms in order to reah a harging station as it traks
a sequene of properly loated visual landmarks. To ahieve this task, the robot has to
exit the initial room, travel along the orridor and nally enter the room with the doking
station as shown in gures 4.6 and 4.7. Governed by the visual servoing sheme the real
robot suessfully ompletes the mission in several experiments. The robot doks to the
battery harger unit with a lateral auray of less than two entimeters, whih is aurate
enough to establish eletrial ontat between the robot's and the harger's ontats. The
same mission is ompleted with two dierent amera ongurations and ontrol shemes.
The rst experiment runs with a standard visual servo ontroller and a stati amera
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Table 4.3: Control sheme for visual navigation on virtual amera plane by homography.
1. Estimation of homography Hˆ on the horizontal virtual amera plane and deom-
position of Hˆ (f. equation 2.7) into rotation R and translation T.
2. Calulation of the rotational ontrol by extrating the rotation of the robot around
its vertial axis ∆ΘR from R.
3. Calulation of polar oordinate α :
α = arctan(tz/tx). (4.23)
4. Calulation of saled polar oordinate ρ :
ρ =
√
(tx(uˆvcog − uvcog))2 + (tz(vˆvcog − vvcog))2. (4.24)
5. Motor ommand fusion using the the gains k1, k2 and k3:
vR = k1ρ, ωR = k2∆ΘR + k3α. (4.25)
aligned with the diretion of motion. The seond experiment takes advantage of the gaze
ontrol of the pan-tilt amera and relies on the visual navigation on the virtual amera
plane by Jaobian. The same mission is aomplished with fewer landmarks that are more
onveniently mounted to the orridor walls and a smoother trajetory. Figure 4.6 shows the
position and orientation of visual landmarks and the path followed with the standard visual
servo ontroller desribed by [70℄. As the translational and rotational veloities are oupled
and, more important, amera and robot heading are aligned, the robot is only able to move
diretly towards a visual landmark at an angle of 90
◦
between feature plane and amera
axis. The mission is aomplished with seven properly distributed landmarks but partiular
in the orridor setion for landmarks 2-5 the resulting path is jagged and suboptimal. In
order to traverse the orridor it is neessary to install extra boards inside the orridor to
aommodate landmarks three and ve. For servie roboti tasks suh manipulation of
the environment is not aeptable as visual navigation should be only based on landmarks
that our naturally in the environment. Figure 4.7 shows the landmark loations and
robot path for the visual ontroller with gaze ontrol. With only six landmarks the robot
travels along the shortest path in the enter of the orridor. In ontrast to the xed amera
senario, additional landmarks along the orridor beome obsolete. The amera ontrol
swithes to the next landmark one the visual ontrol onverges to the previous referene
image. Figure 4.7 depits the referene positions for landmark three and four, referred to
as referene position three and four. Although landmark four is longitudinally ahead of
the robot's start pose (referene position three), the landmark four is behind the referene
position four, whih is ahieved by a wide-angle amera traking of the landmark. Further
results regarding the positioning performane are provided in [105℄.
Even though these experiments are based on artiial templates, the following major ad-
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Figure 4.6: Suboptimal robot trajetory due to the limited eld of view and inonvenient
loation of landmarks.
vantages of the visual servoing sheme with virtual amera plane are proven:
• Visual paths require fewer landmarks, espeially useful for sparse textured areas.
• Redued risk of loosing features during ontrol.
• Motion parallel with respet to the feature plane is feasible.
(b) and () Large view visual servoing with a pan-tilt amera and omnivision:
In order to ahieve visual navigation in unstrutured environments, the navigation ontrol
on the virtual amera plane by image moments and by homography is applied to real world
requirements. Therefore features and referene views are extrated from the texture of the
oe environment and integrated into the topologial map from setion 3.1. Contrary to
many approahes in literature the proposed sheme requires no onnetivity of the perspe-
tive referene views, but solely the onnetivity of the features in the omnidiretional views.
This proedure is more exible and robust, as omnidiretional pereption guarantees the
visibility of existing texture aross a large region of the workspae.
The planning layer automatially generates a topologial map in form of a direted graph
from omnidiretional views aptured during the demonstration run. This map subsequently
serves for loalization and path planning as well as for dynamial seletion of the urrent
optimal referene view for image-based navigation. Eah node ontains apart from the
omnidiretional view also the monoular referene image for loal navigation. The planning
layer generates a sequene of referene views with overlapping ombinations of features in
the omnidiretional views, leading from the urrent to the goal view in the image and
workspae. During navigation, in ase of suient feature visibility of the next waypoint,
the image-based ontrol swithes to the next monoular referene view, thus allowing for
global navigation of the robot. The dynami swithing to the subsequent visible monoular
referene view is ahieved by the orresponding features stored in the omnidiretional
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Figure 4.7: Desirable robot trajetory by eient exploitation of visual landmarks.
view from whih also the initial angle for the PTZ amera is alulated. The image-
based navigation and loalization operates with distint spei SIFT features. Figure
4.8 illustrates the evolution of the quality of features in several referene views for a loal
setion of the navigation graph. The quality of a monoular referene view is determined
by the number of available features as well as their ontinuing visibility along a longer
path. The dynami seletion of the most favorable referene view for the urrent situation
is arried out by means of the two speied riteria.
Figure 4.9 shows the harateristis of visual navigation on horizontal virtual amera plane
for the referene views CV3 and CV8 that are extrated by means of the feature distribution
in gure 4.8. The initial ompensation of the lateral error and the subsequent alignment
of the robot by means of the ontext depending behaviors is evident. Initially the robot
is disloated by an oset of 50 m laterally and 3m longitudinally to the goal position.
After 2m the next set of features is deteted in the omnidiretional view and the ontrol
swithes to the next referene image. The residual position error is about 5 m along both
spatial diretions. The approahes for visual homing (b) and () on the virtual horizontal
amera plane exhibits a similar performane as the approah introdued beforehand with
navigation on a vertial virtual amera plane with Jaobian. The insights for visual homing
as the results of this work under the assumption of planar surfaes in oe environments
an be summarized as follows: The virtual amera plane allows for deoupled navigation
and gaze ontrol. Eient exploitation of existing texture by omnidiretional preseletion
of monoular referene views in onjuntion with the virtual amera plane enables visual
homing within unstrutured environments with minimal texture without the urge of 3D
modelling. The limited eld of view of the pan-tilt is ompensated by the omnidiretional
amera, whereas the low resolution of the omnidiretional is avoided by the pan-tilt amera.
Dynami environments with natural texture are dealt with by generi representation of
moments as well as loal feature extration suh as SIFT, ORB or SURF (f. setion 2.2).
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Figure 4.8: Quality of referene views generated from traked feature entroids over part
of the sequene of omnidiretional image navigation nodes.
4.5 Comparison of vision guided and visual navigation
Visual reative behaviors for homing, entering, door passing and obstale avoidane are
suessfully designed and implemented equivalently to behaviors based on distane in-
formation. In order to ahieve goal-oriented visual navigation in an oe environment
the visual behaviors door passing and visual homing are integrated into the subsumption
arhiteture as previously desribed in gure 3.6.
Figure 4.10 details the image-based navigation with the topologial map of the depart-
ment's oe environment inluding the visual nodes and edges of the graph in the upper
half and the denition of the three dierent types of visual nodes in the lower half. The
topologial representation is analogous to gure 3.1 and the desription in setion 3.1, how-
ever, with the important dierene that the stimuli for the reative behaviors are solely
provided by the visual pereption. The lower layers of the subsumption arhiteture are
adapted aording to the type of the next node instruted by the planning layer. Aord-
ingly for the orridor node the behaviors are ordered in priority from the highest layer to
the lowest: turn around, obstale avoidane, visual homing and orridor entering, thus
allowing for traversal of the orridor regions with minimal texture as the orridor entering
requires signiantly less texture than the visual homing. In the standard orridor senario
the robot is driven by visual homing, whih subsumes the orridor entering, as long as the
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Figure 4.9: Visual homing for referene views CV3 and CV8 from gure 4.8.
obstale avoidane is not ativated by nearby objets in front of the robot (f. gure 3.6).
The loalization with omnivision runs parallel in order to monitor the exeution of the
plan by the oordination layer. For reahing the door node, only the door passing as well
as a modied obstale avoidane behavior are required. The modiation of the obstale
avoidane for the door node is mandatory, suh that the door posts represent no obstales
for the robot. The third visual node handles room senarios, whih require turn around,
obstale avoidane and visual homing, stated again from the highest to the lowest layer
of the subsumption arhiteture. As expeted from the individual evaluation of the visual
behaviors, visual navigation suessfully fullls its objetives during the experiments in the
oe environment.
In regions with suient visual lues both stimuli, vision and distane, demonstrate a
similar performane. Nonetheless the overall visual navigation is subjet to the same
shortomings as desribed in setion 3.3.3 aused by textureless environments whih provide
no stimulus for obstale avoidane and turn around behavior. Compared to the results in
setion 3.3.3 the orridors are now traversed on a straight line in the same manner as shown
in gure 4.7 beause the homing behavior subsumes the orridor entering. The ritial
situations suh as stati (potentially textureless) obstales and triky orner situations
handled by the turn around behavior and imposed on the robot in the experiments in the
previous setions do not our during the experiment as the goal-oriented navigation avoids
these situations beforehand during the graph generation. The experiments larify that
visual stimuli alone are not suient to apture all relevant aspets of the environment for
robust navigation mainly due to large textureless oe regions. These regions are identied
by means of the ondene in the optial ow and avoided by the turn-around behavior
even if they are traversable. Therefore the vision guided navigation outperforms the visual
navigation in these partiular ases. Nonetheless a proper fusion of visual stimuli with sonar
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measurements onstitute an eonomi alternative to laser sensors for robot navigation.
The visual stimuli of the turn around behavior are replaed by sonar measurements or are
diretly fused with the ondene rated time to ontat.
a) Navigation overview with room, door and orridor nodes.
b) Room node: loalization obstale avoidane visual homing.
) Door node: door passing obstale avoidane.
d) Corridor node: loalization obstale avoidane orridor entering visual homing.
Figure 4.10: Image-based navigation (analogous to gure 3.1, but with vision as stimuli).
Chapter 5
Loal visual servoing with generi image
moments
This hapter introdues a novel 6 DOF visual servoing sheme for end-eetor to objet
alignment that relies on the pixel oordinates, sale and orientation of augmented point
features suh as SIFT. The visual servoing sheme for augmented features enables the use of
a large variety of loal feature extrations suh as ORF, SURF, or GLOH (f. setion 2.2).
The ontrol is based on geometri moments omputed over a dynami set of redundant
augmented feature orrespondenes between the urrent and the referene view [64℄. The
method is generi as it does not depend on a geometri objet model but automatially
extrats augmented features from images of the objet. The foundation of visual servoing
on generi augmented features renders the method robust with respet to loss of redundant
features aused by olusion or hanges in viewpoint. The moment based representation
establishes an approximate one-to-one relationship between image moments and degrees
of motion [109℄. This property is exploited in the design of a deoupled ontroller that
demonstrates superior performane in terms of onvergene and robustness ompared with
an inverse image Jaobian ontroller.
The presented work follows the paradigm of deoupled image moments extending the ideas
presented in [143℄ to overome the known shortomings of visual servoing shemes stated
in setion 2.4, f. [24, 70℄. Visual servoing with deoupled image moments falls into the
ategory of "partitioned visual servo" aording to the nomenlature of [25℄. The proposed
approah guarantees a sensitivity matrix with fewer o-diagonal ouplings as shown in [143℄
or [145℄ for unalibrated visual servoing, even for markerless visual servoing by expliitly
exploiting the additional information ontained in augmented features suh as SIFT. Using
expliitly the omplete information of the feature extration for the rst time the proposed
solution for deoupled visual servoing diers also signiantly from other known approahes
[26, 33, 120℄ explained in detail in setion 2.4.
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64 5.1 Augmented point features
The hapter is organized as follows: Setion 5.1 denes augmented point features, whih
inlude the pixel oordinates ui and vi, the anonial orientation of the keypoint φi and
sale σi for a single feature fi. The automati feature identiation is essential for proper
onvergene of the visual ontrol towards the referene view. Setion 5.2 explains the
aggregation of the augmented point features into image moments for visual servoing. A
orrelation analysis between the image moments and degrees of motion based on the orre-
sponding image Jaobian is provided to establish their approximate one-to-one relationship.
Setion 5.3 presents visual servoing in 4 DOF and setion 5.4 in 6 DOF with augmented
point features. In setion 5.5 visual servoing on a virtual amera plane is desribed as an
alternative. The hapter is summarized with an evaluation and onlusion in setion 5.6.
5.1 Augmented point features
A single augmented point feature fi suh as SIFT ontains four attributes, namely the
pixel oordinates ui and vi, the anonial orientation of the keypoint φi and its sale σi.
In the following, the desired appearane of augmented features in the referene position is
denoted by frefi = [urefi, vrefi, φrefi , σrefi] and the urrent augmented features are denoted
by fi = [ui, vi, φi, σi]. Sale and keypoint orientation are ideal to ontrol the distane to
the objet and the rotation around the amera axis as they are at large insensitive to
translation and rotation along the other axes [64℄.
In the following the auray of the rotation estimate and its robustness is analyzed with
respet to hanges in viewpoints aused by amera rotations along the other axes using
SIFT as augmented point features. The amera is rotated around the optial axis over
the entire range -180
◦
to 180
◦
. The distribution of the error between the estimated mean
omputed over all SIFT features and the true rotation is shown in gure 5.1. The graph
shows the distribution of the error εγ aross the 128 rotation steps. The mean absolute error
amounts to |εγ| = 0.52
◦
and the standard deviation σγ of the error distribution εγ is about
0.4
◦
. Notie, that the absolute error in the estimated orientation is smaller for rotations
lose to the referene orientation whih eventually determines the residual orientation error
for the visual ontrol. This auray in orientation is onrmed in the losed-loop ontrol
visual servoing experiments. The average keypoint orientation oinides with the amera
orientation, whih guarantees a unique minimum and the stability of visual ontrol of
γ. Even if the image and feature plane are not parallel the perspetive distortion of the
SIFT feature aused by a amera rotation along an orthogonal axis hardly deteriorates
the rotation estimate whih still aurately aptures the amera orientation. Table 5.1
shows that orthogonal rotations along α only have a minor eet. Rotations of more than
30◦ ause ane deformations for whih the SIFT keypoint desriptors in dierent views
are no longer ompliant. For rotations of up to 30◦ the mean absolute error inreases to
|εγ| = 1.13
◦
whih is still aurate enough for the appliation at hand.
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Figure 5.1: Estimation error for γ aross absolute orientations from -180◦ to 180◦.
Table 5.1: Error of the rotation estimate as a funtion of amera rotation ∆α along the
orthogonal axis. (All units in
◦
.)
∆α 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
|εγ| 0.52 0.26 0.36 1.05 0.88 0.92 1.13
σ 1.13 1.50 1.10 2.60 3.11 3.44 4.59
Figure 5.2 depits the variation of sale σ for typial SIFT features as a funtion of the
distane z between the objet and the amera. The sale of SIFT features is given by k
z
.
The onstant gain k depends on the foal length of the amera multiplied by the initial
sale of the feature.
SIFT features in the urrent image are mathed with their orresponding referene fea-
tures in the goal image by omparison of their distintive keypoint desriptors. Keypoint
desriptors of the same feature in dierent views are, although similar, not exatly iden-
tial, whih might result in false orrespondenes between features. In addition a SIFT
feature present in the referene image might not appear in the urrent image and vie
versa. Therefore, the objetive of the automati feature seletion is to establish reliable
orrespondenes between the same features that are robust aross dierent views in order
to avoid false orrespondenes. Candidates for stable and unambiguous SIFT features are
identied aording to the following riteria:
• similarity
• angular riterion
• epipolar onstraint
The list of andidate referene features is omposed of all features originally deteted in the
goal image. Feature seletion proeeds in three stages, of whih the rst two stages operate
oine and rejet features in the referene image, whereas the last online stage analyzes
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Figure 5.2: Sale versus distane.
the features in the urrent image. The rst stage only ompares SIFT features in the
referene image with eah other. Similar SIFT features that strongly resemble eah other
are immediately rejeted to avoid later onfusion among them. In the seond stage SIFT
features are mathed aross multiple views taken from dierent amera poses distributed
aross the entire workspae. In this ase those referene keypoints are rejeted for whih
the mathed keypoint violates the angular riterion and the epipolar onstraint. In the
third online stage, the angular riterion is applied one more to the features deteted in the
urrent image. Only those features that pass all of the above tests are nally onsidered
within the visual ontrol sheme.
5.2 Generi moments
5.2.1 Moments for rotation
A amera rotation around its optial axis by γ indues an inverse rotation of equal mag-
nitude of the keypoint orientations φi. The averaged keypoint rotation fγ regulates the
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amera rotation:
fγ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
φi. (5.1)
The point features ui, vi are rst aligned with the amera orientation in the referene
view aording to the observed feature fγ. The orretion along γ is therefore dened as
∆fγ = frefγ − fγ . The visual features are rotated by ∆fγ suh that the urrent feature
loations ui and vi are aligned with the amera orientation in the referene view. The new
feature loations u′i and v
′
i are determined as follows:
[
u′i
v′i
]
=
[
cos(∆fγ) − sin(∆fγ)
sin(∆fγ) cos(∆fγ)
] [
ui
vi
]
. (5.2)
In the following the orreted pixel oordinates u′i and v
′
i are used for the omputation of
the remaining image moments and for better omprehensibility are denoted as ui and vi. In
order to ontrol the rotations around α and β two additional image moments orresponding
to the rotations about the x- and y-axis, fα and fβ, are dened. The image moments fα
and fβ apture the perspetive distortions of lines onneting pairs of features aused by
rotations:
fα =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
(−vrefi − vrefj )
∥∥
pj − pi
∥∥∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1 ‖pk − pl‖
, (5.3)
fβ =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
(−urefi − urefj )
∥∥
pj − pi
∥∥∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1 ‖pk − pl‖
. (5.4)
The term
∥∥
pj − pi
∥∥
denotes the length of the line onneting the two pixels:
∥∥
pj − pi
∥∥ =√(ui − uj)2 + (vi − vj)2, (5.5)
whih are weighted by the fator (−vrefi−vrefj). Its sign indiates whether the line is above
or below the u-san line through the amera's prinipal point. The absolute magnitude of
the weight inreases with the vertial distane from the image enter. The image moment
fβ represents the equivalent eet of dilations and ompressions of lines aused by rotations
along the y-axis. Figure 5.3 illustrates the eet for a square onguration of four feature
points that form six lines. Figure 5.3 a) depits the image of the square for parallel feature
and image plane, whereas in gure 5.3 b) the image with the amera is tilted around the x-
axis and the shift along the y-diretion is ompensated. The distortion inreases the length
of line 1 and simultaneously dereases the length of line 3. This dilation and ompression
of lines is aptured by the equation 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Perspetive distortion aused by amera tilt α aptured by the image moment
fα.
5.2.2 Moments for translation
The translation along the amera axis is governed by the image moment fz dened as the
average sale of the augmented features:
fz =
1
n
n∑
i=1
σi. (5.6)
Alternatively fz an be expressed as the distane between point features aording to:
fzd =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=i+1
√
(ui − uj)2 + (vi − vj)2
n
2
(n− 1)
, (5.7)
that aptures the average sale of the sene in a similar manner. Nonetheless omputing
the image moment for z from the distane between point features fzd is not invariant with
respet to perspetive distortions aused by rotations along the other two axes. There-
fore, the inherent sale of augmented features dened by fz is preferred to the alternative
denition fzd.
The moment based ontroller in [64℄ operates with the geometri entroid of point features
for regulating translations along the x- and y-axis. The image moments are dened by the
entroid of mathed features aording to:
fx =
1
n
n∑
i=1
ui, fy =
1
n
n∑
i=1
vi. (5.8)
However, the geometri entroid primarily aptures the horizontal translation of the am-
era, but suers from a sensitivity to motions along the remaining degrees of freedom,
espeially from motions in z, α and β.
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In the following the image Jaobian Jfx,fy under the assumption of prior bakrotation
around the optial axis is derived in order to analyze the remaining ouplings (f. appendix
B). The entroid feature [fx, fy]
T
behaves similar to a virtual point feature and the Jaobian
is obtained by averaging the individual point feature Jaobians stated in [70℄:
Jfx,fy =
1
n
n∑
i=1


λ
z
0 −ui
z
−uivi
λ
λ2+u2i
λ
.
0 λ
z
−vi
z
−λ2−v2i
λ
uivi
λ

 , (5.9)
in whih λ denotes the foal length and z denotes the distane between the amera and
the feature plane. The main dierene with respet to a point feature is the simplifying
assumption that all augmented features share approximately the same depth z. This
assumption is reasonable as long as the depth of the sene is small ompared to the distane
to the amera (weak perspetive projetion).
The visual features fx and fy apturing translations along the x- and y-axis are expressed
as the weighted aggregation of the mathed feature loations [109℄:
fx =
n∑
i=1
wiui, fy =
n∑
i=1
wivi. (5.10)
By proper seletion of the weights wi attributed to individual point features [ui, vi] it is
possible to deouple fx, fy from the remaining degrees of freedom. With this objetive in
mind the image moments fx and fy are supposed to only depend on vx and vy, respetively.
Deoupling for 4 DOF: The following analysis for the proper dynami weight fouses on
the element J˜fx,z related to the u-omponent. J˜fx,z denes the non-linear oupling of the
feature motion in dependene on task spae motions in z. Notie, that for the deoupling
of the visual feature fy the same methodology is applied only using vi instead of ui. The
undesired o-diagonal element of the sensitivity matrix J˜fx,z is eliminated if the dynami
weights wi satisfy the onstraint:
J˜fx,z =
n∑
i=1
wi
−ui
z
= 0. (5.11)
For an arbitrary set of point features [ui, vi], this onstraint is violated for the geometri
entroid alulation with equal weights wi = 1/n. In order to maintain the similarity with
the onventional entroid a minimal variation∆wi of the original weights wi = 1/n+∆wi is
endeavored that satises the onstraint. This optimal variation is obtained by minimizing
the following ost funtion in onjuntion with a Lagrange multiplier λ1:
F =
1
2
n∑
i=1
(
wi −
1
n
)2
+ λ1
n∑
i=1
wiui. (5.12)
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In order to solve the optimization problem the partial derivative of equation 5.12 with
respet to wi and the Lagrange multiplier λ1 are omputed as:
∂F
∂wi
=
(
wi −
1
n
)
+ λ1ui = 0
∂F
∂λ1
=
n∑
i=1
wiui = 0, (5.13)
whih in turn yields the least squares solution:
wi =
1
n
−
uiu¯∑n
i=1 u
2
i
, u¯ =
n∑
i=1
ui
n
. (5.14)
Intuitively, the weight of features whose pixels possess the opposite sign as the geometri
entroid u¯ =
∑
i ui/n is inreased, whereas those with the same sign are down-weighted.
Notie, that by denition the weighted entroid is always loated at the origin of the
urrent image, thus fx = fy = 0. However, the referene features frefx =
∑
i wiurefi and
frefy =
∑
iwivrefi are no longer onstant, but depend indiretly on the urrent image via
the dynami weights wi and are therefore impliitly suseptible to motions along multiple
degrees of freedom. In order to verify the deoupling of the weighted visual features fx and
fy from a motion vz, it is neessary to show that the weights for an idential set of feature
points remain indeed independent of the distane z. The following onsiderations assume
that the image plane is oriented parallel to the feature plane. The perspetive projetion
of a world point on the image plane is given by ui = xi
λ
z
, whereas the same point displaed
by ∆z is projeted to ui,∆z = xi
λ
z+∆z
. Assuming that the weights wi fulll the onstraint
n∑
i=1
uiwi, the weighted sum of the feature points u
′
i at distane z +∆z is thus given by:
n∑
i=1
ui,∆zwi =
z
z +∆z
n∑
i=1
uiwi = 0. (5.15)
Due to fat that
z
z+∆z
is a proportional fator ommon to all features, the optimal weights
for the rst set of feature points also transform the virtual entroid of the seond set of
feature points to zero. Nonetheless, the weights are eetively down-saled by the fator
z
z+∆z
. In order to render the weights themselves and not only the entroid independent of
the distane z, the weights are normalized aording to:
wi,norm = wi
1
n
n∑
k=1
|wk|. (5.16)
Assuming that the weighted sum of the feature points is initially zero for the referene
view, the weights wi,norm transform the virtual entroid of every other view to the image
enter independent of the distane z (f. [109℄). Figure 5.4 depits two projetions of the
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same features, in whih the orresponding viewpoints dier by a displaement ∆z. The
weights wi are optimized aording to the rst set of feature points, but are also applied to
weight the seond set. Both virtual entroids are loated in the image enter even though
the weighted feature points for the two sets dier. The example demonstrates that neither
the weights nor the visual features fx and fy hange with a amera motion along z. Notie,
that in the weighted sheme the role of urrent and referene features is reversed. Typially,
the referene features are onstant and the urrent features hange with the motion of the
amera. However, in the weighted sheme the urrent entroid (fx = 0, fy = 0) is onstant
per denition and always oinides with the prinipal point due to equation 5.11. Instead
the referene features frefx , frefy hange over time as the weights wi hange with the urrent
view, even though the point features urefi, vrefi themselves are onstant.
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Figure 5.4: Virtual entroid for two sets of feature points at dierent distanes between
amera and feature plane.
Figure 5.5 depits the image projetions of the onventional and weighted entroid u-
omponents' view as a funtion of the lateral task spae error ∆x. The two horizontal
lines orrespond to the onstant onventional referene entroid and the onstant weighted
urrent entroid u-omponents. In this example, the referene image is deliberately hosen
suh that the majority of features is loated in the right half plane. Therefore, the onven-
tional entroid is shifted along the u-omponent by 120 units from the prinipal point. The
urrent onventional entroid depends linearly on the lateral error and intersets the refer-
ene entroid for a zero lateral error ∆x = 0. However, the oset and slope depend on the
longitudinal distane between amera and feature plane. Current and referene features
interhange their role for the weighted sheme, in that the former remains onstant and
the later hanges with the lateral error in a non-linear fashion. In this ase the dependeny
of the entroid on the lateral error remains the same independent of the longitudinal pose
error in z. Again, the referene and urrent entroid interset for zero lateral error. Even
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though the slopes for the weighted and onventional entroid exhibit opposite signs, the
atual image error frefx − fx has the same sign for both shemes. Figure 5.5 also reveals a
slight asymmetry of the weighted referene entroid for positive and negative lateral errors.
For large positive lateral errors the image error even inreases slightly with dereasing lat-
eral error. This asymmetry is aused by the inhomogeneous distribution of point features
ui, whih in turn eets the adaptation of the weight fators through equation 5.14. It
should be noted, that the asymmetry and slope inversion do not eet the stability or
onvergene of the visual ontrol and only our if the point feature distribution in the
referene image is signiantly skewed.
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Figure 5.5: Centroid u-omponent as a funtion of the lateral error for the onventional
and weighted entroid in the urrent and referene view.
Deoupling for 6 DOF: The aim is to extend the deoupling to visual servoing for 6
DOF. This requires that the features fx and fy do not only beome independent on the
motion vz but also on the rotations ωα and ωβ. Again, the onstraints emerge from an
analysis of the Jaobian in equation B.1. The optimization problem for deoupling the
visual feature fx from the motions vz and ωα aording to the Jaobian in equation 5.3 is
stated as follows:
F =
1
2
n∑
i=1
(
wi −
1
n
)2
+ λ1
n∑
i=1
wiui + λ2
n∑
i=1
wiuivi. (5.17)
Theoretially, it is possible to anel the omponent
n∑
i=1
wi (λ
2 + u2i ) of the Jaobian re-
lated to the motion ωβ as well. If this additional onstraint is inluded, the minimization
problem in equation 5.17 is algebraially still solvable (f. appendix B). Unfortunately,
the inlusion of this onstraint substantially redues the sensitivity of the feature fx with
its assoiated motion vx, resulting in a deterioration of the visual ontrol. Therefore, the
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weight optimization problem only inludes onstraints for the anelation of elements J˜fxα
and J˜fyβ in the sensitivity matrix based on the image Jaobian in equation 5.21. The ost
funtion F is partially dierentiated with respet to wi and the Lagrangian multipliers λi:
∂F
∂wi
= wi −
1
n
+ λ1ui + λ2uivi,
∂F
∂λ1
=
n∑
i=1
wiui,
∂F
∂λ2
=
n∑
i=1
wiuivi. (5.18)
Changing to vetor notation by substituting k = [ 1
n
, . . . , 1
n
], u = [u1, . . . , un] and p =
[u1v1, . . . , unvn] a set of linear equations is obtained: w+λ1u+λ2p = k, with the onstraints
wuT = 0, wpT = 0. In order to determine the Lagrangian multipliers, the weights w are
eliminated by multiplying with the transpose of u and p. This results in a system of linear
equations, whih an be solved in losed form:[
uTu uTp
pTu pTp
] [
λ1
λ2
]
=
[
uTk
pTk
]
. (5.19)
The orresponding weights of the point features are determined as w = k−λ1u−λ2p and
are subsequently normalized aording to equation 5.16.
5.2.3 Coupling analysis of the sensitivity matrix
The image Jaobian for the visual feature fα is given by
Jfα =
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=i+1
pijvrefijλ√
8z2
[
0 0 −2λ
z
−vij +uij
]
∑n
k=1
∑n
l=i+1 ‖pk − pl‖
, (5.20)
in whih vij = (vi−vj)/2, uij = (ui−uj)/2 , vrefij = (vrefi+vrefj )/2, urefij = (urefi+urefj )/2
and the length pij = ‖pi − pj‖. In the Jaobian for the analogous visual feature fβ the u-
and v-omponents are interhanged. The resulting full 6 DOF Jaobian matrix (sensitivity)
exhibits the following blok struture:

f˙x
f˙y
f˙z
f˙α
f˙β
f˙γ


=


Jfx,x 0 0 0 J˜fx,β 0
0 Jfy,y 0 J˜fy ,α 0 0
0 0 Jfz ,z 0 0 0
0 0 0 Jfα,α J˜fα,β 0
0 0 0 J˜fβ ,α Jfβ ,β 0
0 0 0 0 0 Jfγ ,γ




Tx
Ty
Tz
ωα
ωβ
ωγ


. (5.21)
However, some residual ouplings remain through the non-zero o-diagonal elements (J˜fx,β,
J˜fy,α, J˜fα,β, J˜fβ ,α) in the Jaobian. These terms apture the eet of a rotation α along
the x-axis on the motion of the v-omponents of point features, and vie versa a rotation β
along the y-axis on the u-omponent. The omplete analysis of the sensitivity matrix is in
appendix B and a summary of visual servoing with generi image moments in table B.1.
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Determining optimal ontrol parameters for the image-based ontroller is not so easy to a-
omplish with onventional methods of ontroller generation suh as LQR design due to the
lak of an objet model, model unertainties of image proessing and non-linearities of the
ontrol path. A suiently exat model of the losed-loop ontrol, onsisting of robot and
image proessing and onsidering dynamial properties of the manipulator, alibrations,
variable lateny time and pixel noise as well as the non-linear dependene of the image fea-
tures on the amera pose, an only be generated with large eort and results in a omplex
and domain-omprehensive model. Thus, an approah for automati hardware-in-the-loop
(HIL) optimization of the image-based ontroller gains by evolutionary optimization is in-
trodued. In the following rst the determination of ontrol parameters and suessively
the experimental results are presented.
5.3.1 Controller optimization
The moments for rotation and translation along the amera axis for 4 DOF visual servoing
orrespond to the image moments introdued in equation 5.1, 5.6 and 5.8. Notie that in
the rst step the oupled image moments fx and fy are employed as this is the most omplex
ase resulting in the following sensitivity matrix given in equation 5.22. For 6 DOF visual
servoing with deoupled image moments only four o-diagonal ouplings remain. Later on
the optimal ontrol parameters for the deoupled moments in 6 DOF using the denition
in equation 5.10 are determined in the same manner.


f˙x
f˙y
f˙z
f˙γ

 =


Jfx,x 0 J˜fx,z 0
0 Jfy,y J˜fy,z 0
0 0 Jfz ,z 0
0 0 0 Jfγ ,γ




Tx
Ty
Tz
ωγ

 (5.22)
The losed-loop ontrol system onsists of the oupling of four deoupled PD ontrollers:
[vx, vy, vz, ωγ]
T = [kx, ky, kz, kγ]
T [∆fx,∆fy,∆fz,∆fγ]
T + (5.23)
[kDx, kDy, kDz, kDγ]
T [∆f˙x,∆f˙y,∆f˙z,∆f˙γ ]
T ,
whereas kDx, kDy, kDz and kDγ denote the gains of the D (dierential) parts. An integral
part in the ontrol path is omitted due to the integrating nature of the plant.
The ontrol quality and stability of the image-based ontrol as well as the harateristis
of the image features are determined by the seletion of the ontrol parameters of the PD
ontroller. The initial ontrol parameters are obtained manually or by means of simpli-
fying dynami rst order models. Subsequently an automati hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)
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optimization of the image-based ontroller is performed by evolutionary optimization tak-
ing into aount several performane riteria. The term "evolving hardware" denotes a
methodology onneting evolutionary algorithms with the design and optimization of me-
hani and eletroni systems [89℄. In the ontext of HIL optimization of image-based
ontrollers time-onsuming evaluation of ontrollers on the experimental system proves to
be problemati, as they need to onsult several motions from initially dierent robot poses
in order to guarantee suient robustness for overing the omplete workspae. If evolu-
tionary optimization proedures are applied in this ontext, the available time frame for
the tness evaluations has to be exploited as eiently as possible.
Thus, the proposed approah utilizes a model-based evolution strategy whih initially eval-
uates all generated ospring by means of an online-learned tness model [62℄, suh that
only the most promising andidates aording to the estimated tness are subjet to the
atual tness evaluation on the real robot. Aording to the model-assisted evolution
strategy (MAES) out of the λp ospring reated within a generation only the estimated λe
most promising andidates undergo the real test [149℄. From those the µp best solutions
are seleted as parents. The ahievable progress by MAES within the evolutionary opti-
mization does not strongly depend on the atual model error but more on the apability
of prediting orretly the ranking order of the population during pre-seletion. Therefore
MAES already oers advantages if the model-based pre-seletion is better than a purely
random hoie in terms of ranking. λ-CMAES (ontrolled MAES) improves the MAES
as the number of atually evaluated individuals λe is tted dynamially with the quality
of the tness model in order to guarantee a onstant seletion quality. λ-CMAES from
[62℄ is employed for the HIL optimization of the visual ontroller beause the evolutionary
progress by means of the number of atual tness evaluations is superior ompared to stan-
dard evolution strategies. In the following the results of the evolutionary HIL optimization
of the image-based ontroller by means of λ-CMAES (λp = 30, λe ∈ [6, 15], µp = 5) are
presented. The ost funtion minimizes the quadrati image error
F =
4∑
i=1
∫ T
0
∆f 2i (t)dt (5.24)
without an expliit penalty of the ontrol eort. The veloities v proposed by the ontroller
are limited by the saturation of the atuating variable during transfer to the robot ontrol.
The ontrol behavior is observed for a T = 15 s ontrol deviation and evaluated by means of
the quadrati ontrol error. To guarantee a robust performane, eah ontroller is evaluated
for four dierent initial displaements of the robot arm and the mean for the osts of all
four runs is alulated. Altogether, one HIL quality evaluation of a ontroller requires one
minute on a 1.8GHz Pentium4 system.
Before the atual optimization of the ontroller on the real robot the robustness and e-
ieny of the method is analyzed in a simulated virtual reality. Optimization in a virtual
environment oers the advantage of exatly reproduible behavior whih is not subjet to
disturbanes due to variable illumination, dynamial onstraints and variable lateny as
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an be observed in the real system. The gain fators of an image-based ontroller for a
exible amera are optimized by means of the ost funtion in equation 5.24.
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Figure 5.6: a) Development of the mean and best tness for evolutionary optimization of
the image-based ontroller in virtual reality ompared to the empirially tuned ontroller;
b) Evolutionary HIL optimization of the image-based ontroller on the target system.
Figure 5.6 a) depits the development of the mean and best tness within a progress of 20
generations. The optimization results in a signiant improvement of the quadrati image
error of a fator ve ompared to the empirially tuned ontroller. The intermittent inrease
of the mean tness towards the end of the evolution is aused by individual unstable
ontrollers with extremely bad quality, whih however do not inuene the development of
the best individuals.
The HIL optimization on the target system shown in gure 5.6 b) proeeds over nine
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generations in total, orresponding to an expenditure of time of about 3.5 hours. By using
λ-CMAES the tness evaluation time is redued by 20%.
For omparison the empirially tuned ontroller is tested during the ontinuing optimiza-
tion under the same onditions as the urrent generation. The quality variations of up to
20% during the evolution in spite of idential ontrol parameters illustrate the inuene
of external disturbanes on the ontrol behavior. The trend of this inuene is reeted
in a similar manner for the empirially tuned ontroller in the tness progress of the best
ontroller of one generation. It beomes apparent that the optimized ontroller exhibits
a onsistently better behavior and the quadrati image error is redued towards the end
of the evolution in average of approximately ten units ompared to the empirially tuned
ontroller.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the error evolution in the work spae for the empirially tuned
(a) and evolutionary optimized (b) ontroller.
Figure 5.7 ompares the empirially tuned PD ontroller with the evolutionary optimized
ontroller in terms of regulation of the task error. For the degrees of freedom x, y and γ
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the integrated quadrati ontrol error and overshoot are redued, whereas the regulation of
the z-omponent is inferior. The quadrati ontrol error of the empirially tuned ontroller
is redued from F = 32 to F = 23 aording to equation 5.24 by means of the HIL
optimization. The slower onvergene is partly due to the oupling of the features for
the x and y-omponent with motions in z-diretion. The perspetive amera projetion
auses a magniation of the image with approahing amera and therefore a simultaneous
inrease of the feature errors fx and fy. As the total osts depend on the aggregation of
the individual errors, a slower onvergene along the z-axis still leads to a redued total
quadrati ontrol error.
5.3.2 Simulation and experimental results
The optimized 4 DOF visual ontroller is evaluated for a free moving amera in virtual
reality and in experiments on a 5 DOF KATANA manipulator with an eye-in-hand ong-
uration. For the evaluation of the deoupled visual features for 4 DOF visual servoing, the
manipulator is disloated from the referene pose by an initial displaement ∆x = 20mm,
∆z = 40mm and ∆γ = 25◦. Substantially larger displaements are not feasible in the
experiments due to the restrited workspae of the KATANA manipulator and the eye-
in-hand onstraint of keeping the objet in view of the amera. Figure 5.8 ompares the
evolution of the task spae error and the image error for the original oupled ontroller
(a, b) and the deoupled ontroller (, d). In ase of the oupled ontroller the z-error
introdues a dynami shift of the urrent feature fx. Although the image error itself is
ompensated after 12 iterations, the orresponding residual task spae error in x remains
until omplete regulation of ∆z after about 25 iterations. The deoupled ontroller elim-
inates the impat of vz on the feature fx suh that image and task spae error in the
x-omponent onverge simultaneously after 12 iterations. Even though there is no initial
displaement along the y-axis, the inherent oupling with vz indues an undesired motion in
task spae of ∆y ≈ 5mm. Again, the deoupled ontroller eliminates this disturbane and
∆y is not eeted by the motions vx or vz. The residual task spae error of the deoupled
ontroller is less than 0.5mm for the position and 0.5◦ for the rotation.
The potential of deoupled visual servoing in the ontext of objet manipulation in the
ontext of servie robotis is investigated by [81℄, whih utilizes the proposed visual servoing
for gripper-objet alignment in onjuntion with a subsequent grasping stage. The objet
manipulation is realized by a two-stage approah, in whih the objet-gripper alignment is
ahieved by the proposed visual servoing and subsequently a two-nger grasping strategy
is applied in order to manipulate the objet without slippage and damage. The approah
is advantageous for servie robot manipulation as it neessitates only one referene image
of the pre-grasping pose and an approximate estimate of the objet's weight. In order to
demonstrate the eetiveness of the approah a textured objet is suessfully piked up,
moved and released at a novel position and orientation in twenty onseutive trials without
human intervention.
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Figure 5.8: Image error (a) and position and angular error in task spae (b) for visual
servoing in 4 DOF; Image error () and position and angular error in task spae (d) for
deoupled visual servoing in 4 DOF.
5.4 Positioning in simulations in 6 DOF with augmented
point features
Figure 5.9 shows the task spae error for visual servoing for 6 DOF in a virtual reality
simulation. Notie the substantial oupling among the degrees of freedom in the task spae
for the onventional ontroller (a). The translational motions in x, y and z demonstrate a
signiant overshoot aused by the ouplings of the onventional entroids fx, fy with Tz, ωα
and ωβ. The task spae errors in x and z initially inrease and only start to onverge after
stabilization of the other errors. For the weighted entroid ontrol (b) with the partially
deoupled Jaobian the disturbanes are signiantly redued and the six task spae errors
onverge smoothly and largely independent of eah other. The residual overshoot in the
x- and y-omponents is aused by the remaining oupling with ωβ and ωα, respetively.
The results learly demonstrate that the weighted features result in a more favorable task
spae motion of the amera.
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Figure 5.9: a) Position and angular error in task spae for visual servoing in 6 DOF; b)
Position and angular error in task spae for deoupled visual servoing.
Experimental results are provided in the following setion in a ompetitive analysis with
an alternative approah. F
5.5 Alternative: Visual servoing on a virtual amera
plane
The onept of a virtual amera plane is inspired by the retiation stage in stereovision.
The virtual amera plane was rst introdued by [105℄ in order to ontrol the motion of
a mobile robot independent of its gaze as explained in setion 4.2. The main idea is to
transform the features in the urrent view onto a virtual amera view, whih is oplanar
with the referene view in ombination with the deoupling from setion 5.2, f. [113℄.
Figure 5.10 illustrates the geometri relationship between the referene, atual and virtual
amera plane. The urrent amera frame exhibits a translational and rotational oset with
respet to the referene amera frame. The origin of the virtual frame oinides with the
urrent view, whereas its orientation is idential to the referene frame. The features in the
urrent view are bak-rotated onto the virtual amera plane, thus allowing the unbiased
observation of the visual feature errors reeptive to amera translations independent of the
amera's orientation.
The ontrol sheme for visual servoing on a virtual amera plane is detailed in table 5.2.
The rotation between the atual view and the referene view is estimated by the proper
deomposition of a homography into a rotational and translational part. The homography
establishes a point to point transformation between two amera views for a set of features
that lie on a plane aording to equation 2.5. The estimation of the homography requires at
least four feature orrespondenes, whereas for the sake of robustness and auray a two-
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Figure 5.10: a) Camera onguration; b) Transformation of the atual image oordinates
onto the virtual amera plane.
stage estimation proess is applied for elimination of outliers by means of the RANdom
SAmple Consensus algorithm (RANSAC) [49℄ and a subsequent least squares estimation.
The homography is deomposed into the rotation matrix R, the ratio t/d and the normal
vetor n. It is assumed that the normal vetor n of the feature plane in the referene on-
guration is roughly known in order to resolve the ambiguity of multiple possible solutions
to equation 2.5. The rotational part of the image Jaobian only depends on the intrinsi
amera parameters and is therefore independent of the amera pose. This property enables
the homogeneous transformation of features from the atual to the virtual amera plane
(step 2 in table 5.2) without eeting the feature error. As the virtual and referene frame
are oplanar the residual feature error is solely attributed to the translational error in task
spae.
The estimated rotation onstitutes the feedbak signal to regulate the robot orientation in
task spae. The translational degrees of freedom are regulated by image moments similar to
setion 5.2. The third step onsists of determining the moments fx and fy by the weighted
entroid aording to equation 5.10. The homogeneous transformation already aounts
for the dependeny on rotations around the x- and y-axis, respetively. The ost funtion
F only ontains a single Lagrange multiplier to ahieve deoupling of the z-omponent:
F =
1
2
n∑
i=1
(
wi −
1
n
)2
+ λi
n∑
i=1
wiuˆvi. (5.25)
Note that equation 5.25 diers from the ost funtion introdued in equation 5.12 by
replaing ui by uˆvi, thus allowing for ompletely deoupled visual servoing in 6 DOF. The
ost funtion F is again minimized by omputing the partial derivative of equation 5.25
with respet to wi and the Lagrange multiplier λi, whih yields the least squares solution
stated in step 3 of the ontrol sheme. In the fourth step the moment fz is based upon the
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average distane between two point features in order to regulate translations along z . The
fth step is optional as it is arried out only one for a amera manipulator setup in order
to determine the optimal ontrol parameters. Finally the ontroller setpoint is determined
by means of the image moments fx, fy, fz and the estimated rotations.
Table 5.2: Visual servoing on a virtual amera plane.
1. Estimation and deomposition of the homography into rotation and translation:
Hˆ = UΛVT ⇔ Λ = UT (dR+ tnT )V (cf. section 2.1).
2. Homogeneous transformation of the atual image oordinates onto the virtual
amera plane similar to equation 4.3 with an additional Text equal to the estimated
rotation matrix R via: 
 uˆvvˆv
1

 = [ R 0
0 1
] uˆvˆ
1

 .
3. Determination of the image moments fx and fy onto the virtual amera plane
aording to:
fx =
n∑
i=1
wiuˆvi with wi =
1
n
−
uˆviuˆv∑n
i=1(uˆvi)
2
,
fy =
n∑
i=1
wivˆvi with wi =
1
n
−
vˆvi vˆv∑n
i=1(vˆvi)
2
(cf. equation 5.10 to 5.14).
4. Determination of the image moments fz onto the virtual amera plane aording
to:
fz =
(n
2
(n− 1)
)−1 n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
||pj−pi|| with pi,j = [uˆvi vˆvi ] (cf. equation 5.7).
(5.) Singular omputation of the gains: HIL optimization of the ontroller by λ-
CMAES (f. setion 5.3.1).
6. Determination of ontroller setpoint by means of the image moments fx, fy, fz
and the estimated rotations.
Figure 5.11 ompares the image loation of features for a amera atually aligned with the
virtual frame and the estimated loation of features in the virtual image plane aording
to the urrent view. Despite the substantial translational and rotational displaement
between both frames the estimated features bak-rotated onto the virtual amera plane
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only deviate from their atual positions by a small error of 1.6 pixel in the u-oordinate
and of 1.4 pixel in the v-oordinate.
∆x 100 m
∆y 30 m
∆z 50 m
∆α 15◦
∆β 10◦
∆γ 20◦
∆u 1.61 pixel
∆v 1.38 pixel
Figure 5.11: Virtual amera plane: White irles orrespond to the original view, whih is
displaed but oplanar with the referene view. The blak markers indiate the features
transformed from the urrent view to the virtual plane by bak-rotation by means of the
estimated homography.
The visual servoing sheme on a virtual amera plane as well as the visual servoing with
image moments using SIFT are evaluated in virtual reality and in experiments on a 6
DOF Reis manipulator with an eye-in-hand onguration. For the omparison of the two
ontrol designs the manipulator is disloated from the referene pose in the virtual reality
by an initial displaement ∆x = 40 m, ∆y = 80 m, ∆z = 60 m, ∆α = 5◦, ∆β = 30◦,
∆γ = −30◦. Figure 5.12 ompares the evolution of the task spae error for the original
ontroller via image moments and the alternative ontroller based on the virtual amera
plane. The undesired oupling of the visual moment fx with the error in β results in an
initial inrease of the position error in x for visual servoing with image moments. Based
on the remaining ouplings the pose errors onverge to zero under the ondition that the
other position errors are already eliminated. The results learly demonstrate that the visual
servoing with a virtual amera plane results in an even more favorable task spae motion.
The onvergene is muh faster as eah error omponent onverges independent of eah
other. Therefore the gains are tuned separately for eah DOF, enabling a more eient HIL
optimization. The residual task spae error of the visual ontrol with the virtual amera
plane is less than 0.5mm for position and 0.05
◦
for rotation, whih is approximately one
order of magnitude smaller than the visual servo ontrol with image moments.
Notie, that the potentially inorret orrespondenes are deteted online for the visual
servoing with deoupled image moments based upon the onsisteny of the main orientation
of the individual SIFT features. In the ase of the virtual amera plane, false and noisy
orrespondenes are eliminated based on the robust estimation of the homography with
RANSAC. The prie for the inrease in performane of the visual ontroller with the virtual
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amera plane is the additional eort to properly alibrate the amera model. The sheme
depends in partiular on an aurate estimate of the transformation from the tool enter
point to the foal point.
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Figure 5.12: a) Task spae error for visual servoing with image moments; b) Task spae
error for visual servoing using the virtual amera plane. The task spae error in the virtual
reality is determined by the feed-forward kinematis from the alulated joint angles.
Figure 5.13 ompares the evolution of the task spae error for both visual servoing on-
trollers during experiments on the 6 DOF industrial robot. Notie, that the nal auray
whih is ahieved by the deoupled image moments using SIFT is superior to the visual
servoing with the virtual amera plane. The larger residual error is due to the imperfet
alibration of the transformation between the robot's tool enter point and the amera
frame whose origin is loated in the foal point. However, the rate of onvergene of the
visual servoing on the virtual amera plane is substantially higher than for the ontroller
with image moments. Ahieving the level of auray demonstrated in the virtual reality
on the real system requires a muh more advaned and preise alibration.
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5.6 Analysis and onlusion
This hapter presents a novel approah for visual servoing based on deoupled image mo-
ments using augmented point features suh as SIFT features. The properties of loal
features render the approah universally appliable for manipulation of daily-life objets
that exhibit texture. Loal feature extration (e.g. SIFT, ORB, SURF, GLOH, GF-HOG)
for visual servoing appliations oer the further advantage that objet reognition and pose
alignment of the manipulator rely on the same objet representation. For 4 DOF visual
servoing a set of ompletely deoupled image moments is derived that results in robust and
independent onvergene of the orresponding task spae errors. Problems of the lassial
Jaobian based visual servoing sheme suh as the amera retreat problem and loal min-
ima are resolved. A novel sensitivity matrix for 6 DOF visual servoing is introdued, whih
has only four o-diagonal oupled omponents between the visual features and the degree
of motion. The visual ontrol with the proposed methodology auses the pose errors to
onverge largely independent of eah other resulting in a smoother task spae motion of
the amera. As an alternative to visual servoing based on deoupled image moments, the
idea of the virtual amera plane for deoupled navigation and gaze ontrol introdued in
setion 4 is transferred to the domain of visual servoing for objet manipulation, named
"visual servoing on a virtual amera plane".
Table 5.3 summarizes the main harateristis of the two ontroller designs. Contrary to
visual servoing on a virtual amera plane, visual servoing with image moments requires
neither an intrinsi nor an extrinsi alibration for transformation between the robot's
tool enter point and the amera frame. Additionally, for ahieving its high performane,
visual servoing on a virtual amera plane partially reonstruts the sene by means of
the homography, whereas the estimation of the rotation matrix neessitates the knowledge
of the normal vetor n on the objet's surfae in the referene view. This method has
the advantage that no o-diagonal ouplings between the visual features and the degree
of motion remain. Four non-ollinear features are required to estimate the homography.
Visual servoing with image moments needs only three features that span a large area around
the foal point. Visual servoing on a virtual amera plane slightly outperforms visual
servoing with image moments in terms of position auray and onvergene, however,
under the ondition of proper intrinsi, extrinsi alibration and deomposition of the
estimated homography. As the performane inrease is not justied by the additional
eort, visual servoing with image moments is preferable due to its model- and alibration-
free design and its eient implementation. Following this argumentation, the objet
manipulation with the Katana arm presented in [81℄ utilizes the proposed visual servoing
with deoupled image moments for gripper-objet alignment.
The next hapter desribes global visual servoing. Due to the limited visibility and per-
eptibility of features aross dierent views, it beomes neessary to introdue additional
intermediate referene views to navigate aross the entire view hemisphere.
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Table 5.3: Charateristis of the two dierent visual servoing ontrollers, visual servoing
on a virtual amera plane (f. table 5.2) versus image moments (f. table B.1).
Visual servoing with Visual servoing on a
image moments virtual amera plane
intrinsi alibration - required
extrinsi alibration - essential for performane
model knowledge - normal vetor n
remaining ouplings 4 0
minimal number of features 3 4
performane very good exellent
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Figure 5.13: a) Task spae error for visual servoing with image moments during experiments
on a 6 DOF industrial robot; b) Task spae error for visual servoing using the virtual
amera plane. The task spae error for the 6 DOF industrial robot is determined by the
feed-forward kinematis from the measured joint angles.
Chapter 6
Global visual servoing with dynami
feature sets
This hapter presents a novel approah to global visual servoing in the ontext of objet
manipulation, also stated as large view visual servoing in [110℄. In many senarios the
features extrated in the referene pose are only pereivable aross a limited region of the
work spae. The limited visibility of features neessitates the introdution of additional
intermediate referene views of the objet and requires path planning in view spae. Figure
6.1 depits exemplarily suh a senario in whih the features from the urrent pose and the
referene pose do not interset. The visual ontrol is based on deoupled image moments
using augmented point features suh as SIFT features [109, 64℄ as dened in setion 5.2.
The approah is generi in the sense that the ontrol operates with a dynami set of feature
orrespondenes rather than a stati set of geometri features. The additional exibility of
dynami feature sets enables exible path planning in the image spae and online seletion
of optimal referene views during servoing to the goal view. The time to onvergene to the
goal view is estimated by a neural network onsidering the residual feature error and the
quality of the feature distribution. The transition among referene views ours on the basis
of this estimated ost whih is evaluated online based on the urrent set of visible features.
The dynami swithing sheme ahieves robust and nearly time-optimal onvergene of the
visual ontrol aross the entire task spae. The eetiveness and robustness of the sheme
is onrmed in a virtual reality simulation and on two dierent experimental setups on
industrial robot manipulators with an eye-in-hand onguration [85℄.
Following the model-free paradigm of this thesis already perused in visual servoing with
deoupled image moments as well as visual navigation, the global visual servoing sheme
is designed without any objet models ontrary to e.g. [142℄. Optimal motion ontrol for
visual servoing to a stati referene view has been disussed in hapter 5, whereas this
hapter addresses the issue of global visual servoing with extration and mathing of dy-
nami sets of SIFT features. The view spae is partitioned by an entire set of intermediate,
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Figure 6.1: Appliation example for global visual servoing: start onguration (left); Dis-
juntive feature distribution in urrent and referene view (entered); Goal pose (right).
partially overlapping referene views of the objet. The authors in [97℄ integrate a path
planner in the image spae with a visual ontroller based on potential elds in order to ob-
tain visual navigation for large displaements. The work in [123℄ extends these onepts by
qualitative visual servoing based on objetive funtions that apture the progression along
the path, the feature visibility and amera orientation. This hapter provides a ontribu-
tion to optimal path planning in the image spae onsidering the residual feature error in
onjuntion with the quality of the feature distributions in alternative referene views. The
additional exibility of dynami feature sets allows for adaptive online swithing among
referene views while navigating towards the goal view.
The hapter is organized as follows: Setion 6.1 provides a stability analysis motivated by
the feature distribution in the image spae. Due to the limited feature visibility aross
dierent views it is neessary to introdue intermediate referene views. Time-optimal
referene seletion to aomplish global visual servoing is introdued in setion 6.2. Navi-
gation in image spae is desribed in setion 6.3. Setion 6.4 demonstrates simulations in
virtual reality on a sphere as well as on industrial robot arms and analyzes the onvergene
behavior of alternative swithing strategies. An alternative to global visual servoing is in-
trodued in setion 6.5. Within a two-stage approah rst a model-free pose estimation
with viewpoint interpolation for a look-then-move strategy is applied, followed by loal
visual servoing lose to goal pose. The hapter onludes with a summary in setion 6.6.
6.1 Stability analysis depending on feature distribution
The loal stability of the visual ontrol loop requires that the feature error has a unique
minimum at the referene pose. Even though a single SIFT feature sues in priniple
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for oupled 4 DOF visual servoing, the omputation of weighted entroids requires at least
two non-oinident point features for deoupled 4 DOF visual servoing. Visual servoing in
6 DOF depends on at least three non-ollinear features. Convergene of the ontrol to the
referene pose is ahieved under the assumption of ontinuous visibility and pereptibility
of this minimum number of orrespondenes. As stated in [48℄, three feature points whih
ideally form a large-area triangle enlosing the origin are optimal for visual ontrol. Three
features are minimal as the distortion in features fα and fβ is observed relative to the
average length between the points. However, not all ongurations of three feature points
are suitable for ontrol. Stable visual ontrol of the rotations requires that the three features
are widespread and that the formed triangle enloses the origin. A too small separation of
the three point features auses a hange of sign in the moments fα and fβ resulting in an
unstable ontrol. Figure 6.2 illustrates this phenomenon as it shows the point distributions
for ve triangular sets of dierent separation (gure 6.2 a) and the orresponding variation
of the moment fα for the ve sets with respet to rotation about the x-axis (gure 6.2
b). In ase of the widespread feature set the feature error fα has a unique root at the
origin [111℄. However, the feature set losest to the origin indues two roots of fα with
non-zero rotational error to the left and right of the origin. These additional roots ause
the visual ontrol to onverge to an equilibrium state that diers from the referene pose.
Figure 6.3 shows the development of the feature moment fx during a lateral movement for
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Figure 6.2: Feature distribution in image plane (a) and impat on rotation moments (b).
a randomly hosen subset of features. The feature ongurations depited in the insets
of the gure demonstrate the eet of an extreme feature olusion on the alulated
moment. The ongurations that are used for all other displayed moment developments
represent feature olusions with a randomly hanging distribution in the image plane as
well as in the number of features. The amera is laterally displaed by -40 m to +40 m
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while the features at a distane of 75 m are projeted onto a normalized image plane.
The gure demonstrates the impat of feature olusions on the visual moment. The
two envelopes marked by triangles and retangles orrespond to the extreme, but highly
unlikely senario in whih all features in either the left or right half-plane are oluded
resulting in a highly asymmetri onguration. The dotted lines orrespond to random
feature olusions. In all ases the unique equilibrium point is globally stable. In ase of
the two extreme distributions the weighted feature moment does not evolve monotonially
with the lateral displaement, due to the eet of skewed weights whih inrease in absolute
magnitude with the asymmetry of the feature distribution. Even though this phenomenon
eets the rate of onvergene global stability is still guaranteed.
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t on rotation moments.
In ontrast to [48℄ the presented approah does not selet the subset of optimal features
online, but rather utilizes all available features mathed between the urrent and the refer-
ene view in order to maximize robustness and auray. The general denition of visual
features in terms of statistial moments renders the sheme robust with respet to olusion
or partial loss of pereptibility of features. Notie, that the referene features are reom-
puted online with respet to the subset of mathed features. Typially, the number of
mathed features varies between 5 and 40, depending on the amera pose and the amount
of useful texture in the urrent image. The visibility of individual features is limited by
the amera's eld of view, olusion by the objet and hanges in perspetive. Therefore,
global visual servoing requires multiple referene images in order for the amera to navigate
aross the entire view hemisphere. Intermediate referene images are aptured aross the
entire work spae in x-, y- and z-diretion. It is assumed that the objet always remains
in view of the amera, whih naturally restrits the orientation of the amera along the
x- and y-axis. The point of departure is a set of overlapping intermediate referene views
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with partially shared features among neighboring images. The objetive of this thesis is to
generate a time-optimal and robust visual ontrol aross the entire task spae by proper
swithing among neighboring referene images. For that purpose, the ost of the urrent
view is ompared with respet to all overlapping referene images, and the ontrol swithes
to the referene image with minimal ost. A ruial step is to estimate the ost in terms
of the time to reah the referene pose from the feature error and geometri onguration
of features. Based on the estimated ost the optimal path is determined by shortest path
graph searh.
6.2 Optimal referene image seletion
For global visual servoing intermediate views are dened to navigate aross the entire view
hemisphere. It beomes desirable to swith between intermediate views in a stable, robust
and time-optimal manner. The ost in terms of number of ontrol yles to onverge from
the urrent view to the referene image is estimated in order to ompute the optimal path.
Cruial for this purpose is the proper denition of performane riteria for approximation
of the ost funtion and the analysis of their orrelation with the ost [110, 111℄. In this
ase, an artiial neural network learns the relationship between ontrol riteria and osts
in a supervised manner. The training data is obtained from observations of the atual
number of ontrol yles required for transitions between neighboring referene views.
6.2.1 Control riteria
Feature error: The overall feature error ∆f(I)=[∆fx, ∆fy, ∆fz, ∆fα, ∆fβ, ∆fγ ℄ on-
stitutes the most signiant performane riterion for the estimation of the ost. A single
feature error alone does not provide a good estimate of ost, beause the atual time to
onvergene depends on the feature error with the slowest task spae motion, usually as-
soiated with the translational degrees of freedom. The rotational errors are bounded by
the visibility onstraint and are usually stabilized within a few ontrol steps. Eah element
of ∆f(I) is normalized to the interval [0, 1] aording to its maximum range. The total
feature error is the sum of normalized errors
∆fˆ(I) =
6∑
i=1
∣∣∣∆fˆi(I)∣∣∣ . (6.1)
The feature error already attributes to a substantial amount of variation in the ost, nev-
ertheless the ost estimate is improved by inlusion of additional riteria that apture the
quality and robustness of visual ontrol.
Number of orrespondenes: The robustness and the ontrol performane inrease
signiantly if more than the minimal number of orrespondenes is established. The
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redundany of multiple features redues the noise level and ontributes to the beneial
widespread dispersion of features in the image spae. A small number of features might
ause a ompat distribution of point features, whih auses poor or even unstable ontrol
in the image spae as shown in setion 6.1. The number of mathed features also provides an
estimate of the geometri distane of the urrent view to the referene pose. Distant poses
only share a subset of mutually visible features, whereas the number of orrespondenes
naturally inreases with the proximity of both viewpoints. The riterion C(I) = n is
dened as the absolute number of feature orrespondenes between the urrent and the
referene view. The riterion
Cn(I) =


0 n < nmin
n
nmax
nmin < n < nmax
1 nmax < n
(6.2)
normalizes C(I) as it requires a minimal number of features nmin and saturates at the upper
limit nmax = 40 at whih no further improvement of the ontrol performane is observed.
The parameter nmax is independent of the objet and not ruial for approximate ost
estimation. The absolute number of visible features alone is not a unique indiator of the
expeted ost as it also depends on the distribution of these features dened in terms of
their entropy and variane around the entroid.
Entropy: Entropy measures the order or disorder in a distribution. Therefore two ontrol
riteria are introdued, whereas Eu(i) and Ev(i) apture the distribution along the two
axes of the image oordinate. The image is partitioned into N = 10 vertial and horizontal
equally spaed olumns and rows. The entropy along the two axes is alulated as
Eu(I) = −
N∑
i=1
Hu(i) logN (Hu(i)) (6.3)
Ev(I) = −
N∑
i=1
Hv(i) logN (Hv(i)) (6.4)
in whih Hu(i) and Hv(i) denote the relative frequeny of features in the i-th olumn,
respetively row. The entropy assumes a value in the interval [0, 1], in whih a high entropy
indiates a uniform distribution. A low entropy reveals an inhomogeneous distribution,
whih harms the robustness and speed of onvergene of visual servoing.
Centroid loation: A onentration of the feature points at the image borders bears the
inherent risk of loss of features for small amera rotations. The visual features fα and fβ
require a distribution uniformly entered around the prinipal point in order to apture
the distortion of line segments. The deviation of the feature entroid from the origin is
expressed by
|u¯| =
n∑
i=1
|ui−u0
n
|, |v¯| =
n∑
i=1
| vi−v0
n
|
(6.5)
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in whih low values represent desirable feature distributions.
Variane of the feature distribution: The variane of the feature positions provides an
additional estimate of the quality of the feature distribution. A low variane in partiular
in onjuntion with a disloated entroid reets a feature distribution that is suboptimal
for visual ontrol and delays the onvergene to the referene image. The varianes are
omputed as
σu =
n∑
i=1
(ui − u¯)
2
n
, σv =
n∑
i=1
(vi − v¯)
2
n
. (6.6)
Notie, that entropy reets the geometri homogeneity of the feature set, whereas variane
aptures its width.
Correlation between performane riteria and time to onvergene: Control
experiments from 150 initial positions randomly distributed over the task spae are reorded
in order to evaluate the orrelation between the performane indiators and the time to
onvergene. Eah ontrol step of the individual runs onstitutes a training sample for
supervisory learning of the neural network. A ontrol run is onsidered as suessfully
onverged to the referene image if all image errors are redued to within 10% of their
average initial value. The orrelation between the performane riteria and the atual
time to onvergene provides insight into the inuene and relevane of the individual
indiators. The linear dependeny between two stohasti variables X and Y is omputed
aording to Pearson's orrelation oeient:
rXY =
n∑
i=1
(Xi − X¯)(Yi − Y¯ )√
n∑
i=1
(Xi − X¯)2
√
n∑
i=1
(Yi − Y¯ )2
, (6.7)
whih assumes values in the interval [−1, 1]. X¯ and Y¯ are the rst-order moments of
the stohasti variables. Large absolute values indiate strong orrelation between the
two quantities. However, a orrelation oeient value of zero would demonstrate that
no predition of the osts based on the hosen ontrol riteria an be done. Table 6.1
speies the orrelations between the performane indiators and the ost in terms of time
to onvergene.
Table 6.1: Pearson orrelation between performane riteria and time to onvergene.
∆fx ∆fy ∆fz ∆fα ∆fβ ∆fγ fˆ
rXY 0.30 0.14 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.63
C(I) Cn(I) Eu(I) Ev(I) |u¯| |v¯| σu σv
rXY -0.66 -0.72 -0.66 -0.72 0.44 0.32 -0.64 -0.62
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Table 6.2: Training and test set error for neural network trained with feature error f(I)
only and with feature error and performane riteria f(I), c(I). RMSE stands for root
mean square error.
RMSE train RMSE test orrelation
f(I) 0.0149 0.0297 0.75
f(I), c(I) 0.0072 0.0092 0.96
The individual feature errors are only slightly orrelated with the ost, whereas the normal-
ized summed feature error fˆ is indeed a proper indiator for the distane to the referene
pose. Notie, that the relative number of mathed features Cn(I) orrelates even more with
the ost than the summed absolute errors fˆ . The salar summed error ontains less infor-
mation than the entire error vetor f(I). This is expliable, as the feature errors related to
the translational degrees of freedom onverge at a slower rate.
In order to predit the time to onvergene two neural networks with dierent input fea-
tures are trained with the data aquired during the 150 experimental runs. The multi-layer
pereptrons are omposed of 16 neurons in the hidden layer and are trained with the stan-
dard bak-propagation algorithm. The rst network only uses the six-dimensional feature
error f(I) as input, whereas the seond network in addition has aess to the performane
riteria c(I) = [Cn(I), Eu(I), Ev(i), u¯, v¯, σu, σv]. Figure 6.4 depits the relation between the
estimated osts on the x-axis and the true osts for the full input network. It also shows
the linear regression for the partially and fully informed network. The neural network only
trained with the feature error f(I) ahieves a orrelation of 0.75 between estimated and
true ost. This orrelation is substantially improved by inorporation of the additional
performane riteria to a degree of 0.96. The improvement in predition auray of the
fully informed network error ompared to the pure feature error based network is onrmed
by the redued training and test set error shown in table 6.2. This demonstrates that a
distane metri to the goal view in the image spae has a signiantly lower orrelation
with the osts than f(I) in onjuntion with the image distribution indiators c(I). This
observation onrms the onvergene analysis in setion 6.1, namely that the feature distri-
bution ruially aets the ontrol performane. Furthermore the ontrol features |u¯| and
|v¯| only have a small leverage in order to improve the orrelation between ontrol riteria
and osts. Finally a orrelation of 0.96 is obtained using all dened ontrol riteria.
6.3 Navigation in the image spae
The approah neither requires a geometri model of the objet nor is it aware of the spatial
relationship between the referene views, nor does it perform path planning in the task
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Figure 6.4: Neural network (NN) estimate versus true ost (+) and regression lines for the
neural network with f(I) as input (grey dashed line) and (f(I), c(I)) as input (blak dashed
line).
spae. The optimal path is planned online in the image spae rather than in the task spae.
For that purpose eah referene view (RV) represents a node in an undireted graph, in
whih edges dene neighborhood relationships between overlapping views. The ost of an
edge onneting two views reets the transition time between the views expressed in terms
of number of iterations to onverge from the initial view to the neighboring view. The graph
supports the global initial path planning from the start view to the desired goal view, but
it also forms the basis for the deision when to swith to the next referene view. The ost
estimation within the path planning onsists of two major steps, an o-line omputation
of graph osts between the referene view and an online omputation of the ost from the
urrent view to the overlapping referene views. The planner swithes between referene
views based on a omparison of the aumulated osts of urrently feasible referene views.
Initial path planning and ost estimation: The initial ost estimation is based upon
the graph onstruted from the omplete set of referene views whih form its nodes. The
number of mathing features is omputed for every possible pair of referene views. An edge
is generated between two overlapping views if they share ve or more ommon features.
The ost of an edge is estimated by evaluating the set of orresponding features with the
neural network desribed in the previous setion. The optimal path from every referene
view to the goal view is alulated with the well-known Dijkstra algorithm [40℄ for nding
the shortest path in a weighted graph. This alulation is part of the teah-in-proess
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in whih referene views are aptured aross the work spae and is performed o-line in
advane.
Current ost estimation and hoie of optimal urrent referene view: The
features extrated from the urrent view (CV) are ontinuously ompared to those of
goal view (GV)
urrent view (CV)
no orresponding
features
RV1
RV2
RV3
RV4
osts
RV1-GV
osts
RV2-GV
osts
RV1-RV3
osts
RV3-RV4
osts CV-RV3-GV
osts
CV-RV4
Figure 6.5: Referene-, goal- and urrent view represented by a graph.
overlapping referene views in order to identify the optimal urrent referene view online
during ontrol. For the potential referene views the time to onvergene is estimated in
the same way as for the initial generation of the graph. The total osts for reahing a
spei referene view plus the already estimated ost for the shortest path from that node
to the goal view are ompared among all feasible views. The node with minimal ost is
seleted as the next referene view to be inluded into the shortest path to the goal. The
view evaluation is only performed every fth ontrol yle in order to redue the amount of
online omputations. Figure 6.5 depits a setion of a graph generated from a set of images
with four intermediate referene views RV1, . . . , RV4, a goal view GV and the urrent view
CV . The images assoiated with a view are visualized by retangles, the hathed areas
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represent the overlap between neighboring images whih ontain ommon SIFT features.
The ost of the transition from the urrent view to the two feasible referene views RV3
and RV4 depends on the number and quality of ommon features in the grey areas. The
urrent view has no onnetion to the referene views RV1 and RV2 beause the subset of
ommon features is empty, as indiated by the dotted line. A hysteresis in the swithing
sheme avoids the risk of the visual ontroller getting trapped in a limit yle around the
optimal swithing point due to unertainties in the ost estimate or utuations in the
mathed features. The initially estimated osts of the optimal path from the urrent view
to the goal are weighted by the number of intermediate nodes from the andidate referene
views to the goal node. That way, swithing to a referene view whose node is loser to the
goal node beomes more attrative, whereas the reverse swithing to a more distant node
is suppressed even if its estimated ost seems more attrative. A transition to a lower ost
referene view is only initiated if its superiority is onrmed in two onseutive iterations,
thereby gaining additional robustness with respet to yli swithing.
6.4 Experimental results
The evaluation of global visual servoing is pursued in experiments within a virtual reality
environment and on a real 5 DOF roboti arm with an eye-in-hand onguration [110℄, as
well as on a 6 DOF industrial manipulator [85℄.
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In both experimental setups the performane of the ost estimation based swithing sheme
is ompared with two alternative methods. The rst method, in ontrast to the proposed
sheme, assumes that the geometri distane in task spae between referene views is
known. One the minimal number of visual features is pereived, it swithes to the referene
view losest to the goal pose. This swithing strategy ignores the pereptibility and quality
of the set of mathed features and is not suiently robust from a ontrol point of view.
Nevertheless for the purpose of omparison it provides an upper performane limit. The
seond method omputes an optimal stati path that onnets the start to the goal node
based on the stati osts. It is not opportunisti as it does not reestimate the osts online,
or replans if other referene views not originally inluded in the plan suddenly appear
more attrative. It swithes to the next view outlined in the plan upon onvergene of the
feature error to a urrent referene view. This method, although suboptimal, is robust from
a ontrol point of view, but ould still be improved by relaxing the onvergene riterion
without sariing robustness.
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t to position (a)
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onvergen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e view sele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6.4.1 Navigation aross a sphere within the virtual reality
A virtual reality simulation of a free moving amera allows the veriation of the global
visual servoing sheme without being onstrained by the robot kinematis or workspae.
The amera navigates in 6 DOF around a sphere textured with a shemati map of the
globe. The referene views are equidistantly loated along longitudes and latitudes. The
task is to guide the amera visually from the north to the south pole. Figure 6.6 depits
the distribution of referene views together with the path pursued by the three methods
under omparison. Even though the amera is initially loated above the north pole, all
shemes immediately transit to an initial referene view that is already loser to the goal.
The distane-based method piks a dierent large irle route than the other two shemes
as it ignores the issue of feature quality. A better rationale is to selet the great irle
route whih guarantees pereptibility of a suient number of features for stable traverse
to the south pole. This eet is termed the Pai problem, as for the globe example, the
equal-distant path either moving over Ameria or Afria ontains more features due to the
texture and text on the ontinents than rossing the Pai with sparse features. The right
part of gure 6.6 ompares the sequene and progression of referene views followed by the
three alternative methods. Figure 6.7 shows the evolution of the task spae error in terms
of translation and rotation. The number of iterations until onvergene is approximately
the same for the optimal image-based and the distane-based navigation method. For the
former the goal pose is reahed within 300 iterations, for the later in about 290 iterations,
whereas the stati sheme with omplete onvergene takes about 560 iterations.
6.4.2 Navigation aross a semi ylinder with a 5 DOF manipulator
The sheme is also evaluated in an experiment on a 5 DOF Katana robot with an eye-
in-hand amera onguration. As the workspae of the manipulator is rather limited, the
amera navigates aross the inner surfae of a semi ylinder with a irumferene of 1.8m
and a height of 0.4m. The inside of the semi ylinder is textured with a panorami photo
of the TU Dortmund ampus shown in gure 6.8. This ylindri onguration is optimal
with respet to the workspae of the robot as it allows a maximal number of suiently
distint referene views. The referene views form a 15× 6 grid, horizontally separated by
10
◦
, vertially by 5 m. The kinematis of the spei robot limit the amera motion to 5
DOF. At the start pose the amera points at the upper left part of the image and the goal is
loated in the lower right orner of the ylinder. As shown in gure 6.9, all methods follow
at large a similar view sequene. The only signiant deviation ours halfway through
the path in a region whih mostly ontains sky and ground and therefore few distintive
features. The optimal swithing sheme takes a small vertial detour in order to exploit
the higher onentration of features in the textured band between sky and ground.
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Figure 6.8: Experimental setup for visual servoing in 5 DOF on a semi ylinder.
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onvergene (FCRVS)
and distan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e view seletion (DBRVS).
The number of iterations until nal onvergene is about 300 for the optimal method, 400
for the distane-based approah and 600 for the xed-onvergene method. The dierene
in time to onvergene results from the fat that the two other methods require a muh
longer time to traverse the region of sparse features as the visual ontrol tends to beome
unstable due to the poorer quality of feature distributions.
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e error for optimal referene view sele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xed onvergene referene view seletion (FCRVS, b).
This observation is onrmed by an analysis of the evolution of the relative task spae error
with respet to the intermediate referene views shown in gure 6.10. Figure 6.10 a) depits
the progression of task spae error and swithing sequene for the proposed sheme, gure
6.10 b) for the stati sheme. The stati sheme wastes iterations in situations in whih
the feature error is already low but not yet fully onverged. The optimal ost based sheme
avoids delayed transition to the next referene view, as it already swithes for substantially
larger residual errors without ompromising the stability of the ontrol.
6.4.3 Navigation aross a uboid with a 6 DOF manipulator
The results of the experimental realization of image-based visual servoing for a 6-axial
industrial robot are presented in the following. A omparison proedure serves for eval-
uating the time-optimal swithing riterion by adjusting the goal position by means of a
xed sequene of referene images and a onstant swithing threshold. Initially, the stati
sequene is also generated by the optimal path planning. Figure 6.1 shows the experi-
mental setup onsisting of the industrial robot with an eye-in-hand amera onguration.
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The robot drives from start to goal position relatively to the objet via referene views
arranged on a hemisphere around the objet. Figure 6.11 shows the temporal devolution
of the position error for both proedures. The sequenes of referene views utilized in both
ases are depited in gure 6.12, on the left the spatial distribution and on the right the
hosen swithing points. The graphs in gure 6.12 larify that the initial path planning is
modied by the dynamial hoie of referenes, thus allowing for reahing the goal position
earlier. Therefore the ontrol using the stati swithing riterion is slower: in spite of a
time-optimal hosen sequene (and therefore redued number of referene images) the goal
position is only reahed after 125 iterations, whereas the time-optimal ontrol onverges
after around 100 iterations. The ontrol is performed over three referene views, respe-
tively, together overing an elevation angle of around 90
◦
, whereas the dynamial proedure
swithes faster to the next view. Hereby the slightly dierent path planning is aused by
the varying ost estimation of the dynamial hoie of referenes. In the ideal ase the
time-optimal sequene orresponds to that with the shortest path in the work spae. How-
ever, views with unfavorable ongurations of features are avoided as they inuene the
robustness of the ontrol and thus its veloity in a negative manner.
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6.5 Alternative: Model-free pose estimation with loal
visual servoing
As an alternative to the presented global visual servoing a more human-like strategy for
amera objet alignment in the ase of limited feature visibility is investigated. It onsists
of two stages: Initial pose estimation for pre-alignment of the amera relative to the objet
to speed up the positioning (open loop / look-then-move strategy) and subsequently a
renement by visual servoing using only one referene image instead of a graph of interme-
diate referene views. A dierene to similar approahes in the literature is that these two
stages rely on the same objet representation. The plenopti funtion is already sampled
for the set of referene views required for the global visual servoing. This sheme follows
the appearane based paradigm [58, 133, 43℄, suh that there is no need for a geometri
model and its image orrespondenes [38℄. The approah employs an instane base learning
sheme [7℄ in whih the objet pose is predited based on the similarity of the urrent view
with a set of referene views of known pose. Referene views are represented by a set of
SIFT features extrated from the orresponding image. Primarily the similarity between
referene views and the urrent view is established based on the frequeny of SIFT fea-
tures mathed between both images. The pose is estimated by weighted averaging of the
referene poses [θazi, φeli] aross the N most similar neighbor views so that the estimated
azimuth θˆaz and elevation φˆel are omputed aording to:
θˆaz =
N∑
i=1
Cr(Ii)θazi∑N
j=1Cr(Ij)
, φˆaz =
N∑
i=1
Cr(Ii)φazi∑N
j=1Cr(Ij)
(6.8)
in whih the similarity Cr(Ii) is dened in terms of the absolute number of feature orre-
spondenes C(Ii) between the referene view and the urrent image divided by the absolute
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number of SIFT features in the referene view.
Pose estimation by viewpoint interpolation: Figure 6.13 a) shows a test objet in a
top referene view and urrent view, together with the set of extrated SIFT features. Fig-
ure 6.13 b) depits the relative frequeny Cr(Ii) of mathed features between the urrent
pose indiated by an open irle and the referene views. The four most similar referenes
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Figure 6.13: a) Confusion of SIFT features between frontal and the top view of the objet
aused by repetitive texture; b) Similarity based pose estimation aording to the relative
frequeny Cr(Ii) of mathed features. Only those referene views for whih more than 15%
of features are mathed are labeled.
math between 40-50 out of the 100 features in the query view. This ratio drops with
inreasing distane of viewpoints on the hemisphere from the urrent viewpoint. Notie,
that there is a seond region of signiant mathes at the north pole. These mathes
originate from a repliation of the advertisement text on the frontal and top fae of the
toothpaste pakage shown in gure 6.13 a). In order to improve the pose estimation, the
initial estimate is rened by inspetion of the relative loation of mathed features aross
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the urrent view and two neighboring views. Features are grouped into approximately
equilateral triangles. Figure 6.14 depits the interpolation sheme for the azimuth esti-
mation. The following omputations are restrited to the intersetion of features mathed
aross the urrent and the three referene views. These features are grouped into subsets
of three features that form a triangle whih is haraterized by its interior angles. As the
amera perspetive hanges with the viewpoint, the features move aordingly resulting
in a variation of the interior angles with the pose. Figure 6.14 illustrates the variation
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Figure 6.14: a) Current pose and the two nearest neighbors; b) Referene images of the
two nearest neighbors form the database; ) Current image; d) Interpolated azimuth due
to the interior angles of the triangle.
of the three interior angles αia, βia, γia between two neighboring referene views with ap-
proximate azimuths θaz1 = −98
◦
and θaz2 = −107
◦
. This variation provides the basis for
a loal orretion of the estimated pose. The relationship between variation in pose and
variation of the interior angles is assumed to be linear. The interior angles αiaq , βiaq , γiaq
in the query view fall in between those of the two referene view triangles. The azimuths
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predited from linear regression with respet to the interior angles are omputed as
θˆaz(αia) = θaz1 + (θaz2 − θaz1)
αiaq − αia1
αia2 − αia1
,
θˆaz(βia) = θaz1 + (θaz2 − θaz1)
βiaq − βia1
βia2 − βia1
,
θˆaz(γia) = θaz1 + (θaz2 − θaz1)
γiaq − γia1
γia2 − γia1
. (6.9)
The interpolation is performed aross multiple triangles, and the orret pose is predited
with an M-estimator that is robust with respet to outliers. The error funtion of the
M-estimator is dened by:
n∑
i=1
ρ(εi(xi,Θm), σe) (6.10)
in whih Θm denotes the model parameters and εi is the residual error between the model
and the data point xi. The parameter σe regulates the suppression of outliers and is
adapted iteratively to the residual error distribution. The error funtion
ρ(xi,Θm) =
(xi −Θm)
2
σ2e + (xi −Θm)
2
(6.11)
is quadrati for small residual errors but attens out for large residual errors thus reduing
the impat of outliers. The method provides aurate estimates of azimuth and elevation
under the assumption that the urrent view is aptured from the same hemisphere as the
referene views, at a nominal xed distane between amera and objet. Under the as-
sumption that the objet is always entered in the image, the objet distane in addition
to the azimuth and elevation is suient to reonstrut the full 6 DOF pose between the
objet and the amera. As the distane hanges obviously also the triangles are distorted.
In order to ahieve sale invariane the relationship between interior angles and distane rsc
is modeled by an exponential funtion of the form αia(rsc) = am exp (bmrsc)+cm exp (dmrsc)
with four unknown parameters [am, bm, cm, dm] , respetively for βia(rsc) and γia(rsc). The
best t parameters are omputed from referene images of the same azimuth and elevation
at four dierent radii. In ontrast to the ase of onstant sale azimuth and elevation
estimation in equation 6.9, eah interior angle αia, βia or γia is now related to an entire
manifold of azimuth, elevation and radius. An observation of an interior angle onstraints
the feasible solution set to a two-dimensional manifold in the three-dimensional azimuth,
elevation and radius pose spae. For a triplet of interior angles αia, βia, γia the three mani-
folds ideally interset in isolated unique solutions. As the dataset ontains disrete samples
{[αia, βia, γia], [θaz, φel, rsc]} it is diult to ompute the intersetion of the underlying mani-
folds. In pratie the problem is transformed into an optimization problem whih minimizes
the quadrati error between the observed interior angles [αiaq , βiaq , γiaq ] and the manifolds
αia(θaz, φel, rsc), βia(θaz, φel, rsc) and γia(θaz, φel, rsc) aross the parameters azimuth, elevation
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and radius:
[θˆaz, φˆel, rˆsc] = argminθaz,φel,rsc((αiaq − αia(θaz, φel, rsc))
2 + (6.12)
+ (βiaq − βia(θaz, φel, rsc))
2 + (γiaq − γia(θaz, φel, rsc))
2).
In between the disrete sample points, the manifolds are approximated by equation 6.9
along rsc and a linear funtion in [θaz, φel]. Only those parameters [θaz, φel] are onsidered
in the minimization that belong to the spherial region spanned by the three nearest
neighbors. The estimates θˆazi, φˆeli, rˆsci are aggregated over the entire set of triangles by the
M-estimator.
Experimental results: In order to evaluate the performane and auray of the pro-
posed pose estimation sheme, two types of experiments are onduted. In the rst exper-
iment data sets are generated artiially by mapping a set of 3D points in a virtual sene
perspetively onto a normalized image plane. The purpose is to evaluate the theoretial
limitations of the method, negleting the negative impat of SIFT feature detetion, limited
pixel resolution, lens distortion and inherent pose unertainty of the referene views. The
distane between the objet and the amera ranges from 100mm to 700mm. The seond
experiment is based on realisti views of the objet depited in gures 6.13 and 6.14. The
referene and test images are aptured with a roboti arm that moves the amera aross
the view hemisphere. This data set allows it to assess the auray of pose estimation
under real world onditions. Due to the limited dexterous workspae of the robot arm,
objet-amera distanes are restrited to the range from 180mm to 290mm. At loser
distanes the objet is only partially visible. Due to the limited range, the distane in-
terpolation with four parameters is replaed by a two parameter regression model given
by αia(rsc) = m exp (bmrsc). The referene data set ontains 517 referene views taken at
three hemispheres of radius 180mm, 235mm and 290mm. The test set ontains 672 im-
ages, taken at twelve dierent radii with 56 images per radius. On average referene images
ontain between 700 to 1500 SIFT features. In order to aelerate the mathing proess,
initially only the rst hundred SIFT features are onsidered for mathing. The preliminary
searh is suient to identify the nearest neighbor andidates. The loal viinity of these
andidates is then searhed for the nearest neighbor with the omplete set of extrated
features. Table 6.3 summarizes the results of the simulated data as well as the realisti
data set for four dierent methods, namely single nearest neighbor (SNN), weighted aver-
age among three nearest neighbors (WANN), interpolation of azimuth and elevation at a
xed sale (FSI) and sale invariant interpolation of azimuth, elevation and radius (SII).
For the interpolation sheme with adaptive sale, the mean error of the radius estimation
is reported as well. Three dierent experiments are performed in order to observe the
eets of unalibrated amera systems ompared to alibrated amera systems as well as
the improvement ahieved by the neighborhood orretion step. Compared to the simu-
lated ase of the ideal perspetive projetion the auray of all methods is expeted to
deteriorate on the real world data set. In the nearest neighbor ases the auray in the
real experiment exeeds the simulated ideal errors. This over-performane is explained
by the fat that the simulated reognition rate of SIFT features drops more rapidly with
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Table 6.3: Mean absolute error in azimuth and elevation in simulations and experiments.
The dierent results demonstrate the eets of unalibrated ompared to alibrated amera
systems as well as the improvement ahieved by the neighborhood orretion step.
simulation experiment1 experiment 2 experiment 3
unalibrated alibrated orretion step
E¯(θ) E¯(φ) E¯(r) E¯(θ) E¯(φ) E¯(r) E¯(θ) E¯(φ) E¯(r) E¯(θ) E¯(φ) E¯(r)
SNN 3.0◦ 2.4◦ 3.8◦ 2.7◦ 3.7◦ 2.9◦ 2.2◦ 1.7◦
WANN 2.4◦ 1.6◦ 2.8◦ 2.6◦ 3.2◦ 2.5◦ 1.7◦ 1.6◦
FSI 2.0◦ 1.7◦ 7.4◦ 4.6◦ 6.9◦ 3.9◦ 4.0◦ 1.9◦
SII 0.82◦ 0.26◦ 20mm 2.7◦ 2.1◦ 55mm 2.4◦ 1.7◦ 57mm 1.3◦ 1.0◦ 39mm
hange in viewpoint than in the ase of the atual objet. As the experimental estimates
are based on more samples they tend to be more robust. In the ase of nearest neighbors
the auray between simulated and experimental data is omparable. In ase of non-sale
interpolation small errors in feature loations might result in substantial pose errors, whih
explains the poor performane on real images aited with noise. The large azimuth error
is partially explained by the fat that some of the nearest neighbor referene views share
too few ommon features. This in turn auses poor onvergene of the M-estimator and
inlusion of outliers in the estimate.
The sale invariant interpolation sheme in experiment 1 tends to be more robust, but still
does not ahieve the theoretially possible auray on unalibrated real world data. It only
provides a slight improvement ompared to the basi N nearest neighbor sheme. Possible
explanations that the sheme falls short of the expeted auray are limited pixel resolu-
tion of feature loations, as the simulated projeted images operate with subpixel auray,
and radial lens distortion. Therefore the seond experiment is performed with alibrated
amera images that already demonstrates a minor improvement ompared to the unali-
brated experiment. The large estimation error is aused by inorret nearest neighbors. In
these ases the interpolation sheme interpolates the wrong neighboring views that do not
enlose the true view. In order to prevent false neighbors the interpolation result is veried
whether it falls inside the region spanned by the assumed nearest neighbor views. If the
interpolated view lies outside the span a new triangle is formed enlosing the extrapolated
viewpoint. The results for the third experiment with false neighbor rejetion in ase of SII
are superior to the pure nearest neighbor methods and in reasonable agreement with the
ideal simulated errors. SII with orretion step only provides a mean angular error of 1.3
◦
in azimuth and 1.0
◦
in elevation and 3.9 m for amera-objet distane.
The full 6 DOF estimation of the relative pose between objet and amera requires addi-
tional information. First of all the objet should always be entered in the image, with
the amera axis interseting the objet enter. In the ase of objet manipulation this re-
strition is ahieved by a amera gaze ontrol pointing the amera axis towards the objet.
Camera gaze ontrol is naturally required in order to keep the objet in view. Finally the
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rotation of the amera around its optial axis is reonstruted from the keypoint orien-
tation of SIFT features as shown in setion 5.1. Under these assumptions the azimuth,
elevation and distane estimates are suient to reonstrut the full 6 DOF pose between
the objet and the amera.
6.6 Evaluation and onlusion
This hapter presents a novel approah for optimal global visual servoing based on deou-
pled image moments with augmented point features in the ontext of objet manipulation
onsidering that the features in the referene image for grasping are not visible in the ur-
rent objet view. It is proven that model-free navigation in image spae an be realized
by means of a set of overlapping referene views in order to navigate from an arbitrary,
unknown start into the goal pose. The swithing between referene views ours on the
basis of the estimated time to onvergene taken the quality of mathed features into a-
ount. The ost of referene views is evaluated online throughout progression to the goal
view, suh that the sheme opportunistially selets the referene view that is optimal in
the urrent ontext. In priniple the work spae is arbitrarily extensible under the on-
dition of onnetivity of the referene views in image spae. The experimental results in
virtual reality and on the real robot demonstrate that the approah minimizes the time to
onvergene without sariing the robustness and thereby stability of the visual ontrol.
As an alternative to the global visual servoing an appearane-based pose estimation in
onjuntion with loal visual servoing is arried out with the same experimental setup as
desribed in setion 6.4.3 for a 6-axial industrial robot. The fundamental idea of initially
applying a look-then-move strategy is to ahieve even faster onvergene to the goal view
relying on the same sparse objet representation as the global visual servoing. In priniple
the same auray in the referene pose as for the large view visual servoing is ahieved
as the nal step for ne alignment onsists of the same visual ontrol sheme. Neverthe-
less the objet representation for initial pose estimation has to be signiantly extended
requiring a substantially higher amount of omputational and memory resoures. There-
fore it is nally stated that the major advantages of the global visual servoing ompared
to the look-then-move strategy are rstly that a sparse overlapping objet representation
sampling the plenopti funtion on one radius of the hemisphere is suient, seondly that
no estimation of the objet distane is required, rather the ontrol by the referene images
guarantees an equidistane to the objet, resulting thirdly in a kind of gaze ontrol keeping
the objet always entered in the image.
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Chapter 7
Conlusions and future work
The objetive of this thesis is to advane the development of solely vision-based navigation
and manipulation in the ontext of autonomous servie robots.
This thesis demonstrates and emphasizes the potential of visual reative behaviors for
visual navigation in unstrutured indoor environments. Primarily a vision-guided navi-
gation of a mobile robot is implemented with reative behaviors using distane sensors for
loal motion ontrol and omnivision for loalization, whih provides onseutively the refer-
ene for a purely visual navigation. The vision-guided navigation is suessfully veried in
roboti experiments within oe environments ahieving the navigation task without olli-
sions. Visual navigation is distinguished from vision-guided navigation by solely relying on
the eonomi vision systems with the ambitious goal to ahieve mathable performane in
omparison to laser sanners. Thus a set of visual reative behaviors is designed and imple-
mented equivalently to the behaviors based on proximity information from range sensors.
The visual navigation synergizes the omprehensive pereption of the loal environment
of omnivision for loalization, obstale avoidane, optimal referene image seletion, et.
with the high preision of a monoular amera in order to design a preise time-optimal
homing through several non-overlapping referene images.
Visual homing is ahieved by a large view visual servoing sheme omprehending several
advantages ompared to previous approahes. The onept of a horizontal virtual amera
plane allows for deoupled navigation and gaze ontrol and failitates the derivation of
generi moments. Generi moments ope with dynami environments and lighting ondi-
tions and are designed to ahieve a diret relationship between image and work spae. In
addition to loalization, the extrated features furthermore provide the seletion of refer-
ene images for time-optimal visual homing, thereby solving the problem of the limited
eld of view of the monoular amera and environments with sparse texture.
The set of reative visual behaviors is ompleted by a novel obstale avoidane and turn
around behavior by means of several reonstruted perspetive views, from whih a on-
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dene rated time to ontat is extrated. The onept of alulating the time to ontat
for dierent traveling diretions based on sparse optial ow is introdued as the pairing
window approah, enabling dierent alternatives for robot navigation. The major lue
is the additional ondene evaluation of the visual measurements as it allows traveling
towards diretions that are pereived as obstale-free.
Door detetion, door loalization and door traversal are treated for the rst time in a
oherent purely vision-based framework using omnivision to navigate between rooms and
orridors. Notie that due to the overall awareness of the omnivision the door posts re-
main visible in the omnidiretional view during the door passage whih thereby allows a
losed-loop ontrol with equidistant passage between the door posts.
Vision-based and visual navigation ahieve a similar performane in unstrutured oe en-
vironments with regular texture. The two major advantages of visual navigation onsist of
low osts and high dimensional data spae of ameras allowing for other appliations suh
as person or objet reognition. Nonetheless homogeneous oe spaes require advaned
amera systems suh as ToF (Time-of-Flight) ameras [84℄, whih reonstrut for a entral
eld of view additional depth information from time of ight measurements.
Future researh is dediated to learning-by-demonstration, whih enables the robot to a-
quire a behavior or skill through imitation of ations demonstrated by a teaher [131℄. This
approah allows non-professionals to instrut the robot intuitively without the neessity to
program the desired task expliitly. It is suient for the teaher to be able to perform the
required task. The learning approah extrats the underlying relation between pereption
and ation from the demonstration. The straight forward methodology is a learning-by-
demonstration sheme similar to the evolutionary optimized navigation behaviors in order
to determine the reommendation of individual behaviors and the overall aggregation.
The future of visual navigation is losely related to ameras with strutured light suh as
the eonomi Kineti from Mirosoft Cooperation [98℄, whih reonstruts the depth of the
sene by a pattern of infrared light points that are invisible to the human eye. An even
more promising approah is to fuse omnivision with visual distane information obtained
from ToF or triangulation of emitted infrared light, respetively, in order to apture in a
single frame the visual pereption as well as the depth of the loal sene. This leads to
3D VSLAM with salable abstration of the map, inluding maps with dense depth rep-
resentation, distintive 3D visual features for instant loalization as well as CAD models
of the omplete environment inluding objets and texture. Suh representations simplify
sene understanding, a still unsolved key ability for mobile manipulation, whih requires
further researh in the next deade. The urban hallenge also demonstrated that sene
understanding is essential to solve omplex tra situations, whereas the lose relation be-
tween mobile navigation and advaned driver assist systems yields a domination of roboti
teams in the lassiation.
In the seond part of this thesis a novel methodology for image-based visual servoing by
deoupled image moments for model-free objet manipulation solely relying on 2D
image information is introdued. It relies on the pixel oordinates, sale and orientation of
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augmented point features suh as SIFT features. The ontrol is based on deoupled image
moments, whih are generi in the sense that the ontrol operates with a dynami set of
feature orrespondenes rather than a stati set of geometri features. The foundation of
visual servoing on generi SIFT features renders the method robust with respet to loss of
redundant features aused by olusion or hanges in viewpoint. For 4 DOF visual servoing
a set of ompletely deoupled visual features is introdued, that results in robust and
independent onvergene of the orresponding task spae errors. Problems of the lassial
Jaobian based visual servoing sheme suh as the amera retreat problem and loal minima
are resolved. A novel sensitivity matrix for 6 DOF visual servoing is introdued, whih
possesses only four o-diagonal ouplings between the visual features and the degrees of
motion assuming a valid weak perspetive projetion model. The visual ontrol with the
novel sensitivity matrix auses the pose errors to onverge largely independent of eah
other resulting in a smoother task spae motion of the amera. The ontrol parameters
of the visual ontrol are automatially tuned in a HIL optimization by a ontrolled model
assisted evolutionary strategy for real time appliability.
Global visual servoing based on deoupled image moments is suessfully introdued. The
workspae is partitioned into a set of overlapping referene views in order to navigate
visually from a start to a goal pose. The swithing between referene views ours on the
basis of the time to onvergene estimated from the quality and distribution of mathed
features. The ost of referene views is evaluated online throughout progression to the goal
view, suh that the sheme opportunistially selets the referene view that is optimal in the
urrent ontext. The omputational demands of SIFT feature extration, path planning
and time-optimal referene seletion enable real time visual ontrol. The experimental
results in virtual reality and on the real robot demonstrate that the approah minimizes
the time to onvergene without sariing the robustness and thereby stability of the
visual ontrol.
As an alternative a look-then-move strategy in onjuntion with loal visual servoing lose
to the referene pose is suessfully implemented and tested for objet manipulation, but it
is inferior in terms of onvergene time and robustness ompared to optimal global visual
servoing over multiple referene images.
Future researh fouses on the development of a heuristi swithing sheme for global vi-
sual servoing, that is independent of the objet and does not require an oine exploration
of the view spae for prior ost estimation. An appropriate feature metri aptures the
distane in view spae of features in the urrent view to the referene view based on the
number of intermediate views (degree of separation) and the similarity of keypoint desrip-
tors. Based on the feature distane metri the heuristi selets a referene view with the
subset of mathed features that is losest to the goal view. The benet is a robust and
ontinuous navigation in image spae without dereasing veloities based on loal onver-
gene. Another interesting avenue for visual servoing is to ontrol one agent by multiple
ameras [79℄ or multiple agents by visual servoing [91℄ similar to ooperative manipulators
in industrial manufaturing. To employ the proposed servoing based on deoupled image
moments in this ontext is an interesting topi for future researh beause of its ease of
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implementation and model-free approah.
In order to ahieve purely vision-based mobile manipulation the presented objet ma-
nipulation via optimal global visual servoing with dynami feature sets only has to be
integrated as an additional behavior into the hybrid ontrol arhiteture ontaining the set
of behaviors for visual navigation. In analogy to AUTOSAR (AUTomotive Open System
ARhiteture) in the automotive industry, whih provides a framework for the eonomi
reuse of software, [52℄ reently introdued ROS (Robot Operating System), whih onsists
of an open soure framework and onstrution kit for mobile manipulation appliations.
The adaptation and integration of the onepts for visual navigation and manipulation
presented in this thesis into the ROS framework aording to the example from [95℄ on-
tributes to the ambitious goal of the roboti ommunity to make servie robots ommonly
aordable. In analogy to the well-known ISO26262 [73℄ for funtional safety for road ve-
hiles, a safety standard for mobile servie robot appliations is reently drafted for the
rst time as the ISO13482 [72℄, requiring additional safety validations to fulll the spe-
iations. The presented methods for obstale avoidane have to be tested against these
speiations e.g. as presented in [74℄.
Conlusively it an be stated that a purely vision-based navigation using omni and mono-
ular vision is feasible. Experimental validations in an unstrutured dynami indoor envi-
ronment show the enormous potential of visual navigation. This work demonstrates that
it is possible to replae laser sensors by amera systems in the reative layer. Nonetheless
sonar sensors are required as a bak-up, whih indeed are ost-eient and light-weight
ompared to laser sensors. Following the purely vision-based paradigm, it beomes possible
to design aordable servie robots. As an additional feature, manipulation of daily objets
is presented, relying on natural ourring features and onverging towards the grasping
pose even if these features are not in the urrent view of the objet. Visual navigation in
onjuntion with global visual servoing for objet manipulation ahieve the goal of vision-
based mobile manipulation outlined in the introdution of this thesis.
Appendix A
Analysis of the grid-based time to
ontat from optial ow
The derivation of the grid-based time to ontat for non-holonomi systems is inspired
by [31℄. The point of origin for determining the grid-based time to ontat (ttc) is the
image Jaobian J, whih relates dierential hanges in the amera position r˙ to dierential
hanges in the image feature positions f˙ aording to f˙ = Jr˙. Replaing f˙ by the time
derivative of the image oordinates u, v (whih orresponds to the measured optial ow)
and r˙ by the translational vx, vy, vz and rotational veloities ωα, ωβ, ωγ, one obtains:
[
u˙
v˙
]
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z
0 u
z
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λ
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. (A.1)
As the robot motion is planar and the robot is non-holonomi, the veloities vy, ωα and
ωγ are equal to zero, thereby equation A.1 simplies to:
[
u˙
v˙
]
=
[
−λ
z
u
z
−λ2−u2
λ
0 v
z
−uiv
λ
] vRxvRz
ωR

 . (A.2)
Assuming a alibrated amera system and therefore normalized image oordinates uˆ, vˆ
with foal length λ = 1, equation A.2 is expressed as:
˙ˆu =
1
z
(−vRx + uˆvRz)− (1 + uˆ
2)ωR, (A.3)
˙ˆv =
1
z
vˆvRz − uˆvˆωR.
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The rotational part of the optial ow is orreted based on the known egorotation of the
robot. The egomotion an be estimated by the integrated wheel enoders or using diretly
the optial ow by projeting the ow eld onto a sphere and optimizing a ost funtion
[54℄. By additionally substituting
1
z
by ρ a set of linear equations is obtained. For reasons
of larity
˙ˆu is substituted by ˙ˆu + (1 + uˆ2)ωR and ˙ˆv by ˙ˆv + uˆvˆωR, thus the rotational part
ωR is purged from the measured optial ow:
˙ˆu = ρ (−vRx + uˆvRz) , (A.4)
˙ˆv = ρvˆvRz .
The divergene of the optial ow is dened by the sum of the partial derivatives:
∇( ˙ˆu, ˙ˆv) =
∂ ˙ˆu
∂uˆ
+
∂ ˙ˆv
∂vˆ
. (A.5)
The partial derivatives are alulated aording to:
∂ ˙ˆu
∂uˆ
=
∂ρ
∂uˆ
(−vRx + uˆvRz) + ρvRz , (A.6)
∂ ˙ˆv
∂vˆ
=
∂ρ
∂vˆ
vˆvRz + ρvRz .
Substituting equation A.6 into A.5 yields:
∇( ˙ˆu, ˙ˆv) = 2ρvRz +
∂ρ
∂uˆ
(−vRx + uˆvRz) +
∂ρ
∂vˆ
vˆvRz . (A.7)
Due to the non-holonomi onstraint vRx an be assumed to be zero as the robot annot
move sidewise during small time steps, therefore equation A.7 simplies to:
∇( ˙ˆu, ˙ˆv) = 2ρvRz +
∂ρ
∂uˆ
uˆvRz +
∂ρ
∂vˆ
vˆvRz . (A.8)
Solving equation A.8 regarding the time to ontat yields:
ttc =
z
vRz
=
2 + ∂ρ
∂uˆ
uˆ
ρ
+ ∂ρ
∂vˆ
vˆ
ρ
∇( ˙ˆu, ˙ˆv)
. (A.9)
The terms
∂ρ
∂uˆ
uˆ
ρ
as well as
∂ρ
∂vˆ
vˆ
ρ
an be negleted for small values of uˆ and vˆ resulting in a
limited frontal eld of view of 75
◦
and the small hanges in distane between two onseutive
image frames. Therefore the same expression is obtained, but with ompletely dierent
speiations as the authors in [31℄. Equation A.10 indiates that the determination of ttc
involves only the knowledge of the optial ow eld vetor divergene, whereas no model
knowledge or estimation of z and vRz is required:
ttc =
z
vRz
=
2
∇( ˙ˆu, ˙ˆv)
. (A.10)
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The authors in [31℄ develop the time to ontat around the optial enter [uˆ, vˆ] = [0, 0] as
operating point and determine a single ttc in driving diretion using divergene templates.
They require a dense optial ow, whih is not suited for indoor environments. Contrary
to their approah ttcs are needed for dierent image regions in order to have alternative
ourse of ations for the robot. Note that their approah is invariant against rotations
(responding rotational terms are negleted due to [uˆ, vˆ] = [0, 0]) whereas the optial ow
aused by rotation has to be orreted prior to alulating ttc.
Conlusively three major dierenes to [31℄ an be stated:
+ ttc for dierent image regions and headings of the robot
+ no dense optial ow eld required
- rotational parts have to be orreted a-priori
During an experimental evaluation of ttc alulation for sparse optial ow elds the robot
moves toward a wall while apturing sonar and image snapshots as well as the egomotion.
Figure A.1 demonstrates the exellent aordane between the ttcmeasured by a monoular
. .
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Figure A.1: a) Time to ontat as a funtion of time for a monoular amera versus time
to ontat due to sonar measurements and known egomotion; b) Sequene of images with
sparse optial ow taken during forward motion of the robot.
amera and ttc alulated by the division of distane measurements of the robot's sonar
by the known egomotion of the robot.
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Appendix B
Analysis of the sensitivity matrix
In order to determine the oupling for the hoie of moments, i.e. the sensitivity of the
moments towards another diretion than the intended diretion of motion, the image Ja-
obian is dierentiated with respet to these moments. For the moments fx and fy this
merely signies to alulate the mean value of the known Jaobian for eah feature. As
a simplifying assumption all features should have a similar depth, i.e. approximately the
same distane to the image plane. This assumption is valid as long as the depth dier-
ene is small ompared to the distane of the amera to the objet. In servie roboti
appliations the above assumption is fullled, yielding a valid weak perspetive projetion
model.
Jfx,fy =
1
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(B.1)
Deoupling fx,y aording to equations 5.10 and 5.19 yields
Jfx,fy =
1
n
n∑
i=1
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0 λ
z
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−λ2−v2i
λ
0
]
. (B.2)
To determine the Jaobian for the moments fα and fβ, rst the feature parameter is trans-
formed and then dierentiated with respet to the time in order to obtain the dependene
of the hange of the feature parameter on the amera veloities [vx, vy, vz, ωα, ωβ]
T
. As the
rotation around γ is already ompensated as desribed in equation 5.2, ωγ does not have
to be onsidered further here. The alulation of Jfα for fα (f. equations 5.3 to 5.5) is
now exemplied but is also valid analogously for fβ.
fα =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
(−vrefi − vrefj )
∥∥
pj − pi
∥∥∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1 ‖pk − pl‖
(B.3)
Aording to the onnetion between the loation in the image and the loation of points
in real spae resulting from the image geometry v and u are replaed by ui = λxi/z and
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aordingly for uj, vi and vj. Therefore the moment fα is expressed as:
fα =
λ
z
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=i+1(yrefi + yrefj)
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1
√
(xk − xl)2 + (yk − yl)2
. (B.4)
The transformed moment is dierentiated with respet to the time. For sake of larity only
one sum term (mα) is onsidered here:
m˙α = −
λ
z2
z˙(yrefi + yrefj)
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1
√
(xk − xl)2 + (yk − yl)2
+ (B.5)
+
λ
z
(yrefi + yrefj)
[(xi − xj)
2 + (yi − yj)
2]−1/2[(xi − xj)(x˙i − x˙j) + (yi − yj)(y˙i − y˙j)]∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1
√
(xk − xl)2 + (yk − yl)2
+
−
λ
z
(yrefi + yrefj)
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1[(xk − xl)(x˙k − x˙l) + (yk − yl)(y˙k − y˙l)][∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1
√
(xk − xl)2 + (yk − yl)2
]3 .
In analogy to the derivation of the lassial image Jaobian J in [70℄, due to x˙j − x˙i =
−ωz(yj − yi) and y˙j − y˙i = ωz(xj − xi) the expression (xi − xj)(x˙i − x˙j)+(yi − yj)(y˙i − y˙j)
beomes zero, thus only the rst term in equation B.5 remains. Now the variables xi, xj ,
yi and yj are bak transformed aording to xi,j = ui,jz/λ and yi,j = vi,jz/λ, resulting in:
m˙α = −
1
z
z˙(vrefi + vrefj )
√
(ui − uj)2 + (vi − vj)2∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1
√
(uk − ul)2 + (vk − vl)2
. (B.6)
Furthermore, inserting z˙ = vz + ωxy − ωyx with x = (xi + xj)/2 and y = (yi + yj)/2
aording to [70℄ yields:
m˙α =
1
2λ
(vrefi + vrefj )
(
−
2λ
z
vz − ωx(vi + vj) + ωy(ui + uj)
)
· (B.7)
·
√
(ui − uj)2 + (vi − vj)2∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1
√
(uk − ul)2 + (vk − vl)2
.
Thus, the image Jaobian for α is given by
Jfα =
∑n
i=1,
j=i+1
pijvrefijλ√
8z2
[
0 0 −2λ
z
−vij +uij
]
∑n
k=1
∑n
l=i+1 ‖pk − pl‖
, (B.8)
and the image Jaobian for β is expressed aordingly as
Jfα =
∑n
i=1,
j=i+1
pijurefijλ√
8z2
[
0 0 −2λ
z
−uij +vij
]
∑n
k=1
∑n
l=i+1 ‖pk − pl‖
. (B.9)
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The dependenies of the moments of α and β on motions in z-diretion are not ompletely
resolved but an be assumed to be nearly zero (−2λ
z
).
For the image moment fzd dened in equation 5.7 again for sake of larity only one sum
term (mz) is onsidered here:
m˙z =
d
dt
(
λ
z
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2
)
(B.10)
= −
λ
z2
z˙
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 +
λ
z
(xi − xj)(x˙i − x˙j) + (yi − yj)(y˙i − y˙j)√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2
.
This expression is again simplied beause of the relation x˙j − x˙i = −ωz(yj − yi) and
y˙j − y˙i = ωz(xj −xi), and the bak transformation of xi,j = ui,jz/λ and yi,j = vi,jz/λ leads
to:
m˙z = −
z˙
z
√
(ui − uj)2 + (vi − vj)2 = −
z˙
z
||pi − pj ||2. (B.11)
Again, z˙ = vz + ωxy − ωyx with x = (xi + xj)/2 and y = (yi + yj)/2 is inserted, leading to
the total sum:
f˙zd =
1
n
2
(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
||pi − pj ||2
(
−
1
z
vz −
1
2λ
(vi + vj)ωx +
1
2λ
(ui + uj)ωy
)
. (B.12)
Thus, the image Jaobian for z is given by
Jfzd =
1
n
2
(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
||pi − pj||2
[
0 0 −1
z
− 1
2λ
(vi + vj)
1
2λ
(ui + uj)
]
. (B.13)
In order to redue the ouplings furthermore fz is now replaed by the saled version
fz,σ. Therefore the sensitivity matrix has the following struture whereas all non-diagonal
elements are onsidered as undesired ouplings:


f˙x
f˙y
f˙z
f˙α
f˙β
f˙γ


=


Jfx,x 0 0 0 J˜fx,β 0
0 Jfy,y 0 J˜fy ,α 0 0
0 0 Jfz ,z 0 0 0
0 0 0 Jfα,α J˜fα,β 0
0 0 0 J˜fβ ,α Jfβ ,β 0
0 0 0 0 0 Jfγ ,γ




Tx
Ty
Tz
ωα
ωβ
ωγ


. (B.14)
The ontrol sheme for visual servoing with generi image moments in 6 DOF is summarized
in table B.1 taking into aount the deviation from hapter 5.2 to 5.5 as well as the
sensitivity matrix above.
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Table B.1: Visual servoing with generi image moments in 6 DOF.
(1.) Automati feature seletion for the referene view of the objet (f. setion 5.1).
2. Extration of augmented point features in the urrent view frefi =
[urefi, vrefi, φrefi , σrefi] like SIFT/SURF.
3. Determination of the amera rotation ∆fγ (f. equation 5.1) by
∆fγ = frefγ − fγ with fγ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
φi.
4. Alignment of ui and vi with the image features in the referene view (f. equation
5.2) [
u′i
v′i
]
=
[
cos(∆fγ) − sin(∆fγ)
sin(∆fγ) cos(∆fγ)
] [
ui
vi
]
.
Redenition of ui equal to u
′
i, respetively vi equal to v
′
i.
5. Calulation of image moments for amera rotation around α and β (f. equations
5.3 and 5.4)
fα =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
(−vrefi − vrefj)
√
(ui − uj)2 + (vi − vj)2∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1
√
(uk − ul)2 + (vk − vl)2
,
fβ =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
(−urefi − urefj )
√
(ui − uj)2 + (vi − vj)2∑n
k=1
∑n
l=k+1
√
(uk − ul)2 + (vk − vl)2
.
6. Determination of image moment for regulating translation along amera axis (f.
equation 5.6)
fz =
1
n
n∑
i=1
σi.
7. Determination of image moments for x and y (f. equation 5.10)
fx =
n∑
i=1
wiui, fy =
n∑
i=1
wivi.
wi is determined by minimizing the optimization problem F (f. equation 5.17)
through a set of linear equations (f. equation 5.19).
(8.) Singular omputation of the gains: HIL optimization of the ontroller by λ-
CMAES (f. setion 5.3.1).
9. Determination of ontroller setpoint by overall feature error ∆f(I)=[∆fx, ∆fy,
∆fz , ∆fα, ∆fβ, ∆fγ ]
T
aording to image moments fx, fy, fz, fα, fβ and fγ:
[vx, vy, vz, ωγ, ωα, ωβ]
T = [kx, ky, kz, kγ, kα, kβ]
T [∆fx,∆fy,∆fz,∆fγ ,∆fα,∆fβ]
T
+[kDx, kDy, kDz, kDγ, kDα, kDβ]
T [∆f˙x,∆f˙y,∆f˙z,∆f˙γ ,∆f˙α,∆f˙β]
T .
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